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Appendix D The order of the (post-)ESDP process usage area
Introduction
The analytical quadrangle made above (see the Introduction of Part II in Book II) points out
that not only the Intergovernmental Conferences but also the (post-)ESDP process could form
the usage of the concept of territorial cohesion. That is to say, not so much its official but
informal usage. The IGCs usage area then leads to a general hypothesis that guides the reader
through this appendix: as it portrays a threefold contested usage of the concept for European
spatial planning (see Chapter 12), you can expect that its usage in European spatial planning
is problematic too. The (post-)ESDP process usage area’s in-depth content and concerns with
policy and knowledge hint at another general hypothesis: while the stories of the IGCs usage
area are mostly straightforward and general, you can expect those in the (post-)ESDP process
one to be just as multi-shaded and specific. When one then considers the combination of this
contested usage and nitty-gritty of stories from the departure-point of European spatial
planning (see Chapter 3), a question that formulates the main interest comes to mind: ‘How
does the usage of the concept of territorial cohesion substantively influence European spatial
(planning) policy?’. This concern therefore leads the reading of this appendix.
To treat these hypotheses and question, the presentation of the (post-)ESDP process
usage area below untangles a tightly structured bundle of different stories on territorial
cohesion. It starts doing so with the stories that frame and structure the other stories in this
usage area: the general stories and stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning itself
(§D.1). A treatment of the six territorial cohesion metanarratives of spatial/territorial
structure, economy/society/environment, accessibility, spatial/territorial specificities,
coordination, and the spatial/territorial dimension follows (§D.2), and a discussion on the
many stories relating these metanarratives is added to this (§D.3). To thereafter show issues
related to territorial cohesion in the (post-)ESDP process usage area, both the as
metanarratives schematised stories and those relating these metanaratives will be compared to
both the narratives with an own dynamic (§D.4) and the connections between them (§D.5).
From these ordered and compared stories conclusions can be drawn on the strategic positions
in the concept’s usage (see Chapter 12).

D.1 (Post-)ESDP process’ framing and structuring stories
D.1.1 The usage area’s general stories and stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning
themselves
Also the stories that frame and structure other stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area
can be ordered in a schema, here one on the ‘General stories and stories on territorial
cohesion and spatial planning itself in the (post-)ESDP process usage area’. This Schema 1
below shows that the (post-)ESDP process usage area has many general stories which
together form a patchwork. In this multifaceted framework six more processual and four
more substantive general stories can be distinguished; some combinations of such general
stories appear as well. In order of importance the six processual ones are – with between
brackets their colour in Schema 1 – for using governance techniques (red), on the lack or
need of substantive coordination (light green), the need to cooperate with each other (dark
green), (the social structure for) dividing roles between political levels (pink), the epistemic
base for political action (blue), and the existence of the main institutional framework such as
the State and its tasks or the global (purple). The four substantive ones, also in order of
importance – and their colour in Schema 1 –, give economic causes (yellow), make moral
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calls (grey), show the importance of the region (dark yellow), and name Cohesion Policy
(teal). It is also of importance to note that a general story which does not that much frame this
usage area is concerned with services. 1 SGEI are namely at least during the research period
the sole official base for using territorial cohesion (see the previous appendix on the IGCs
usage area).
The stories that structure other territorial cohesion and spatial planning stories in the
(post-)ESDP process usage area have a simpler image. There are only three: on territorial
cohesion itself, spatial planning itself, and their connections. They are respectively coloured
blue, brown, and orange in Schema 1. These three story types are exactly those which showed
a threefold contested usage of the concept of territorial cohesion in the IGCs usage area (i.e.
pro/contra territorial cohesion, spatial planning, their overlap/relation; see Chapter 11). The
argument to put these structuring stories next to each other here comes forth out of the
leading question of this appendix, which asks about substantive influences. In this way, just
the structuring stories can be addressed before we go deeper into the more specific stories on
spatial planning that are in/directly related to territorial cohesion in the metanarratives and
narratives with an own dynamic (see next paragraphs).
(post-)ESDP process Schema 1
General stories and stories on the concept of territorial cohesion and spatial planning
itself in the (post-)ESDP process usage area
Year/Stories
th

17/18 century
-French Revolution
-Jacobins victorious over Girondins
th

19 century
-French Republican model links
social and political

1927
1948
-WWII reinforced social policies as
national identity part
-National Reconstruction
-Aménagement du territoire
attends to spatial imbalances

1950
1964

General

Territorial cohesion and spatial planning itself

-de/centralise public authorities
-society comparable to human body
-oppose feudal-military system
-found rational religion
-promote industry
-universally associate men as brothers
-State is ruling power/working group
-political compromise needed
-have equitable and humane society

-implement vigorous policy
-integrate policies

-Trade barriers in EEC countries
lowered
-DATAR exists

1983

-diversity one of Europe’s riches

-No economic crisis
-Gendebien Report
-Regions involved in aménagement
du territoire

1989
-Berlin wall open
-European economy regains
momentum
-ESDP process
-EC studies spatial policy
-Expert planning community
debates TC

1990

-Community ensures coherence
-Community no superinstitution

-Community policies incoherent

-Turin consensus

1991
-Intergovernmental ESDP process
-EC approves ‘Europe 2000’
-DATAR and ARL communicate
-DATAR merges spatial planning
and regional policy

1992

-Community policies incoherent
-civic values/industrial values based upon equality/efficiency

-Community policies incoherent

-CSD has pioneering role in promoting economic, social and territorial cohesion

-first CSD
-Sustainable development related
to spatial planning
-National spatial research
institutions meet
-EMU
-foster TC related to spatial planning
-roving band of planners wants to realise its objectives autonomously

1997
-TC in Treaty of Amsterdam
-EC publishes ‘EU Compendium of
Spatial Planning Systems and
Policies’
-‘Competitiveness’ in first official
draft ESDP

1998

-trend towards Europe of regions

-EC supports one-year SPESP
-EC publishes ‘Community Policies
and Spatial Planning’
-REGI Committee underlines
territorial impacts
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1999
-ESDP
-TEN-T in ESDP
-ESDP on cohesion
-ESPON launched
-EC working document on spatial
planning
-Schéma du cohérence territoriale

2000
-European Council adopts Lisbon
Strategy
-CEMAT Guiding Principles
promote TC
-SF revision
-ESDP structures dismantled

2001
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-Second Cohesion Report
-White Paper on European
Governance
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-SUD substitutes CSD

2002
-ex ante impact assessment
obligatory for all Community
proposals
-EC adopts ESPON
-ESPON clarifies TC
-DATAR mentions role TC in SF
reform

2003
-Constitutional Treaty
-First substantive structuration of
TC by ESPON

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
-Interim Territorial Cohesion Report
-Galway Conference
-Rotterdam Conference
-DATAR launches administrative
meetings on TC for spatial
development policy
-ESPON works on territorial
indicators and integrated TC
indicator

2005
-Non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives Lisbon
Strategy
-Guellec Report
-Luxembourg Conference
-Agenda 2007
-ESPON Synthesis Report
-OECD analysis

2006
-SF Reform
-Strategic agenda-setting looking
at other EU Council’s not exists
-ESPON ends

-use proactive development strategies/marketing techniques
-Community policies integrate
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------closer economic integration following EMU

-ESPON should give TC definition
-develop (formal) European spatial planning
-promotion of social and territorial cohesion is Community and Member State task

-use (holistic/long-term) governance techniques
-involve all relevant administrative bodies

-promote TC

-use (holistic/long-term) governance techniques
-coordinate Community policy
-involve all relevant administrative bodies
-State should contain competition and ensure co-operation between local authorities
-coherence requires political headship of Institutions
-Community policies incoherent

-change spatial development/policy to apply TC

-coordinate Community policies/not important
-support cooperation networks
-make participation of public and private actors to collective activities possible
-not/change institutional framework
-balance top-down and bottom-up/decentralise (to regions)
-Community policies incoherent

-promote TC
-TC is functional equivalent of spatial planning
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------need for spatial/territorial planning unquestionable in mid-1990s
-White Paper on European Governance is pro spatial planning

-make policy less generic
-coordinate Community policies/not important
-focus on potential growth regions
-guarantee minimum standards
-focus on SG(E)I
-vague goals useful in policy arena
-political concepts not operationalisable
-science simultaneously measures and defines something
-legitimacy of State rooted in maintenance of social contract based on solidarity and equality
-differences provide opportunities for trade and exchanges
-Community policies incoherent
-Member States suffer from vertical policy incoherence caused by generic policy-making approach
-Cohesion Policy aimed at regions
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------regions will become important locus of rurality
-histories of French public service and Republic inextricably linked
-use proactive models of multi-level governance
-strengthen mechanisms at all governance levels to promote policy coherence
-coordinate Community policies
-better use existing legal and political EU structures (without extra burdens)/create reference framework
-deliver faster growth with stability and cohesion
-EU should conceive its diversity as strength
-establish solidarity between all citizens
-trade off effects between and incoherence of Community policies reduces policy effectiveness
-coordination presupposes establishment of horizontal and vertical cooperation
-coordination is key issue in multi-layered decision-making process with subsidiarity and vertical and horizontal
partnerships
-current political system prone to decision making leading to short term outcomes
-governance of EU policies is multi-sectoral and multi-level process
-Community policies incoherent
-approach is/less sectoral
-all Member States share concern for post-enlargement Cohesion Policy
-EU should facilitate with incentive-based approach/based on uniform principles
-further work at strategic level
-create (multi-level) governance (based on partnership principle/for efficiency/effectiveness)
-coordinate Community policies (with national policies/Lisbon Strategy)
-coordinate policies and cooperate (for efficiency)
-improve (flexible) cooperation between different territorial levels/key actors
-Community Institutions and Member States should agree
-State should contain competition and ensure co-operation between local authorities
-EC should deal with European level coordination
-emphasise subsidiarity
-interdisciplinary policy framework needed
-promote region
-redistribute for equal living conditions/invest for equity in conditions for realisation of potentials
-affiliate with nature
-improve services
-effective implementation of EU policy needs (sub)national governmental bodies to set their own agenda in
accordance with EU priorities
-vague goals indicate political weakness
-bottom-up activities strengthening coherence among sectors are important conditions for Lisbon
-integrated approach raises political buy-in
-(concerted) activities done for all ensure efficient implementation of common goals/reciprocity at all levels
-observation has political nature
-most competitive respond most effectively to globalisation
-civic values/industrial values based upon equality/efficiency
-legitimacy of State rooted in maintenance of social contract based on solidarity and equality
-no changes in EU governance/governance agenda affected every policy field
-governance of EU policies is multi-sectoral and multi-level process
-RDAs take lead in competitiveness issues
-sector-specific nature of Community policies questioned
-Community Institutions uncoordinated/EC has own co-ordination mechanisms
-trend of greater decentralisation and regional autonomy/influence
-global competition issue for local, regional and national levels
-regionalisation across Europe creates enhanced regional competitiveness between and within regions
-economic actors set framework for major inward investment developments
-multinationals pressure (sub)national governments
-SEM fails to materialise
contract approach:
-allocation of responsibility to local decision makers required
-central level assures policy cohesion
-vertical agreements improve horizontal coordination in public administration
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------citizens shall have possibility to choose region to live in
-EU Constitution at latest legal by 2009
-end of cheap energy era approaches
-histories of French public service and Republic inextricably linked
In 2005 all general stories debated extensively
-integration is other’s/Council-EC-EP (collective) responsibility
-Community level activities possible on Member State level
-coordination of permament interest/not everything
-horizontal and vertical coordination demands stable framework
-Lisbon is opportunity for integration/EC’s differentiation is not
-‘integration’ is bureaucratic politics concept/related to concerns over quality and legitimacy of EU policy
-governance agenda affected every policy field
-many European policies related/EC has own co-ordination mechanisms
-concern for post-enlargement Cohesion Policy shared by all/old Member States

-focus TC beyond spatial planning sphere
-not against formal European spatial planning
-TC needs territorial development idea
-TC obliged to accord with ESDP, Lisbon Strategy, Gothenburg European Council, and CEMAT
-TC important key concept (for politics/science)/not used at European scale
-TC needs broad standpoint
-TC defined consistent with prevailing political interests
-ESPON has broad TC standpoint (from ESDP)
-EC pro TC instead of ESDP
-EC wants spatial policy closer to its merits
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TC roots in ESDP process
In 2003 linkage of TC and spatial planning often made

-deepen TC
-bring about TC (via governance structures/holistic approach/sectoral policies/strategies)
-Ministers should agree on what TC will mean qua implementation
-TC is/not aménagement du territoire/spatial development
-TC challenges identify direction of European spatial development policies
-TC adds to Lisbon/Gothenburg Strategy
-ESPON works towards evidence-based TC policies
-EU conducts implicit TC policy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------expect strong French influence on revival ESDP process under TC
-ESDP adopted to promote TC/TC introduced following ESDP discussions

-pro TC and spatial planning/development/policy
-ESPON should measure and identify ways to operationalise TC
-pro (formal) European spatial planning
-TC is different from/reconceptualisation of European spatial planning/development
-(national/regional) territorial development policies the policy tool for TC/social and territorial cohesion are
constitutional reference points for conflicts in planning practices
-TC un/important
-spatial planning unimportant/common goals justify spatial planning/policy
-ESDP key TC determinant/ESDP debated in TC terms
-TC policies and/for Lisbon/Gothenburg
-DG Regio veers from spatial planning/development towards TC
-ESPON works on spatial planning/development/TC
-TC agenda draws on French and German conceptions of spatial policy/no institutional interactions of
Community TC policy with national planning systems
-EU legitimated in dealing with TC/EC can only rely on Member States for TC policy (and Lisbon/Gothenburg)
-governance agenda strongly influences TC
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(possible) ESPONII will operate under TC/be delivery mechanism for TC policy
-Ministers will make Synthesis Report on TC
-TC will not be distinct policy area
-European spatial planning has institutional future
-TC main ESDP goal/ESDP foreshadows TC thinking
-since ESDP trends are on contributing to TC/reason for Rotterdam process’ synthesis document was lack of
TC knowledge
-historic roots TC lie in centralizing efforts French Kings
-EC started ‘Europe 2000’ for formal European spatial planning
In 2005 TC and spatial planning debated extensively

-EU stakeholders of territorial development should demonstrate necessity of TC strategy
-Ministers most hopeful initiative for TC
-ESPON useful to understand TC implementation
-consider TC (for all policies)
-stimulate European spatial planning
-TC policy is/not spatial planning/development/policy
-spatial planning/aménagement du territoire is/not related to TC
-Ministers claim TC
-EC turns towards TC/can only rely on Member States for TC policy
-Southern-Europe countries and France used/UK not used to talk in terms of TC
-Third Cohesion Report/Rotterdam process is base/track for sharpening TC scope
-ESDP and TC concerned with governance
-governance agenda strongly influences TC
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------strong French influence on revival of ESDP process under TC can be expected
-TC roots in different planning customs/aménagement du territoire harboured TC
-ESDP refers to/mentions key components TC
-since Galway Conference nothing happened with TC

Again this Schema 1 does not only express that each kind of general stories has another
subject matter, but also that their developments and those of the stories on territorial cohesion
and spatial planning themselves can be followed through time, as will be done below.
D.1.2 The stories framing this usage area
While the more processual en substantive general stories treat a wide array of issues, their
patchwork with various entanglements sets the scene of the (post-)ESDP process usage area.
Untangling them in a concise way is difficult, perhaps impossible. Yet, an attempt is made
below, thereby starting with the earlier processual and substantive stories before the later
processual and substantive ones are treated. The earlier general stories namely root this usage
area even further in history than the later ones do.
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The history of some general stories is traced back through the 19th and 20th centuries
as far as in 17/18th century France. After the centralising efforts of French Kings the French
Revolution would have expressed general stories on the division of roles between political
levels: those for decentralisation and those for centralisation of public authorities (i.e. the
Girondins and the victorious Jacobins respectively). 2 This debate is refashioned in and for the
European Union when the ESDP process starts in 1989 and is made intergovernmental in
1991. Hereby decentralisation is favoured mostly (e.g. subsidiarity), and in 2005 even
described as happening. 3 Less development is shown in the general stories on the structure in
which these roles should be divided; this while one could even argue that the development of
nation-states and the coming into existence of the European Union meanwhile re-ordered the
political structures. That is to say, since the opposition to the feudal-military social system in
the 19th century with a change towards a French Republican model linking the social and
political – a linkage reinforced by the two World Wars –, the current socio-political structure
is merely defended or taken as given and to be used. 4 From 2002 on though, the need to
change or even create a new institutional framework within this social structure is voiced, as
is some criticism on the short-sightedness of the political system. 5 The epistemic base for
political action relates to these structures and roles. General stories on this base can only be
found in the 17/18th and 19th century and in 2003 and 2005. These do show some differences
between the latter and former centuries, as they reflect on science instead of comparing
society to the human body and discuss the political nature of observation instead of calling
for a rational religion. 6 Still, the other early processual stories that frame the (post-)ESDP
usage area show a rather stable picture: there is a long-standing dispute about political
de/centralisation and a late push toward political innovation, but always within the current
socio-political structure.
The substantive general stories on economics and morality are the ones which can be
found regularly through the last centuries as well. In the new social system coming from the
19th century, industry and universal human association are namely promoted. 7 To begin with
the former: since the National Reconstructions after the Second Word War, the lowering of
trade barriers in countries of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1964, and the
non-existence of an economic crisis after 1983, the economic general stories name the
importance of diversity for trade and the closer economic integration since the European
Monetary Union (EMU) in 1992.8 While the European economy got back its momentum
around 1989, there is also explicitly called for more growth since 2003. 9 Around the same
time the moral general stories are mostly on solidarity between citizens and the form this
should take (e.g. equal outcomes or opportunities); 10 hereby the question of national and/or
European solidarity is left untouched; although this is an important topic, especially since the
Enlargement of the European Union in 2004. Moreover, in 1991 a moral general story, which
was retold in 2005, shows a possible place where moral stories can be linked to economic
ones. This because it separates civic (i.e. moral) and industrial (i.e. economic) values as based
on equity and efficiency respectively. 11 The general stories on economic and morality thus do
not bring up disputes, but a tension between the two in, again, the current social system.
Hence, no matter whether the early general stories are more processual or substantive, they
tell the (post-)ESDP process usage area is based on continuities that last for several centuries
now instead of only on the European Union.
The later general stories also root this usage area in the time before the European
Union. A disagreement thereby appears since the two World Wars. The processual stories on
the existence of the main institutional framework namely seem to divide: in 1927 the State as
main institutional framework is seen as the ruling power, but there is also stated that it should
be considered as a working group. 12 Thereafter the State itself is only mentioned in 2003 – by
rooting its legitimacy in the maintenance of the social contract and stating the historical
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linkage of the French Republic with the marginal issue of providing public services – and in
the repetition of this story in 2005. 13 Yet, in 2005 the European Council revived the in 2000
adopted Lisbon Strategy to, amongst others, make the most competitive economy in the
world. The story telling about the State’s existence might therefore have to compete with the
one on global competition on every scale as the most important institutional framework.14
That is, also the story of “from the State as ruling power to the State as one of many in global
competition” frames this usage area.
What is more, one could understand seeing the State as a working group as
foreshadowing the most important general story since the year the ESDP was published and
could be applied: 15 using governance techniques. These stories emerge with broad statements
on the need to use proactive, long-term, marketing, and/or holistic techniques. 16 The rise of
them from 1999 on can be related to the development of stories on the main institutional
framework (i.e. from the State to globalisation) and on the social structure for dividing roles
between political levels (i.e. a new institutional framework within the existing social
structure) in new attempts to govern society. After the White Paper on European Governance
in 2001, these general stories on governance namely develop towards a blossoming of them
in 2005: this through the additional call in 2003 to make policies less generic and the
statement that vague goals are useful (in the policy arena), and a year later through both the
call to use multi-level models and stories on the existence of multi-level and multi-sectoral
European Union governance. 17 These general stories on using governance techniques thus
blossomed after the Ministers responsible for spatial development came together at the
Rotterdam Conference in 2004 and at the time of the consecutive Luxembourg Conference,
whereby they became more precise too. 18 Besides the continued call to create (multi-level)
governance and to further work at a strategic level, now a facilitating of the European Union
with an incentive-based approach is proposed against the story that its policies should be
based on uniform principles. 19 Yet, there are also general stories on governance techniques
that paradoxically describe the strong influence of the governance agenda and that there is no
change in European Union governance. 20 In 2006, the central claim that (sub)national
governmental bodies need to set their own agenda in accordance to European Union priorities
is added to this, as is a contrastatement on vague goals: now they would be politically weak. 21
The late blossoming of governance stories thus frames the (post-)ESDP process usage area
with several detailed processual puzzles.
The general stories on the lack or need of substantive coordination are the processual
stories that appear the most often. With the associated ones on the need to cooperate with
each other, they can be seen as fitting for the puzzling general stories on using governance
techniques (e.g. how to fit pieces together). However, both general stories are also told
without an explicit mention of ‘governance’, making an implicit placement of them in those
on using governance techniques always possible.
Nonetheless, if considered in themselves, the general stories on substantive
coordination show a stable and dominant appearance from its emergence in 1964 on:
Community policies are incoherent and they should be coordinated. 22 Strangely enough,
those on the unimportance of coordination are only voiced after the European Commission
study of ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and the Costs of Non-Coordination’ in
2001. 23 Then the general stories pro coordination also change. They namely become more
specific, as they (sharper) distinguish vertical from horizontal policy incoherence, contradict
each other whether approaches become generally speaking more or less sectoral, and they
point to the Community Institutions when it concerns coordination. 24 While the European
Council revived the Lisbon Strategy in 2005, linkages of coordination to this strategy are
added, as is the possible objection that Community policies should be coordinated with
national policies (as well) 25 – what implies the question of national policies and this strategy
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align. Notwithstanding the descriptions of the increasing integration of Community policies
already noted in 1999 and stories on the existence of mechanisms to cope with this,
something changes towards 2006. Then the stable appearance of the general stories pro
coordination is also questioned. This by general stories labelling ‘integration’ as a
bureaucratic politics concept and those on the problems with responsibility for this (i.e. who
should coordinate); note that at that time a strategic agenda-setting between the various
Councils of the European Union does not exist. 26 This usage area is thus not only framed by
puzzling processual stories, but also by hardly questioned and just as detailed ones for
coordination.
General stories on the need to cooperate with each other are as stable as those on
coordination. Since 1948, but mostly after 1999, compromise and involvement of actors are
called for. 27 Differences only exist about the kind of entities these are and the manner in
which it should happen. Since 2000, the year the structures of the ESDP process were
dismantled, the general stories on cooperation namely first call for involvement of all relevant
administrative bodies; after public and private actors in 2002, this becomes key actors or
territorial levels (e.g. Member States and Community Institutions) in 2005. 28 The manner to
cooperate then changes: from political compromise during the National Reconstructions to
cooperation networks after the Committee on Spatial Development (CSD) was in 2001
replaced by the working group on Spatial and Urban Development (SUD) (which has less
status and autonomy). 29 Two years later, it was about flexible cooperation, concerted
activities, and reciprocity at all levels. 30 Hence, even though the importance of coordination
is hesitantly questioned eventually, the need to cooperate is not. However, although the
general stories on cooperation stabely frame this usage area, they do not say what the
collective activities and common goals for cooperation are in it. 31
The two later substantive general stories neither tell what the collective activities and
common goals are in the (post-)ESDP process usage area, but they do frame the stories which
do tell this (see the next paragraphs). These general stories do not appear very often, but
might be influential nevertheless, as they are on the importance of the region and Cohesion
Policy. a To begin with the latter on that formal European Union policy: at the time of the
Enlargement of the European Union, it is told that all (old) Member States share the concern
for post-enlargement Cohesion Policy, something echoed in 2006. 32 The general stories on
the importance of the region describe a regionalisation of Europe in 1998 and add the
promotion of the region to this in 2005.33 Only deviant look forward is made in 2003 qua
subject matter. This by the statements that regions will become the locus of rurality; 34
something that does not return in this usage area Moreover, both kinds of general stories are
related in that year too, as Cohesion Policy would be aimed at regions (see next appendix). 35
The general story on the importance of the region can also be found in combination to other
general stories since 2002 (e.g. those on decentralisation or growth potential). 36 With the
formal importance of Cohesion policy in the European Union, the importance of the region
stiched into the general stories, and their combination, both thus frame the (post-)ESDP
process usage area.
Other combinations of general stories mostly appear since 2004 (e.g. the year of the
Galway Conference on Territorial Cohesion), thereby showing above already related
processual general stories. 37 The general stories therefore seem to image this post-ESDP
process usage area as an entangled contruction. Besides the frames this patchwork of general
stories gives, a main characterisic of them is that the year 2005 sticks out. This is not so much
because of the contract approach which can be filtered out of the processual general stories;
an approach in which decentralisation is emphasised and the central level and vertical
As this policy has an own territorial cohesion usage area, this framing suggests a hiearchical relationship between the Regional/Cohesion Policy “above” the (post-ESDP
process usage area (see Appendix E).

a
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agreements assure coordination. 38 This year of both the non-ratification of the Constitutional
Treaty and the start of the Agenda 2007 – in the process of the Ministers responsible for
spatial development concerned with the territorial state and perspectives of the European
Union – sticks out due to other reasons. 39 That is, all the distinguished general stories are
debated extensively then (except for the one on Cohesion Policy). The year 2005 thus clearly
shows the cluttered framework made by the general stories and might give the rather constant
call for coordination, cooperation, and the usage of governance techniques a deeper
dimension.
The (post-)ESDP process usage is therefore not so much framed by continued
contrapositions as the IGCs one is, but by a multi-shaded patchwork of alignments. Both the
more processual and more substantive general stories thereby root this usage area in
continuities from (far) before the European Union. They give a stable picture of the current
social system in which political de/centralisation is disputed and the economic and moral
stand in a tension. Yet, besides the stiched-in importance of the region and Cohesion Policy,
lately a push towards political innovation within this frame appears, and this accompanied by
a blossoming of governance stories. Especially in 2005 a cluttered framework comes forward
from the general stories in which detailed processual puzzles meet barely questioned calls for
coordination and cooperation. The general stories of this usage area thus already start to
support the second general hypothesis that poses that its stories are multi-shaded and specific.
That is, even the stories that frame those on the substantive influences of territorial cohesion
on European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading question) have these
characteristics.
D.1.3 The stories structuring this usage area
Because the stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning itself are debated extensively
in 2005, the same holds for them as for the general stories: this year sticks out. In the IGCs
usage area, both territorial cohesion, (a formal) European spatial planning, and their bond
were contested. Yet, the stories on spatial planning itself in the (post-)ESDP process show the
stable and continuous promotion of European spatial planning since their emergence at the
time of the Treaty of Amsterdam and the publishing of the ‘EU Compendium of Spatial
Planning Systems and Policies’ by the European Commission in 1997.40 The deviant case in
this is the statement in 2005 that spatial planning is unimportant, which might more signify
the influence spatial planning has outside its own realm. 41 It is not surprising that the other
spatial planning stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area are structured thus though, as
this usage area exposes the most interests in spatial planning.
A major debate does appear in these strucuring stories though. It is about whether
European spatial planning should stay informal (e.g. mostly conducted by the Member States’
Ministers responsible for spatial development) or be made formal (e.g. as a genuine
Community policy with its accompanying European Union policy making process). 42 Related
to the in/formality of European spatial planning are descriptive stories on who wants to hold
sway over its functioning: autonomous planners or the European Commission. While
autonomous planners are only mentioned in 1997, such a role of the European Commission
could have been ventilated earlier on. That is to say, a backward looking story from 2005
holds that the European Commission started the study of ‘Europe 2000: Outlook for the
Development of the Community’s Territory’ for a formal European spatial planning in 1991
– what happens to be the year the informal and intergovernmental ESDP process of the
Member States started as well. 43 Nevertheless, at least superficially seen, there seems to be
no development in this matter: the European Commission was, amongst others, involved in
the ESDP process, made a working document on spatial planning when the ESDP was
published in 1999, adopted the in 1999 launched European Spatial Planning Observatory
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Network (ESPON) in 2002 after supporting the Study Programme on European Spatial
Planning (SPESP) as ESPON’s precursor in 1998, is mentioned as wanting to have a spatial
planning closer to its merits in 2003, but is (again) merely involved in Agenda 2007 as well. 44
Notwithstanding these differences on the in/formality and driver of it, the stories on spatial
planning itself are thus clearly pro European spatial planning.
The stories on territorial cohesion itself that structure other territorial cohesion stories
in the (post-)ESDP process usage area emerged two years after the inclusion of the concept in
the Treaty of Amsterdam. Since then they show the stable and continuous promotion of
territorial cohesion, 45 just as the stories on spatial planning itself do for European spatial
planning. Only the discussion on the un/importance of territorial cohesion in general could
weaken this promotion. 46 However, its stories only indicate the unimportance of the concept
in 2003 (i.e. when it was included in the Constitutional Treaty) and in 2005 (i.e. the year of
the non-ratification of this Treaty). 47 Safe to say, therefore, that other territorial cohesion
stories in this usage area are just as structured for the concept as the spatial planning stories
are for spatial planning. In both the (post-)ESDP process usage area thus differs from how
contested they are in the IGCs usage area (again, see Chapter 11).
In this territorial cohesion promotion the two main debates can be seperated along the
same lines as the general stories: a processual one on who should steer territorial cohesion
and a substantive one on its scope. In 2003 the latter debate appeared and shows dominant
stories for a broad scope (e.g. beyond spatial planning) countered by those for the concept as
focal point. 48 As this discussion fades away through the years, territorial cohesion is not only
seen as a self-directed policy, as the concept is also seen as (merely) adding to the Lisbon and
Gothenburg Strategies since the Ministers’ (re-)booted their intergovernmental process in
2004 (i.e. the Rotterdam Conference). 49 The processual debate in the promotion of the
concept might remind us of those structuring stories on who wants to hold sway over the
functioning of European spatial planning. From the publication of the ESDP on they namely
pose and describe the European Union (mostly the European Commission) or the Member
States as up to this task when it concerns territorial cohesion. 50 Some stories on territorial
cohesion itself which do not appear clearly in either one of these debates might also be
important to mention, because they are directly framed by processual general stories. In 2005
a (far) backward looking story is namely that the historic roots of territorial cohesion lay in
the centralising efforts of the French kings (before the French Revolution); 51 this would thus
place the concept in long-lasting continuities. In 2005 and 2006 a related descriptive note is
that the governance agenda (i.e. processes) strongly influences the concept; 52 an influence
also reflected in the most important general stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area:
those on using governance techniques. Hence, notwithstanding the debates on the scope and
steering of territorial cohesion (policy), this usage area thus not only shows the promotion of
European spatial planning, but also the well-framed promotion of territorial cohesion.
What is more, before stories promoted spatial planning or territorial cohesion itself,
their bond was made. That is, the pioneering role of the Committee on Spatial Development
(CSD) in promoting, amongst others, territorial cohesion was described at the time of the the
first CSD in 1992, shortly after the Délegation à l'Aménagement du Territoire et à l'Action
Régionale (DATAR) merged spatial planning and regional policy. 53 Ever since, this bond is
promoted, implied, often made in the year the Constitutional Treaty was drafted and
thereafter, and only refuted in 2005 and cut in 2006. 54 The other spatial planning and
territorial cohesion stories in this usage area are thus not only structured by the separate
promotion of both, but by there linkage as well. The (post-)ESDP process usage area is thus
completely framed along one side in the threefold contested promotion of territorial cohesion
for European spatial planning shown in the IGCs usage area.
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Since 2002 two additional stories emerge on this bond besides explicit assertions of it:
i) the relation sometimes collides into an identification of both as the same and ii) how they
relate or should relate is mostly discussed. The latter can be subdivided roughly in those on a)
the intergovernmental ESDP and Rotterdam processes, b) ESPON, and c) for territorial
cohesion needed changes in spatial planning. Especially the latter is interesting for this
appendix’ leading question (i.e. on the substantive influence the concept has on European
spatial policy), but we will deal with them in the order of above.
The discussion on how the ESDP relates to territorial cohesion mostly consists of
descriptive backward looking stories. It seems through the years to revolve between the
extremes of that the ESDP already harboured the concept or that it is the ESDP which is
debated in terms of territorial cohesion instead. 55 Moreover, in the year the Constitutional
Treaty was drafted the European Commission would begin to prefer territorial cohesion over
the ESDP; this while also the Ministers in the Rotterdam process seem to commence their
claiming of the concept after the non-ratification of this Treaty. 56
Stories on ESPON are more univocal and appear to have a linear development:
already in the year it was launched ESPON is called to give a definition of territorial cohesion
and after it did so in the first substantive structuration of the concept – which is described as
having a broad standpoint (coming from the ESDP) – the deliverance of evidence for
(operationalisation of) territorial cohesion policy is stated to be the task of ESPON (or its
successor). 57 However, just as with the differences in viewpoints concerning the ESDP as
source for territorial cohesion, there are also some paradoxical statements in 2005 concerning
ESPON. These show some of the context in which changes in spatial planning for territorial
cohesion are called for. Here with the tension of ESPON working on (either) spatial planning
or territorial cohesion. 58
Although changes in European spatial planning might of course occur implicitly, the
need to change spatial planning for territorial cohesion is expressed in 2001, and thereafter
there is explicitly call for directing spatial planning (as policy tool) for territorial cohesion
concerns. 59 Other developments related to the changes in spatial planning for territorial
cohesion might be the increasing diversity in labels – adding those of ‘development’ and
‘policy’ to ‘planning’ – and the discussion since 2004 on the roots of territorial cohesion in
various planning traditions or just one (i.e. aménagement du territoire). 60 The statement in
2006 that the ESDP and territorial cohesion are concerned with governance, showing the
general story on using governance techniques once more, seems to be important in this; 61 as
both planning traditions and governance are concerned with ways of doing. All in all the
substantive influence of the usage of territorial cohesion on European spatial (planning)
policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading question) seems at least to depend on the identification of
territorial cohesion and spatial planning as the same or discussions on how they (should)
relate (i.e. the ESDP and Rotterdam processes, ESPON, changes in spatial planning). Either
way, because the structuring stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area promote spatial
planning, territorial cohesion, and their bond, they seem to weaken the first general
hypothesis. Why would the usage of the concept in European spatial planning be problematic
in their promotion?
D.1.4 The (post-)ESDP process usage area is framed and structured by puzzling promotions
Notwithstanding these stories on spatial planning itself, territorial cohesion itself, and those
linking them, as long as it is not clear what they promote, the comparison between them
remains superficial. The same holds for the finding that the usage of the concept in European
spatial planning is not problematic. The multi-shaded and specific patwork of general stories
that frame the (post-)ESDP process usage area suggest it is far more complex. It might for
instance be puzzling enough to determine what is actually promoted. To be thorough, the
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territorial cohesion and spatial planning stories that are framed by these general stories and
structured by these stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning themselves can then be
ordered. This again by the topics which seem to be assumed as those as to be discussed under
the territorial cohesion (i.e. its metanarratives) and as part of the concept’s European spatial
planning context (i.e. the narratives with an own dynamic). The similarities and differences
between (the order of) the stories of the territorial cohesion metanarratives and narratives in
this usage area can thereby point to answers to this appendix’ leading question too. That is,
below we can find out what the substantive influence of the concept is on European spatial
(planning) policy.

D.2 Territorial cohesion metanarratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area
D.2.1 Introducing the six metanarratives
In the (post-)ESDP process usage area many territorial cohesion stories evolve around a
single metanarrative, of which there are (again) six. In the relation between territorial
cohesion and spatial planning, an important differentiation hereby is between ‘spatial’ and
‘territorial’ stories. A development from spatial to territorial stories might namely denote an
influence of the concept of territorial cohesion on spatial planning (and thereby answer this
appendix’ leading question). Such a development can be visible in stories which are different
in this aspect but similar in what makes them a metanarrative; what happens three times here.
In this usage area territorial cohesion is for instance steadily used in (mostly
descriptive) stories that tell about spatial or territorial structures, making ‘spatial/territorial
structure’ a territorial cohesion metanarrative. Spatial and territorial structures can be grasped
with the use of different perspectives coming from viewpoints that can (mainly) stand on
their own as well. Examples of this come forward in the usage of territorial cohesion in
relation to economic, social and environmental policy objectives as (other) possible common
goals to cooperate for. This makes ‘economy/society/environment’ another territorial
cohesion metanarrative. As framed by its general stories (see §D.1.1), the concept is seldom
used for the issues of services or infrastructure in this usage area. Yet, due to the juridical fact
that Services of General Economic Interest are the sole official basis of territorial cohesion,
those few stories are important nonetheless. Also infrastructure – especially the TransEuropean Networks (TENs) since the Treaty of Maastricht had a title on them – is in itself an
important issue in the European Union and influential in European spatial planning too. If
taken together, services and infrastructure can be caught under the more general category of
‘accessibility’ (e.g. of services, via networks); as done in a story in this usage area as well.
Hence, although there are only a few territorial cohesion stories on services and/or
infrastructure in the (post-)ESDP process usage area, the importance of both of them and
their possible grouping makes ‘accessibility’ a territorial cohesion metanarrative.
Just as in the IGCs usage area, here the order of metanarratives does not stop with the
three abovementioned territorial cohesion metanarratives either. Moreover, the three other
metanarratives have almost the same labels as three of that usage area: ‘spatial/territorial
specificities’, ‘coordination’, and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ (see Appendix C). Yet, the
‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative does not so much point to territorial realities (of
lower levels) as in the IGCs usage area, but to similar spatial and territorial realities in a
somwhat different way. The ‘coordination’ metanarrative also resembles the one of the IGCs
usage area in (see Appendix C). However, here the in/formal boundary is regarded from the
other side, that is, from less formal ways of doing, as the (post-)ESDP process is largely
conducted informally. Framed by the most often appearing general stories on the lack or need
of substantive coordination, it is hereby not surprising that coordination (e.g. territorial
governance) is the most debated metanarative. The up until now introduced metanarratives
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that treat the spatial or territorial dimension all do so in a different way. Because also in this
usage area some territorial cohesion stories further the spatial or territorial dimension in itself
on the Community level, they form a separate metanarrative. The appearance and
development of the stories per metanarrative can then be summarised schematically as shown
below in Schema 2a ‘Metanaratives of the concept of territorial cohesion in the (post-)ESDP
process usage area (without relating stories)’.
(post-)ESDP process Schema 2a
Metanarratives of the concept of territorial cohesion in the (post-)ESDP process usage area (without relating
stories)
Year/
Metanarrative
2000

Spatial/Territorial
structure

-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-CEMAT Guiding Principles
promote TC
-SF revision
-ESDP structures dismantled

2001
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-Second Cohesion Report
-White Paper on European
Governance
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-SUD substitutes CSD

2002
-ex ante impact assessment
obligatory for all Community
proposals
-EC adopts ESPON
-ESPON clarifies TC
-DATAR mentions role TC in
SF reform

2003
-Constitutional Treaty
-First substantive structuration
of TC by ESPON
-ESPON has broad TC
standpoint

2006
-SF Reform
-Strategic agenda-setting
looking at other EU Councils
not exists
-ESPON ends

Spatial/Territorial
specificities

Coordination

Spatial/Territorial
dimension

-integration of spatial concerns in
other policies for TC needed

-polycentric development is TC
condition
-promote TC to prevent
concentration

-TC must link with polycentrism
-use TC for making spatial
structures in political agreement
-TC and polycentrism
complementary/TC policy core
would stimulate polycentric
development
-TC in terms of polycentric policy is
spatial translation of French way of
doing

2004

2005

Accessibility

-polycentrism is TC vision
-polycentric development fosters
TC

-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference
-Rotterdam Conference
-DATAR launches
administrative meetings on TC
for spatial development policy
-ESPON works on territorial
indicators and integrated TC
indicator

-Non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy
-Guellec Report
-Luxembourg Conference
-Agenda 2007
-ESPON Synthesis Report
-OECD analysis

Economy/Society/
Environment
-promote TC through more
balanced social and economic
development of regions and
improved competitiveness

-TC helps to meet citizens’
demand for transparency

-use TC for reducing development
disparities
-bring TC closer to fundamental
EU goals as new dimension for
regional and cohesion policies
-balance and equity foster TC
-TC concerned with territorial
inequities
-TC is essential for a sustainable
Europe
-TC adds no value to economic
and social cohesion/is third
cohesion dimension
-balance and equity not enough for
a TC ensuring competitiveness
and sustainability of the whole
---------------------------------------------increasing Europe’s sustainable
development and competitiveness
related to TC comes from ESDP
-promote competitiveness with TC
-integrate TC into EU policies to
support sustainable economic
growth
-broader apply TC than cohesion
policies
-TC is principle of solidiarity/equity
amongst European citizens
(wherever they live)
-TC ensures balanced
development
-TC essential for competitiveness
-TC and balance promote
competitive, innovative and
sustainable Europe
----------------------------------------------TC and sustainable development
the rationale for ESDP formulation

-TC concerned with access
to/maintenance of (public) services
(in rural and peripheral areas)
----------------------------------------------TC in Treaty of Amsterdam gave
spatial development policy new
commitment

-TC requires in-depth territorial
observation
-political and scientific approaches
to TC partly similar
-measurement of TC conditions
helps to identify possible policy
answers
-ESPON clarifies TC/information to
measure TC potential already
available
-TC is process based
---------------------------------------------unexploredness of TC favoured
some political consensus

-TC policies (should) promote key
internal and external linkages in
the transnational and interregional

-TC requires in-depth
analysis/territorial observation
-establish system for assessment
of impact of Community policies on
TC
-through distinct TC policy small
islands and islanders can become
active partners in future EU
-systematic considerations of
potential impact of EU policies
points to broader application of TC
-lack of knowledge, training and
information on TC issues
-adverse impact CAP on achieving
TC
---------------------------------------------islands’ condition will become
natural part of TC

-attention to spatial structure and
qualities of areas needed to
prioritise spaces and places for TC
-TC reached by strengthening
polycentric structure of European
territory/polycentrism is TC’s
physical translation
-TC is rationale for organising
European space/TC framework is
greater European context for
country
-peripheral countries naturally
approve TC and polycentrism
---------------------------------------------polycentrism will pursued by
revamped ESDP process under
TC policy
-ESPON set up with TC as
rationale for organising European
space

-relate TC to disadvantages of
regions
-TC important in delivery of growth
and jobs
-forms of compensation only
guarantee that distributive effects
of planning take account of
economic, social and territorial
cohesion
-high level of living conditions on
regionally balanced basis central
to TC
-high level of global/balanced
competitiveness related to TC
-TC enriches objective of (regional)
economic and social
cohesion/attempts to combine
efficiency and equity in territorial
development
-economic imperative and
sustainability harness desire for
balanced competitiveness and TC
-TC related to socio-economic
inequalities

-public services as networks
generate wealth and social and
territorial cohesion
-TC broader than SGEI
-transportation improvements have
negative effects on TC

-relate TC to geographical features
-policy favouring TC must reduce
negative effects of geographical
handicaps
-establish system for assessment
of impact of various Community
policies on TC
-sectoral policies with impacts on
territories have to consider TC in
their strategies
-identification/effective utilisation of
(regional potentials and) territorial
capital (with territorial/spatial
development policies) central to
TC
-possible to identify key priority
fields for strengthening TC
-exploitation of not fully used
potentials of regions in favour of
TC
-policies for TC and Lisbon (and
Gothenburg) ineffective without
accounting for territorial
diversity/cities
-trend towards better TC
observable in Community sectorspecific policies
-increasing role of local authorities
in implementing and monitoring
phases of sector-specific policies
contributes to TC

-polycentrism related to TC
-usage of TC more helpful in
convincing actors than
polycentrism

-link TC to sustainable
development as in sustainable
communities
-TC aims at unification of political
left and right for more balance as
social-economic objective
-no spatial policy in EU activities
for microeconomic redevelopment
related to TC
-TC not used for general
economics, social, cultural, finance
and industry issues
-actors concerned with sustainable
development not use TC/TC
relates to sustainable
development/communities (in
spatial planning)
---------------------------------------------TC became more important for
DG Enterprise and Industry

-only use TC when related to TENs
-TC not used for TENs/via TENs
and accessibility connected to SGI

-promote TC to take structural
account of impacts and needs of
local and regional levels
-with TC territorial capital could be
used as it should be
-ESPON aims to provide TC
knowledge and techniques for
policies

-TC is co-ordination of sectoral
policies
-largely shared vision needed to
meet future challenges demanding
actions for TC
-transfer of competencies to
regional level essential for TC
-TC helps to meet citizens’
demand for legibility
-territorial co-ordination of policies
important TC topic
-TC gives (territorial) coherence to
policies/between spatial policy of
EU and lower levels
-TC (instrumentally) makes SF
effective
---------------------------------------------for territorial governance TC (and
making EU policy more efficient by
policy coherence) originated in
ESDP

-TC accents consideration of
spatial dimension by sectoral
policies

-TC needs added value in quality
of multi-level governance/sectoral
policies made with articulated
goals and strategic frameworks for
spatial development
-collaborative governance
processes required to promote
policy coherence and sectoral
integration for TC
-spatial policies and planning
frameworks must withstand
challenges to longer term goals of
coherent and comprehensive
spatial development strategies that
promote TC
-relations between public and
private actors at heart of TC
-development and synergy through
cooperation support TC
-territorial governance linked with
TC
----------------------------------------------integration principle as TC agenda
part was hoped to be formalised in
Constitutional Treaty
-TC needs good territorial
governance
-EU territorial governance as
context for TC implementation
needs institutional definition of
European spatial planning
-current shared responsibility of
Member States&EU in
strengthening TC needs effective
and coherent application of their
instruments
-key challenge of territorial
governance is that TC needs
effective and coherent application
of EU and national instruments
-EU TC policy would benefit from
stakeholder involvement
-visions contribute to specifying TC
-coordinating spatially relevant
sectoral policies contributes to
TC/TC coordinates EU (sectoral)
policies (through strategic/traversal
dimension)
-TC is not about convergence of
Community, national and regional
policies/makes EU policies more
effective and efficient
-German tradition gives TC holistic
nature
---------------------------------------------European law to apply TC
institutionally recognises good
territorial governance practices
-constitutional recognition of TC
policy poses institutional question
of interaction between EU
territorial governance process and
functioning of European national
planning systems
-use TC for policies dealing with
cross-cutting governance issues
-TC coordinates sectoral policies
(with integrated spatial approach)
-TC increases policy effectiveness
-TC and governance related to
more structured dialogue between
Member States and Regions with
EU

-TC puts territorial dimensions of
EU policies in core EU political
focus

-TC advocates territorial dimension
----------------------------------------------territorial dimension of TC from
ESDP, Lisbon, Gothenburg and
CEMAT

-policies should attain TC by
having territory as basis for policy
making
-TC is way to develop European
Territorial Strategy
-TC refers to territorial policies
-TC is traversal dimension
applicable to whole territory/tool to
overcome obstacles to
modernisation of territory
-TC puts territorial dimension of
EU policies in core of EU political
discourse
-TC associated with opening-up
the territory
-TC agenda draws on French and
German conceptions of space
---------------------------------------------TC will add territorial dimension to
EU policies
-TC added spatial justice
dimension to European spatial
policy

-TC part of new territorial way of
doing in EU (as political approach)
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The territorial cohesion metanarratives and narratives with an own dynamic (see §D.4 and
D.5) characterising this usage area have one general similarity: there seem to be no
contradicting stories. For instance, no stories tell that something does not have to do with
territorial cohesion. Hence, no metanarrative is refuted as such explicitly, nor consisting of a
dominant story opposed by its counterstory. However, the intensity in which the
metanarratives are debated differs and the way in which they should be expressed seems to be
discussed as well. As their lables already suggest, especially the ‘spatial/territorial structure,
‘spatial/territorial specificities’, and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarratives might then
show a development from spatial to territorial stories. For the influence of territorial cohesion
on spatial planning these appearances and developments will thus be scrutinised. Below the
developments of these six metanarratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area will
therefore be described one by one by identifying and relating their main discussions.
D.2.2 Spatial/Territorial structure metanarrative
Although a territorial cohesion metanarrative is labbeled ‘spatial/territorial structure’, only
some of its stories are explicitly on spatial structure. Besides some on a geographic rationale
for organising Europe, most are on one specific spatial or territorial structure instead, a
possible common though vague goal to cooperate for, 62 that is: polycentrism. These three
territorial cohesion stories are coloured green, gray, and pink in Schema 2a respectively.
Because polycentrism can be considered as something spatial or territorial, an influence of
territorial cohesion on European spatial policy could be difficult to detect here. The working
hypothesis for this metanarrative therefore reads: spatial/territorial structure issues play no
role when territorial cohesion influences European spatial policy. Before we treat the
metanarrative’s dominant stories to test this though, the less important stories can give a lead.
In 2003 it is suggested that the concept can be used for making spatial structures in
political agreement; this of course alings with the general stories on the need to cooperate.
This was after the ESDP’s processual structures were dismantled, the working group on
Spatial and Urban Development (SUD) substituted the CSD, and territorial cohesion was
promoted to prevent concentration. That is, possibly at a time ripe for coordination and/of
political structures when it concerns European spatial planning and territorial cohesion.
ESPON was simultaneously clarifying and structuring the content of territorial cohesion,
even though a general story on the epistemic base for political action suggests that political
concepts are not operationalisble (also see §D.2.5). 63 However, no stories of the
‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative appear in 2004, just as there were no stories on
spatial planning itself then; this even tough DG Regio published the Interim Territorial
Cohesion Report and the Ministers responsible for spatial development met informally at
Rotterdam. 64 A year later, around the time the Rotterdam process started (with Agenda 2007),
the attention to spatial structure is stressed just once again to prioritise spaces and places,
while now territorial cohesion is not a means to do this – as before – but the goal of this. 65
Moreover, each of the metaranative’s stories appears that year (i.e. on spatial structure,
geographic rationale, polycentrism). Thereby it is the only year in which territorial cohesion
is posed to be the European context framing a country or even the rationale for organising
European space; a rationale with which ESPON would have been set up as well. 66 This
blossomming could thus demonstrate the expansion of the metanarrative. Then again, these
stories on spatial structure and geographic rationale seldom appear and they show almost no
development of the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative. That is to say, these territorial
cohesion stories do not start to speak in ‘territorial’ instead of ‘spatial’ terms.
Territorial cohesion stories on polycentrism do not only dominate this metanarrative
by number and continuity, but by being the earliest stories in this metanarative as well. They
namely emerge since 2001, which is two years after the publication of the ESDP in which the
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concept of polycentrism played a major role. 67 None of them dispute their relation, and in
2003 it is even stated that territorial cohesion must link with polycentrism. 68 Discussions
mainly appear to be on the way in which they relate and also on who will approve a way of
doing that relates them. Besides descriptions hinting at possible approvals by the French or
peripheral countries – due to, respectively, similarities in European Union and French ways
of doing or their nature –, the disagremeent on who will approve appears to be on whether
polycentrism will be pursued by a revamped ESDP process under a territorial cohesion policy
or that territorial cohesion would be more helpful to convince political (policy) actors than
the concept of polycentrism. 69 The laborious discussion on how these two concepts relate as
conducted since the year of the Second Cohesion Report might signify the importance of
polycentrism for other uses though (e.g. veiled, scientific). Notwithstanding ESPON’s
structuration of territorial cohesion in 2003 and its Synthesis Report in 2005, the poles in this
continuous discussion explain that polycentrism leads to territorial cohesion or vice versa, but
no explanation becomes dominant in this.70 Hence, also the metanarraive’s main discussion
on how polycentrism and territorial cohesion (should) relate hardly shows any development:
again these territorial cohesion stories do not change from ‘spatial’ to ‘territorial’.
At first sight spatial/territorial structure issues thus seem to play no role when
territorial cohesion influences European spatial policy, just as this section’s working
hypothesis posed. Besides that differences between spatial or territorial structure are hard to
detect, the territorial cohesion stories on these structures, an organising geographic rationele,
and polycentrism show no development. However, an influence of territorial cohesion on
European spatial policy does not necessarily have to show itself in the change from ‘spatial’
towards ‘territorial’ stories for spatial/territorial structure issues to play a role. A territorial
cohesion story on polycentrism for instance suggests a questioning of the importance of the
entire ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative: if the concept of territorial cohesion is more
useful than the concept of polycentrism, less usage of the latter might be an influence of the
former. Issues of spatial/territorial structure then have a negative role to play. Such
speculations relate to the two general hypotheses too. Their details namely support that the
stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area are specific (i.e. the second general hypothesis),
and a focus on territorial cohesion instead of polycentrism that, when the latter is essential for
European spatial planning, a usage of the former is problematic (i.e. the first general
hypothesis). Especially this change in focus could give an answer to this appendix’ leading
question. That is, a way in which the usage of the concept of territorial cohesion could
substantively influence European spatial (planning) policy is by throwing polycentrism off its
agenda.
D.2.3 Economy/Society/Environment metanarrative
Economic stories in the ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative are mostly concerned
with competitiveness, those on society with balance, and the environmental stories with
sustainability. a These are coloured yellow, red, and green in Schema 2a respectively. Similar
to the main discussions on spatial/territorial structure and polycentrism is that the causal
direction in the relation between territorial cohesion and the economic, social, or
environmental policy objectives is debated. A characteristic that gives the
‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative its coherence produces more complexity
though. Since their emergence in 2000, these territorial cohesion stories namely combine two
or all three policy objectives as well. With such a multi-shaded and specified make-up, this
metanarrative aligns to the patchwork of general stories. It might therefore help to solve the
puzzle of the territorial cohesion and spatial planning promotions that structure this usage
a

Note that ‘sustainability’ can also designate social or economic sustainability and that, likewise, there can be spoken of balanced competitiveness and social competition as well.
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area (see §D.1.4). This section’s working hypothesis could then be: the economic, social, and
environmental policy objectives clarify what territorial cohesion is aimed at. Although the
early emergence of the relevant territorial cohesion stories makes this metanarrative the
oldest one of the (post-)ESDP process usage area, its stories only appear uninterrupted since
2003; which is the eventful year of the Constitutional Treaty, the first substantive
structuration of the concept by ESPON, and the first year the structuring stories often made
the linkage between territorial cohesion and spatial planning themselves. 71 The ways in
which they appear will be treated below per policy objective before their combinations are.
More social stories on territorial cohesion posing to (instrumentally) relate the
concept to reducing disparities (and, as said above, vice versa) can be seen than descriptions
explaining that territorial cohesion leads to balanced development (again, also vice versa);
these territorial cohesion stories are also framed by the general stories on Cohesion Policy
and the importance of regions, as they touch upon both. 72 As mentioned above, 2004 was the
year of the Enlargement of the European Union, the European Commission’s Third Cohesion
Report, and the Ministers’ Rotterdam Conference. Concurrent with these events is a strong
statement that goes beyond the utilitarian relationships between territorial cohesion and
balance: territorial cohesion would be a principle of equity amongst European citizens
(wherever the live). 73 This would pick a side in the frame delivered by the usage area’s
general stories on morality, that is, pick European over national solidarity. Nevertheless, the
regular appearance of these social stories decreases through the years. This could denote a
weakening of the relation between social policy objectives and territorial cohesion stories.
Then territorial cohesion would aim less at balanced development.
In 2004 something befits the framing from the economic general stories that call for
more growth since 2003. From then on territorial cohesion is not only said to be a social
principle, but starts to be persistently related to only economic stories on competitiveness as
well. 74 Since the European Council revived the Lisbon Strategy the year after (which is
concerned with both growth and competitiveness), the stories relating territorial cohesion to
economics also seem to fall within the development of the general stories on the major
institutional framework towards global competition on every scale. This because they become
more varied, add global and balanced competitiveness, and, above all, become dominant. 75 A
backward looking story in 2006 that says that the concept increased in importance for DG
Enterprise and Industry (e.g. microeconomic redevelopment) might also reflect the
developing dominance of economic stories on territorial cohesion. 76 This suggests that
territorial cohesion will aim more at competitiveness.
After the European Council adopted the Gothenburg Strategy for sustainable
development in 2001 and since the inclusion of the concept in the Constitutional Treaty, also
environmental stories on territorial cohesion appear. 77 Eventually, the stories develop from
relating the concept to sustainable development more in general to the addition of more
specific stories on sustainable communities in 2006. 78 Furthermore, in this year territorial
cohesion is increasingly related to the environment in comparison to both the other years and
the social and economic stories; but perhaps this merely foreshadows the increasing political
emphasis on sustainability the years after instead of a strengthening of its relation to
territorial cohesion, as the same year there are also stories holding that actors concerned with
sustainable development do not use the concept at all. 79 Whether territorial cohesion aims at
sustainability thus is a question.
Of importance for the metanarrative is, then, that its territorial cohesion stories just as
steadily relate the concept to combinations of economic, social, and environmental policy
objectives as that it treats them separately. Moreover, combined stories often precede separate
ones. An example of this comes forward in the year the European Council adopted the Lisbon
Strategy and the Council of Europe’s Guiding Principles of the European Conference of
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Ministers responsible for Regional Planning of the Member States (CEMAT) promoted the
concept. Then the call is made to promote territorial cohesion through more balanced social
and economic development of regions and improved competitiveness. 80 Moreover,
notwithstanding that once the story emerged that territorial cohesion adds no value to
economic and social cohesion, since 2003 the combination of economic and social policy
objectives with the concept appears most continuously; this, strangely enough, with hardly
touching upon the importance of regions as the social stories of this metanarative do. 81 While
the economic-environmental connection seldom appears – with hereby ‘sustainability’ always
representing the environment –, the relation between social and environmental policy
objectives never does; only if also combined with an economic policy objective (see
below). 82 The continuity and dominance of the combination of economic and social policy
objectives in this territorial cohesion metanarrative might reflect the general stories. These
namely also frame the metanarratives by connecting economic and moral stories, this with
industrial and civic values based on efficiency and equity respectively, including their
tension. Although this makes it more complex, territorial cohesion could then mostly aim at
uniting social balance and economic competitiveness.
The two territorial cohesion stories relating each of the policy objectives almost
contradict each other on whether balance, competitiveness, and sustainability (of Europe) are
complementary. While the stories that harmoniously combine different policy objectives are
dominant, as reflected when all three are joined in 2004, a year earlier a story goes far away
from this dominance by stating that balance is not enough for competitiveness and
sustainability. 83 Another issue appears around the same time too. That is, although there is
called for a broader application of territorial cohesion than cohesion policies (e.g. in
European spatial planning), a story in 2006 might point to a characteristic of this
complementarity between objectives, as it holds that the concept is not used for general
economic or social issues. 84 The territorial cohesion stories might therefore point to a broad
aplication of the combination of economic, social, and environmental policy objectives, but
this by neither following an environmental way as promoters of sustainable development see
it, nor a general socio-economic path.
The ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative thus mainly hints at an implicit
disagreement about which policy objective relates to territorial cohesion. The usage of the
concept in relation to them seems to show a dominance of competitiveness, a weakening
when it concerns balanced development, and perhaps a disputed strengthening when it
concerns sustainability. If in European spatial (planning) policy the same happens, this could
be territorial cohesion’s substantive influence (i.e. this appendix’ leading question). It of
course also falsifies the working hypothesis, because the economic, social, and environmental
policy objectives do not clarify what territorial cohesion is aimed at. Quite the opposite – and
the more so when you consider that the debates are also about whether territorial cohesion
aims at such an objective or vice versa. The territorial cohesion stories on how these policy
objectives (should) relate are clearer, as they signify less development and a dominance of
harmonising socio-economic combinations. However, these unifications are so specific that
they support the second general hypothesis (i.e. the stories of this usage area are multi-shaded
and specific) instead of this section’s working hypothesis. This metanarrative thus does not
help to solve the puzzle of the spatial planning and territorial cohesion promotions. It
therefore supports the first general hypothesis, as this unsolved puzzle could make the usage
of territorial cohesion in European spatial planning problematic indeed.
D.2.4 Accessibility metanarrative
The importance of services and infrastructure and their mutual concern for accessibility forms
a metanarrative from the territorial cohesion stories about them. Their stories are respectively
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coloured green and blue in Schema 2a. The official linkage of territorial cohesion and
services and the substantive one of spatial planning and the infrastructure then directly leads
to this section’s working hypothesis: territorial cohesion influences European spatial planning
by redefining infrastructural issues in terms of services. However, that it might not be that
simple is suggested by that this organisation of the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative is not
harmonic. A main discussion that develops in it namely has to do with the ways in which
services, infrastructure networks, and accessibility are or should be related.
It was six years after the inclusion of territorial cohesion in the Treaty of Amsterdam,
which related to Services of General Economic Interest (SGEI), that a backward looking
story holds that this gave spatial development a new commitment. 85 After the Constitutional
Treaty was drafted, the Ministers started the Rotterdam process, and ESPON had a broad
standpoint on the concept in 2005, however, the subsequent territorial cohesion stories on
services classify public services as networks and state that the concept is (also) broader than
SGEI; 86 note that in the IGCs usage area ‘SG(E)I’ is not the only territorial cohesion
menatarattive either, and the concept thus also broader there. What is more, no territorial
cohesion story is concerned with services only after this (not to mention its relation to rural
and peripheral areas described in 2003). 87 An implicit question seems thus to arise: are
services networks or is infrastructure a service? In 2004, for instance, it is said that territorial
cohesion policies (should) promote key internal and external linkages (in the transnational
and interregional). 88 This could relate to services as networks, but can be classified as
territorial cohesion story on infrastructure too, that is, one contradicting the 2005 statement
that transportation improvements have negative effects on territorial cohesion. 89 A year later
though, not so much this implicit question but an open dispute between infrastructural stories
seems to appear: territorial cohesion would not or only be used for TENs. 90 Hence, it is safe
to say that territorial cohesion stories on services could develop into a (wanted) broader usage
of the concept for (also) infrastructural concerns. This of course goes right against this
section’s working hypothesis. Then territorial cohesion would not influence European spatial
planning by putting infrastructural issues under the aegis of services, but would the latter be
on a par.
The inclusion of territorial cohesion in the Treaty of Amsterdam might have given
spatial development a new commitment. This commitment could have less to do with its
relation to services than to the concept itself though – and perhaps also with its potential link
to infrastructural issues. Yet, in 2006 it is held that it is via TENs and accessibility that the
concept is linked to Services of General Interest (SGI). 91 This would even go further than
putting infrastructural issues and services on a par, as the former then becomes a gatekeeper.
That is, to talk about about territorial cohesion and services, one must then mention
infrastructure. This ostensible switch in importance in the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative from
services to infrastructure might thus not so much involves a total replacement within these
territorial cohesion stories, but a possible reorganisation of them.
Either way, this metanarrative hardly supports that territorial cohesion influences
European spatial planning by redefining infrastructural issues in terms of services (i.e. this
section’s working hypothesis). It more points to the opposite: European spatial planning
influencing territorial cohesion by redefining service issues in terms of infrastructure.
Whether this usage of territorial cohesion is problematic in European spatial planning (i.e. the
first general hypothesis) then depends on what is more problematic: not following the official
linkage between services and territorial cohesion or not discussing services in common
infrastructural terms. Again, either way this supports that the stories in the (post-)ESDP
process usage are multi-shaded and specific (i.e. the second general hypothesis). With the
addition of these topics, at least the organisation of them cannot rely on general terms due to
the increased complexity. Hence, up until now the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative only shows a
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substantive influence of territorial cohesion on European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this
appendix’ leading question) by placing services on its agenda.
D.2.5 Spatial/Territorial specificities metanarrative
The territorial cohesion stories of the ‘territorial specificities’ metanarrative can be divided
into groups just as in the similar metanarrative of the IGCs usage area (see §C.2.5). Most of
these stories are on territories, subdivided in stories on observation and a certain focus, and
others on impacts of European Union policies. Territorial cohesion stories on territorial
capital are added as a third group here. These three territorial cohesion stories are
respectively coloured yellow, violet, and pink in Schema 2a. Contrary to the
‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative, an influence of territorial cohesion on European
spatial policy could be easy to detect in these stories. This metanarrative namely deals with
both spatial and territorial specificities. This section’s working hypothesis therefore is: the
spatial specificities change into territorial specificities due to the influence of territorial
cohesion. What also seems to point in this direction is that the observation stories on
territories show a development and that the stories on impacts and territorial capital are
consecutively added to them, which are developments in themselves. Below they are treated
in this order.
In 2002 the European Commission adopted ESPON, which should substantively
clarify territorial cohesion. While ESPON structured the concept with a broad standpoint a
year later, a backward looking story holds that the unexploredness of territorial cohesion
favoured some political consensus. 92 However, even though since the territorial cohesion
stories on observation emerged in 2003 it is stated that political and scientific approaches to
the concept are partly similar, the main development of them is concerned with exploring
actual spatial/territorial realities; this is in line with the stories on spatial planning and
territorial cohesion themselves that bring the linear development of ESPON forward: from
clarifying the concept to delivering evidence for territorial cohesion policy. 93 That is, these
stories are successively on: i) observation (later on naming the use of local authorities in this)
and measurement, ii) adding analysis and a continuing lack of information to this in 2004
(while ESPON worked on an integrated territorial cohesion indicator), iii) identifying priority
fields in 2005 (the year of the ESPON Synthesis Report), and on iv) providing territorial
cohesion knowledge and techniques for policies in 2006 (when ESPON ended). 94 This
development does not go from the observation of spatial to territorial specificities, obviously,
as it did not start with spatial specificities. One could nonetheless argue that it clearly shows
an influence of territorial cohesion because its development definitively heads towards
observing territorial specificities in relation to the concept.
Two territorial cohesion stories question this development though. One deviating
story in 2005 mentions an observable trend towards territorial cohesion in – not actual
spatial/territorial realities, but – sector policies. 95 In 2003, another seems to run counter to an
increasing clarification of the concept (by ESPON), as it says that the information to measure
the potential for territorial cohesion is already available. 96 General stories on the epistemic
base for political action from 2003 and 2005 can be added to this, as they respectively state:
science simultaneously measures and defines something and observation has a political
nature. 97 An inference from these general stories and this metanarrative’s stories on
observation may then not so much picture the measurement of territorial cohesion. Instead,
one could see a structuration of already available or soon to be produced information in the,
and thereby as the, territorial cohesion perspective as determined politics and science. 98
Hence, territorial cohesion observations might mainly be produced from bottom-up
descriptions of territories and with a top-down focus. When this is done with already
available information, the influence of territorial cohesion might be the transformation of
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spatial into territorial information. This of course only holds when you presume that the
information that was moulded in the territorial cohesion perspective was more spatial than
territorial. Yet, even when this is not the case, a possible influence of territorial cohesion is
clear: the concept could restructure information.
With the possible importance of a perspective for these stories on observation the
other group of territorial cohesion stories on territories comes to the fore, that is, those about
a certain focus. The top-down focus for the (to be) produced information could hereby not be
determined at the top at all. An expressed focus in 2004 namely is the (natural) role of islands
in territorial cohesion, and a year later the taking into account of territorial diversity in
general or just cities for territorial cohesion and the revived Lisbon (and Gothenburg)
Strategy; while reducing negative effects of geographical handicaps is called for in territorial
cohesion policies as well. 99 As mentioned above, the stories on observation seem to develop
steadily and in 2005 hereby the statement is made that it is possible to identify key priority
fields for strengthening territorial cohesion. However, as can be seen in the stories on a focus,
the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative harbours no agreement on the territories and
priorities to focus on in and after such observation. Although such an increasing polyphony
of voices might be called a development, it surely does not reflect a change from spatial to
territorial specificities due to territorial cohesion.
The territorial cohesion stories on the impacts of European Union policies do not
seem to show a similar development as those on territories (i.e. the linear development of
ESPON); this notwithstanding that bottom-up information on top-down impacts of European
Union policies relates to territories. They start a year later, in 2004, which is three years after
the European Commission’s report ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and Costs of
Non-coordination’ and two years after ex ante impact assessments became obligatory for all
Community policies. 100 The promotion of a systematic consideration of impacts is dominant
thereby and shows almost no development, while it is asserted that this (also) points to a
broader usage of territorial cohesion too. 101 Still, a variation in these stories on the impacts of
European Union policies appears which is now familiar for us: should impacts on territorial
cohesion be assessed (e.g. that the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has adverse impacts)
or should the concept be used to assess impacts.102 A story in 2006 might point to a certain
relation between the stories on impacts and territories despite their difference in development;
and it thereby partly aligns with the general stories on the importance of regions. This
because the story promotes territorial cohesion to take a structural account of both impacts
and the needs of local and regional levels. 103 Hence, even if territorial cohesion clearly
influences this development towards accounting for territorial specificities, it does not even
suggest a change from spatial specificities towards this outcome.
In the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative the stories on territorial capital
are the youngest. Those on impacts of European Union policies might always implicitly refer
to spatial impacts and those on territories could at times do as well, even though if they only
refer to territorial realities explicitly. The stories on territorial capital however, they relate to
both spatial and territorial development or neither. They thereby show even less development
from spatial to territorial stories. Since their emergence in 2005, which is the year of – not
only the revived Lisbon Strategy and the start of Agenda 2007 as mentioned above, but also –
the policy analysis conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), stories on territorial capital show a dominance of the territorial by
presenting an (economic) usage of (regional) potential – a potential probably identified in
actual territorial realities. 104 A difference in these stories lies (again) in the direction of the
relationship: territorial capital is central/in favour of territorial cohesion or territorial cohesion
allows the right usage of territorial capital. 105 The new development that territorial cohesion
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stories on territorial capital appear thus in no way influences a change from spatial to
territorial specificities, as both can be implied.
The first story in the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative, which stated in
2002 that territorial cohesion helps to meet citizens’ demand for transparency (i.e. a specific
territorial knowledge), is not repeated and seems to fit in none of the three story groups. 106 A
reason for this might be the distinctive dominance in this metanarrative of stories on topdown foci and bottom-up information instead of bottom-up views and observations of the
top; note though, that there is a polyphony of voices concerning on what territories to focus in
this. Within this dominance, spatial specificities do not seem to change into territorial
specificities, and this therefore does not happen, as this secion’s working hypothesis posed,
due to the influence of territorial cohesion either. Yet, influences of the concept can be
deduced nonetheless: developments towards observing territorial specificities, restructuring
information on territories in a territorial cohesion perspective, accounting for impacts of
European Union policies, and promoting territorial capital. As such a full territorial cohesion
agenda could become confusing, also the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative both
supports that the concept’s usage in European spatial planning is problematic (i.e. the first
general hypothesis) and that stories in the (post-)ESDP process are multi-shaded and specific
(i.e. the second general hypothesis). Moreover, insofar European spatial (planning) policy
takes these issues on board it shows a clear substantive influence of territorial cohesion’s
usage.
D.2.6 Coordination metanarrative
The most often appearing general stories of the (post-)ESDP process usage area are on
coordination. Those appearing the second most are on the need to cooperate with each other,
and this is often related to the need or lack of coordination. Both thus frame the stories of the
‘coordination’ metanarrative, starting with that it is the most debated one. Territorial cohesion
stories on cooperation thereby form a subgroup of those on coordination (i.e. as processual
coordination). The main stories of this most debated metanarrative are namely on the
coordination of policies, subdivided in those on vertical but mostly horizontal policy
coherence, cooperation, and visions, and those on territorial governance, of which most are
on governance and some on frameworks. In Schema 2a their stories respectively have a blue
and brown colour. Yet, in themselves they do not say for what this coordination is of course.
This metanarrative nonetheless gives a possible processual reason for coordination
that could emphasise the importance of it. That is to say, a minor though recurring territorial
cohesion story of this metanarrative is on making (European Union) policy or the Structural
Funds (see Appendix F) more effective. 107 This does more than only give us some grip in
such a purely processual matter, as it also directs us to something striking. That is, if this
usage area is concerned with an informal process such as the one of the ESDP, how could its
territorial cohesion stories then be on making a formal European Union process more
effective through coordination? If you assume that coordination is an issue of European
spatial planning, a working hypothesis for this section then follows: territorial cohesion
formalises the part of European spatial planning concerned with coordination.
Treaties might indeed be crucial in this respect (see Appendix C). However, that only
the territorial governance stories show some development could point to the relative
unimportance of the formality of Treaties for the (post-)ESDP process usage area (i.e.
Treaties change, stories do not); the more so because the 2002 story that territorial cohesion
helps to meet the citizens’ demand for legibility is never repeated. 108 Some events around the
emergence of the ‘coordination’ metanarrative in 2002 do point to developments though: the
French government invited the pays (i.e. towns with their surrounding hinterlands) to
formulate a Schéma du cohérence territoriale as new-style structure plans three years earlier
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(see Schema 1) and the already mentioned report ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and
Costs of Non-coordination’ and the SUD substituted the CSD one year earlier. 109 Too find
out whether territorial cohesion influences European spatial planning in this matter, this
metanarrative’s stories on coordination (i.e. policy coherence, cooperation, visions) and
territorial governance (i.e. governance and frameworks) are treated in this order below.
After 2001 general stories on the unimportance of coordination are voiced and in
2006 coordination is thereby even substantively questioned. The concept does not seem to be
used in such a way though, as no territorial cohesion story criticises coordination of policies.
Instead, if it concerns horizontal policy coherence (most of them), differences in this constant
promotion are on the direction of the relationship (again) and the scope. That is, does
territorial cohesion need coordination or is it for the coordination of policies and should
spatial policies, (spatially relevant) sectoral policies, or all policies be coordinated. 110 While
the former difference does not appear to lean to either side, in the latter the coordination of
sectoral policies appears to be dominant (e.g. with an emphasis on a territorial coherence or
integrated spatial approach). 111 This non-development and dominance of course shows no
formalisation of coordination whatsoever. Yet, they do underline that the territorial cohesion
stories of the (post-)ESDP process usage area only shed a positive light on the issue, thereby
opening the door for a formalisation of it as European spatial planning concern through
territorial cohesion.
Just as the territorial cohesion stories on the coordination of policies, those on
cooperation do not develop either and show even less variety. In 2005 they namely name both
the current shared responsibility of the Member States and European Union and the
importance of stakeholder involvement for territorial cohesion and situate relations between
public and private actors at the heart of the concept in 2004. 112 A linkage between the stories
on policy coherence and cooperation, and the minor story on effectiveness, is made in the
statement that this shared responsibility needs an effective and coherent application of the
Member States’ and European Union’s instruments. 113 Again, although these stories on
cooperation show no development, they do clarify an important point: cooperation for
territorial cohesion might already be institutionalised even though it is not clear whether this
is purely formal or informal (e.g. a shared responsibility, private actors). Then a formalisation
of coordination as European spatial planning concern through territorial cohesion might
already have processual footing.
The smallest group of these stories on coordination of policies, those on visions,
might always link policy coherence and cooperation, because visions can simultaneously
foster coordination and cooperation. A clear example of this comes from when stories on
visions first appeared in 2002: a largely shared vision would be needed to meet future
challenges (i.e. content) demanding actions (i.e. process) for territorial cohesion. 114 In 2005 it
is then held that visions contribute to specifying the concept, 115 instead of taking the concept
as departure point for action. This could again merely point to the absence of development in
all these territorial cohesion stories on the coordination of policies. That is, the discussion is
on how coordination and territorial cohesion relate, not about their combined promotion.
They only give one hint about territorial cohesion’s formalisation of European spatial
planning’s coordination though. This is that visions, as combination of substantive and
processual coordination, are only offered and might therefore, either formally or informally,
not be institutionalised at the moment.
The ‘coordination’ metanarrative of the IGCs usage area shows that after 2003 the
promotion of a coordination framework related to territorial cohesion might have moved into
less visible and more informal areas of action (see §C.2.6). In lieu of this is that after the
informal structures which lead to the ESDP were dismantled in 2000 but before the informal
Rotterdam process started in 2004, it then is a backward looking statement in 2003 that marks
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the beginning of the stories on governance in the ‘coordination’ metanarrative of the (post)ESDP process usage area. It even states that the concern of territorial cohesion with
territorial governance originated in the ESDP. 116 The promotion of governance might thus
have moved back into informality.
The important general stories on using governance techniques frame many of these
territorial cohesion stories on territorial governance (e.g. using holistic techniques, creating
multi-sectoral and multi-level governance, accordance of priorities, territorial cohesion as
vague goal). These territorial cohesion stories show the development of a possible dispute
hereby; a dispute of which general stories and stories on territorial cohesion itself notify the
importance around that time by describing the strong influence of the governance agenda on
(also) the concept. They namely accentuate that territorial cohesion needs territorial
governance in 2004 and 2005 and propose the usage of the concept for policies dealing with
cross-cutting governance issues a year later. 117 That is, also a dispute on the direction of the
relationship between territorial cohesion and governance appears. Either way though, an
instalment of coordination stories relates to this, because a backward looking story of 2003
says that the concept’s concern with making European Union policy more efficient through
policy coherence also roots in the ESDP.118 Likewise, a territorial governance story from
2005 is similar to a story on coordination of policies. It namely poses that a key challenge for
territorial governance is that territorial cohesion needs an effective and coherent application
of European Union and national instruments. 119 Hence, these governance stories show a
slight development that deepens the metanarrative. Then again, a more important deduction
for now might be that the various territorial cohesion stories on coordination are hereby the
more complexly intertwined. This could imply that both the territorial cohesion concerns with
governance and coordination originate in European spatial planning, making this informal
room besides their formal leeways the more familiar for both. Territorial cohesion could thus
formalise this part of European spatial planning, but it might not be necessary.
A general story in 2006 could frame the complexity of territorial cohesion stories on
coordination as pictured above, because it states that coordination demands a stable
framework. 120 Although the territorial cohesion stories on frameworks only appear in 2004 –
the year DATAR launched administrative meetings on territorial cohesion for spatial
development policy –, they might nevertheless hint at some institutional framework as robust
base for coordination (e.g. with territorial coherence or an integrated spatial approach). 121
While these territorial governance stories are partly framed by the general stories on the
State, and that this major institutional framework should ensure cooperation between local
authorities, they do not necessarily talk about a formal base for coordination. Moreover, they
never state that territorial cohesion provides a framework (see Appendix C), but that it needs
one, and the frameworks mentioned are always spatial development frameworks. 122
Territorial cohesion stories relating the coordination of policies and frameworks, which also
only appear in 2004, do not change the features of these territorial governance stories. They
merely add a call for collaborative governance for territorial cohesion for instance. 123 Hence,
insofar it concerns frameworks, territorial governance stories more seem to imply a strong
influence of spatial planning on territorial cohesion than vice versa. A formal status of these
practices might thus be the only thing that territorial cohesion adds to them.
Some territorial cohesion stories on territorial governance from 2005 stress this point
so clearly they should be brought forward openly. They namely hold that the European
Union’s territorial governance as context for the implementation of territorial cohesion needs
an institutional definition of European spatial planning and the institutional relation between
this territorial governance and national planning systems is stressed with the Constitutional
recognition of the concept in mind. 124 That is to say, while this territorial cohesion issue
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would come from and even remain (European) spatial planning, territorial cohesion
formalises it. A question then becomes whether the concept really does so.
Much in the (post-)ESDP process namely pays attention to informalities instead. For
instance: i) the general stories on dividing roles between political levels call for an
interdisciplinary policy framework, ii) the contract approach as possible filtrate of the general
stories in 2005 mentions the importance of the central level and vertical agreements for
policy cohesion, and iii) the uninterrupted stories tell that territorial cohesion needs better
multi-level governance. All of this does not call for formality. Yet, three other “stories” point
in the opposite direction. They are more or less related to the Constitutional Treaty: i) at the
time this Treaty was drafted territorial cohesion was said to require a transfer of competencies
to the regional level, ii) in 2004 a backward looking story describes that the integration
principle was hoped to be formalised in it as part of the territorial cohesion agenda, and iii)
the silence on frameworks with its non-ratification (this is not a story, but the absence of
one). 125 That is, the formality of Treaties could have some weight for the territorial
governance stories on frameworks in this territorial cohesion metanarrative nonetheless. This
again supports that territorial cohesion could formalise the European spatial planning concern
with coordination, but whether it does so hangs in the balance.
Although the ‘coordination’ metanarrative partly supports this section’s working
hypothesis that territorial cohesion formalises the part of European spatial planning
concerned with coordination, it partly undermines it as well. The support lays in the
frequently noted possibilities for this formalisation when it concerns policy coherence,
cooperation, especially when already in/formally institutionalised, and visions. The
developping promotion of territorial governance complexes the matter though. This does
more than supporting the second general hypothesis in that the territorial cohesion stories in
the (post-)ESDP process usage area are specific. Here territorial governance is namely not
only intertwined with (mostly) coordination and cooperation, but also shows possibilities for
that territorial cohesion takes on European spatial planning’s informal coordination.
Governance and coordination as territorial cohesion concerns then have both informal and
formal leeways that are familiar, and spatial planning to influence teritorial cohesion so much
more with frameworks than vice versa that the abovementioned formalisation is the only
thing territorial cohesion would add.
That this formalisation hangs in the balance is logical, as this is the usage area
concerned with the informal (post-)ESDP process, not with whether something is an official
competency. Moreover, the IGCs usage area doing this shows that a usage of territorial
cohesion that formally opens the relationship between European policies and spatial planning
is disputed in threefold (see Chapter 11). Now it becomes clear though that the overlap or
relation between territorial cohesion and spatial planning appears, at least amongst others, to
focus on coordination. Especially when this territorial cohesion issue indeed derives from
spatial planning, then this usage of the concept would not be problematic in European spatial
planning at all (i.e. going against the first general hypothesis). However, as could be expected
with a more processual metanarrative, this does not clarify the ways in which such usage
substantively influences European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading
question).
D.2.7 Spatial/Territorial dimension metanarrative
In the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative a division can be made between territorial
cohesion stories promoting the spatial/territorial dimension of policies and those on space and
territory, therey implicitly pointing into the direction of the heated issue of deciding on the
European geographical area. These stories are coloured purple and orange in Schema 2a
respectively. In this last metanarrative one could expect to see a development from spatial to
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territorial stories due to an influence of territorial cohesion on spatial planning. However, in
both the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanaratives we
could not find such development notwithstanding their ‘spatial/territorial’ label. The working
hypothesis of this section therefore is: territorial cohesion does not influence whether the
spatial or territorial dimension is promoted. Before we look at the stories on the
spatial/territorial dimension of policies, which appear more often, the ones on spaces and
territory are treated.
The territorial cohesion stories on space and territory are mostly on the latter, only
appear in 2005 and therefore show no development. Still, this is after the European
Enlargement and Rotterdam Conference and while the Constitutional Treaty was up for
ratification. These stories could thus both show the importance of these events for the
development that they appear in 2005 and the reluctance of discussing space and territory
themselves and in relation to demarcating the European territory. 126 That is, without touching
on this heated issue, perhaps some in/formal insights into the European Union’s politicalgeography might be ventilated for formal times to come. Yet, besides the description that the
territorial cohesion agenda draws on French and German conceptions of space, the stories on
territory simply vary in the same way most stories of the metanarratives of the (post-)ESDP
process usage area do: in the direction of their relationship. 127 Although the territory is
promoted as base for policy-making to attain territorial cohesion, the dominance appears to
be the other way around, because the concept is mostly described as usable for affecting the
territory (e.g. for its modernisation, opening it up, as traversal dimension applicable to the
whole of it). 128 Territorial cohesion stories on space and territory thus not only appear
sparsely, the hesitation of relating territorial cohesion and political-geographical issues does
not show an influence of the concept either.
After the ESDP structures were dismantled, the promotion of the spatial dimension of
policies starts with the call in 2001 to integrate spatial concerns in policies for territorial
cohesion. 129 This promotion continues the year after with an almost inverted statement, that
territorial cohesion accents the consideration of the spatial dimension by sectoral policies,
and dusks in 2005, with the description of the addition of a spatial justice dimension through
the concept to the focus of European spatial policy. 130 Since then a development from spatial
to territorial stories apears. That is, since the Constitutional Treaty was drafted the territorial
cohesion stories promoting the territorial dimension in European Union policies dominate,
appearing continuously. 131 Only one backward looking story deviates from this promotion by
tracing the territorial dimension of the concept (in the ESDP, Lisbon and Gothenburg
Strategies and CEMAT), and this after ESPON clarified territorial cohesion in 2002. 132 This
would suggest much of the territorial dimension roots in European spatial planning, just as
much of the spatial dimension might. What is more, in 2006 something is added to this
development, and this during the years in which the linkages between stories on territorial
cohesion and spatial planning themselves increase in an extensively developing debate. This
addition is seeing territorial cohesion – not as a concept to promote the territorial dimension
in European Union policies, but – as part of a new territorial way of doing in the European
Union. 133 That territorial cohesion stories change from promoting the spatial to the territorial
dimension might thus denote an influence of the concept.
Hence, in the (post-)ESDP process usage area only the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
metanarrative shows a development from spatial to territorial stories. That this
‘spatial/territorial’ difference might matter first supports that the stories in this usage area are
multi-shaded and specific (i.e. the second general hypothesis). On this crossroads territorial
cohesion would then go away from spatial concerns towards only promoting the territorial
dimension of European Union policies, becoming a part of a more wide-ranging territorial
way of doing, and perhaps even playing a role in discussing the European territory in general.
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This seems to falsify this section’s working hypothesis, as territorial cohesion could influence
this change towards territorial concerns. In this way the usage of the concept could thus
substantivly influence European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading
question). Whether this usage is problematic in European spatial planning (i.e. the first
general hypothesis) then hinges on whether territorial concerns are more problematic for it
than spatial concerns.
D.2.8 The overal picture of the separate metanarratives
There are some general conclusions that can be drawn from the metanarratvies treated above.
To begin with, each of the metanarratives supports the second general hypothesis that the
stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area are multi-shaded and specific. Besides that this
holds even more so when you consider the details of all their topics at once, the
‘economy/society/environment’ and ‘spatial/territorial specificites’ metanarratives stick out.
This because they harbour an implicit disagreement about which policy objective relates to
territorial cohesion and many foci on territories. Yet, these many specificities do pile up
answers to this appendix’ leading question.
The metanarratives suggest many possibilities for substantive influences of territorial
cohesion on European spatial (planning) policy. The ‘spatial/territorial structure’
metanarrative for instance shows that the concept could throw polycentrism of the agenda,
the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative that the concept could place services on it, and the
‘coordination’ metanarrative that the concept could formalise European spatial planning’s
coordination through territorial governance. The ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative
then is the only one that seems to demonstrate the concept’s influence with the development
from spatial to territorial concerns, especially for the territorial dimension of European Union
policies. The ‘economy/society/environment’ and ‘spatial/territorial specificities’
metanarratives on the other hand appear to do so in other ways. That is, when European
spatial (planing) policy would display a dominance of competitiveness issues and harmonious
socio-economic treatements, while concerns for balanced development weaken and those for
sustainability are disputed, this could be affected by territorial cohesion. The same holds for a
dominance of top-down foci and bottom-up information in observing territorial specificities,
restructuring the information in a territorial cohesion perspective, accounting for impacts of
European Union policies, and promoting territorial capital. These possibilities however give a
too one-sided view.
For an overall picture of the separate metanarratives one should also note the possible
influences European spatial planning might have on territorial cohesion. An example of this
comes forward in the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative: a redefinition of service issues in terms of
infrastructure. The ‘coordination’ metanarrative is more important here though, as the overlap
or relation between territorial cohesion and spatial planning appears to focus on coordination.
The formalisation of it mentioned above would namely be the only performance of the
concept, while especially the frameworks for it can come from spatial planning. What is
more, notwithstanding the leeways the issues of policy coherence, cooperation, and visions
give for this formalisation, it hangs in the balance. However, as informal coordination is
common in the (post-)ESDP process, this does not make the usage of the concept problematic
in European spatial planning. Many other points might though: i) focussing on territorial
cohesion instead of polycentrism, ii) discussing services in the official or infrastructural way,
iii) promoting territorial instead of spatial concerns, iv) the puzzle of territorial cohesion
objectives, and v) the full territorial information agenda. All of this seems to support the first
general hypothesis: the usage of territorial cohesion in European spatial planning seems to be
problematic indeed.
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Then again, one could wonder why this usage of the concept would be so problematic
in European spatial planning when it already appears as on-going practice. One could also
wonder whether the possibilities for substantive influences of territorial cohesion on
European spatial (planning) policy coming from the separate metanarratives is representative
for the (post-)ESDP process usage area. That is to say, this ordering of territorial cohesion
stories is not only simplifying but the more misleading. A main characteristic of this usage
area lies namely in the frequently made and large variety of connections between these
territorial cohesion metanarratives, giving this usage area its high density.

D.3 Stories relating territorial cohesion metanarratives in the (post-)ESDP
process usage area
D.3.1 Territorial cohesion stories connecting metanarratives
The separate territorial cohesion metanarratives partly portray the order of the (post-)ESDP
process usage area. The relations made between them further draw their bundling in a dense
nitty-gritty structure. To give a short overview, the general development of them is sketched
first. The territorial cohesion stories that relate two or more metanarratives emerge slowly in
2002, which is two years after a metanarrative first appeared and while ESPON clarified the
concept, this with two stories having the mention of polycentrism in common. 134 The year
after, in which the draft Constitutional Treaty included territorial cohesion and ESPON made
the first substantive structuration of the concept (with a broad standpoint), an eruption of
relating stories ensues. 135 This suits well with the stories on territorial cohesion and spatial
planning themselves, which are often linked that year, and the metanarratives, which have all
emerged separately by then. Notwithstanding the Galway Conference on Territorial Cohesion
and the start of the Rotterdam process in 2004, far less of them are told that year. 136 This
might, again, accord with the simultaneous absence of both stories on spatial planning itself
and territorial cohesion stories from the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative after the
informal intergovernmental process of European spatial planning recommenced.
Furthermore, in this year that territorial cohesion stories in the ‘coordination’ metanarrative
link the coordination of policies and territorial governance, almost all of the relating stories
revolve around the ‘coordination’ metanarrative, emphasising the metanarrative’s importance
(including this connection made within it). 137 Just as with the extensive debates on territorial
cohesion and spatial planning themselves and the territorial metanarratives in 2005, the
territorial cohesion metanarratives are connected most frequently at this moment the
Constitutional Treaty was up for ratification, the Agenda 2007 started, and the ESPON
Synthesis Report was published. 138 Even though in 2006 few more relating territorial
cohesion stories appear, they all in all constantly add connections between metanarratives and
underline previously made ones through the years. 139
Also the connections made between territorial cohesion metanarratives can then be
ordered in a schema, as shown below in Schema 2b ‘Stories relating metanarratives of the
concept of territorial cohesion in the (post-)ESDP process usage area’.
(post-)ESDP process Schema 2b
Stories relating metanarratives of the concept of territorial cohesion in the (post-)ESDP process usage area.
Year/
Metanarrative
2002
-ex ante impact assessment
obligatory for all Community
proposals
-EC adopts ESPON
-ESPON clarifies TC
-DATAR mentions role TC in
SF reform

Spatial/Territorial
structure

Economy/Society/
Environment

Accessibility

Spatial/Territorial
specificities

Coordination

Spatial/Territorial
dimension

-polycentric and balanced
development and economic, social
and territorial cohesion needed
-polycentric
developmen

and accessibility
conditions for TC
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-use TC for polycentric harmonious balanced sustainable
development
-TC reduces territorial imbalances between (major urban core and
peripheral) regions (by reorganising Community territory)
-conflict between equity and competitiveness resolved by
operationalisation of TC through polycentric development idea
-TC and polycentrism to function as sustainability supporters
appearing as conditions to make enlargement process benefit all
EU parts and strengthen its position in global context
------------------------Second
Cohesion Report
-TC creates
practical
------------------------in TC related
territorial
governance
‘reducing regional
disparities by

2003
-Constitutional Treaty
-First substantive structuration
of TC by ESPON
-ESPON has broad TC
standpoint

-TC increases cohesion of EUpolicy with spatial effects
-------------------------------in TC related territorial
governance

-TC makes policies related to same territory compatible
--------------------------------------------------------------------------territorial governance with TC from ESDP focuses on
territorial dimension of EU policies and processes
-----------------------‘SG(E)I’ does not
come from ESDP

----------------------------------shows TC information
-TC in Treaty of
Amsterdam stressed

framework/ means for
(effective) cohesion policy
-------------------------------making cohesion policy more
effective’/‘increasing Europe’s
sustainable development and
global competitiveness’
comes from ESDP

-appraise territorial
dimension beyond
application of ESDP by
focussing TC beyond
-added value of TC for
economic and social
-TC denotes more
balanced and
-TC is operationalisation
and clarification in process

territorial dimension of EU
policies

-spatial planning sphere and
bring it closer to fundamental
EU goals as new dimension
for regional and cohesion
policies
- cohesion is application on
different spatial scales
-sustainable development of
European territory
-that introduces importance of
territory and its cohesion

-French Republican model survives through European version of
social market economy

and SGI promoting social and
territorial cohesion

-vision of economic and
social cohesion,
management

of natural resources and cultural heritage and more balanced
competitiveness of European territory closely linked with TC

-TC needs cohesion
indicators set in

terms with geographic
dimension

harmonious economic
development

-TC sets objective of reducing development disparities and
physical or economic dislocation by means of spatial

planning and other public
policies with territorial impact

-focus on filling information gaps available for cultural heritage and on governance and SG(E)I to approach TC

-observation of European
spatial structure important

in formulating evidencebased TC policies
-development of policyrelevant indicators for TC

and competitiveness
needs high priority

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference
-Rotterdam Conference
-DATAR launches
administrative meetings on TC
for spatial development policy
-ESPON works on territorial
indicators and integrated TC
indicator

-found implementation of
TC policies on balanced
and sustainable
-need for greater
congruence between
-TC requires coherent
spatial frameworks
acknowledging

-other territorial goals can
be related and

2005

-ESPON translates aims of
TC and polycentric
-conceive TC in States
with own territorial
-create TC and
polycentrism through
European territorial
-TC and polycentric
development need

-development supported by
coherent sectoral policies
-sectoral policies relating to
innovation, competition and
State aids and TC policy
changing nature of ruralurban interdependencies

-----------------------------------preparation and
implementation of
territorial strategies in line

communications networks
and competition policy

-promotion of sustainability
of growth in multi-level
governance

of TC policy implies ensuring compatibility of territorial policy
formulated at national level with development policies pursued in
regions and cities

-EU cohesion policies, rural
development, TEN, environment
and competition policies are key
EU instruments for TC

-TC indicators mainly on
-basic TC element is support
for weak, lagging or
handicapped regions to
narrow
-regional integration as TC
element contributes
-found implementation of TC
policies on balanced and
sustainable
-through TC the synthesis of
Community priorities
-integrated and
multidimensional nature of
sustainability
-in European territorial
governance system founded
on vertical and horizontal
subsidiarity economic, social
and territorial

-TC linked to coordinating public policies in their effect
on regions and territories/TC needs coherence
between regional and sectoral policies with territorial
impact
-territorial governance focuses on impact of EU policies
on territorial developments to strengthen TC
----------------only using tri-partite contracts and territorial impact
assessments reduces scope for integrated TC policy

-better place sectoral policies in
integrated territorial strategy through TC
-promote horizontal and vertical coordination of territorial policies for TC
across levels of government
-TC is about sector policies not
disproportionally burdening actors
entitled to pursue territorial policy

-equity and disparities
between territories
-inequalities and disparities
between different European
territory parts

- development into
measurable indicators
-reality and position in
European space

-to social and economic
cohesion
-development supported
by coherent sectoral
policies
-should express respect
for territorial equilibrium
-provides rationale for
integrated approach to TC
policies
-cohesion could be
constitutional principle on
which public authorities
base resolution of planning
practice conflicts

-cooperation/horizontal
policy integration
-vertical integration
through governance
processes

-balanced competitiveness
and spatial certainty of
territories
-spatial translation of TC
must recognise limits,

-develop territorial capital
through

subsumed under TC and
polycentrism

-needs commitment to spatial
planning and TC
- mechanisms and
opportunities of regional
economic development
processes

European territorial cooperation by implementing TC and
polycentrism
-Interreg, SF 2007-2013, Urban, Leader, SF 2000-2006
Objectives 1 and 2, TENs guidelines, environmental directives,
Rural development regulation, internal market, R&D,

competition and CAP
policies are EU
instruments for TC

-key challenge for TC in
governance terms is enabling
effective exploitation

of Europe’s territorial capital by ensuring that EU sectoral and
economic and national territorial development policies
structurally reinforce each other

-TC as sustainable
development related to

need to manage territorial
impacts of economic growth

2006
-SF Reform
-Strategic agenda-setting
looking at other EU Councils
not exists
-ESPON ends

--------------------------------------with ESDP logical outcome of
TC in Cohesion Policy and
Treaty debates

-TC needs co-ordination with rural development, innovation,
transport, energy and

-polycentricity improves TC and balanced spatial
development
-TC and polycentrism for Southern and Eastern states
support quest for solidarity
-TC and polycentric development part of general strategy
for sustainable development
-to achieve TC and polycentric development it must be
explicit in policy and implementation instruments that
polycentric structure contributes to competitiveness of
Europe and cohesion between different territories

-Non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy
-Guellec Report
-Luxembourg Conference
-Agenda 2007
-ESPON Synthesis Report
-OECD analysis

-TC provides foundation for EU cooperation for coherent approach
to (development of) European territory (within EU policies)

-TC needs horizontal and vertical coordination of (regional/sectoral)
policies with territorial impacts/for particular regions and territories

-territorial policy integration is effort to integrate
territorial dimension into EU policies to achieve
coherent approach to development of EU territory on
basis of TC

In this schema a characteristic of the separate metanarratives seems to prevail: the direction
within the relationships of the concept to the various issues switches regularly. In addition,
the ways in which these connections between metanarratives are made show a narrow scope,
since the issues of the connected metanarratives are mostly just named besides each other or
that one needs or inhabits the other. That is, none are for instance bound in essence,
excluding other possible connections. Another feature of these territorial cohesion stories is
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that there seems to be no trend in which certain metanarratives become linked instead of
others. Moreover, during the years all metanaratives are connected to all other metanarratives
and no such relation is made by a story disputing that a connection (e.g. polycentric
development has nothing to do with competitiveness).
Together with the second general hypothesis (i.e. the stories of this usage area are
mostly multi-shaded and specific) this nitty-grittyness leads to the working hypothesis for the
connected metanarratives: the territorial cohesion stories that connect the metanarratives only
further complex them. On the other hand, within this firm fabric the (post-)ESDP process
usage area, some connections between metanarratives seem to be stronger than others. Two
ways to typify the relevant territorial cohesion stories are then looking at strong or weak links
– the latter can namely show isolated parts. A third way to typify them is by looking at the
possible importance of what they tell rather than the frequency of their appearances. Below
these ways are treated in this order.
D.3.2 Frequently connected territorial cohesion metanarratives
Metanarratives that are frequently connected by territorial cohesion stories mostly revolve
around the ‘economy/society/environment’ and ‘coordination’ metanarratives. The link that
connects the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarratives
then also appears to be strong. 140 Similar to when the territorial cohesion metanarratives
began to be related in 2002, most of these stories are for polycentrism, which is the
‘spatial/territorial structure’ part of the relation. 141 In this connection the stories in 2005 show
an even linkage to social, economic, and environmental policy objectives independently seen
and no dominance of the competitiveness issue as in the separate
‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative. 142 It therefore gives no closure on the
common goal to cooperate for with territorial cohesion.
Yet, that polycentrism is linked to different perspectives might mostly reflect the
importance of its own promotion (i.e. as long it is promoted, it is okay). Moreover, when such
stories relate these policy objectives, polycentrism and territorial cohesion can be seen in
their usage as ‘bridging concepts’ that harmonise economic, social, and environmental policy
objectives. 143 The concepts are thereby mentioned besides each other and also with
polycentrism as helpful for territorial cohesion. 144 This mostly instrumental connection
through the years thus shows that the substantive connection of territorial cohesion stories for
spatial/territorial structures for economic, social, and environmental policy objectives appears
to be dominant in this usage area. One could thus pose that this harmonious indecision about
policy objectives further complexes the metanarratives. Then again, if it only is about
polycentrism in whatever way, the picture becomes less complex instead.
Another often made connection, especially around the time of Agenda 2007, concerns
a similar harmonisation of economic, social, and environmental policy objectives, but now
with the ‘coordination’ instead of the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative. 145 Although
here both these metanarratives blossom after 2004, the year in which most connections
revolve around the ‘coordination’ metanarrative, a shift in balance seems to occur. The
addition of substantive policy coordination might namely involve a restructuring of this usage
area, as no stories on this coordination connect it to the issue of spatial or territorial structure.
Coordinating visions are under the concept for instance never related to polycentrism (e.g. in
polycentric visions). This shift from spatial/territorial structure to coordination, however,
does not give any closure on the issue of which policies to coordinate either, and merely adds
rural and infrastructural policies into the equation. 146 Qua coordination the metanarratives
could therefore become a bit more complex, intertwining it with the content of various
policies.
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During Agenda 2007 many stories stories underlining the connection between the
‘coordination’ metanarrative and ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ or ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ metanarrative add more complexity to this intertwinement of coordination. 147
They also show a clear emphasis nonetheless, because they connect the territorial to the
coordination of policies by, respectively, telling about territorial policies or a territorial
strategy or by stressing the coordination of policies with territorial impacts. 148 Hence, under
the concept of territorial cohesion there is a development whereby coordination, of which the
lack and need for is so often mention in the general stories, is often substantively linked to the
promotion of various policy objectives as well as to territorial impacts and the territorial
dimension of policies. Whether these connections make the metanarratives more or less
complex then depends on whether you get more entangled between the coordination and
territorial parts or are more directed by their focus on coordination through territoral courses
of action or of policies with territorial impacts.
The strong links between metanarratives thus both support and go against the working
hypothesis for the connected metanarratives which poses that the territorial cohesion stories
connecting them only lead to more complexity. These stories namely potray that
polycentrism is indecisive about policy objectives, these objectives are also intertwined with
the issue of coordination, which, in its turn, is entangled with several territorial issues. They
on the other hand also point to a stronger focus on polycentrism and territorial coordination.
Either way, it again becomes clear that the stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area are
specific (i.e. the second general hypothesis), what could make territorial cohesion’s usage in
European spatial planning problematic (i.e. the first general hypothesis), as does the
indecisiveness. Mainly the stronger focus on polycentrism and territorial coordination then
touch on a substantive influence of the concept on European spatial (planning) policy (i.e.
this appendix’ leading question). The latter supports that territorial cohesion could formalise
European spatial planning’s coordination through territorial governance (see §D.2.8). The
former, however, might point towards a build up of tension: the risk that the concept might
throw polycentrism off the agenda of European spatial (planning) policy (again, see §D.2.8)
increases when this issue is more important.
D.3.3 Weakly related territorial cohesion metanarratives
Territorial cohesion stories infrequently connect metanarratives when it concerns services and
the spatial/territorial and will be treated below in this order. A surprising finding from the
separate metanarratives thus returns here. Even though the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative
harbours important issues under the concept, just as it consists of few stories compared to the
other metanarratives, few territorial cohesion stories connect it to other ones. 149 This
notwithstanding that in 2002, while ESPON clarified the concept, the connecting stories even
emergenced by connecting the ‘accessibility’ and ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarratives.
After polycentric development and accessibility were hereby stated to be conditions for
territorial cohesion, this connection was never repeated though. 150 This is thus a clear
instance in which the metanarratives are not made more complex.
In 2003 it is said that the stressing of the territorial dimension of European Union
policies already started in 1997 with the Treaty of Amsterdam (i.e. with services), thereby
linking the ‘accessibility’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarratives. 151 Yet, the
‘accessibility’ metanarrative is linked to the one of ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ only once
(in 2003), but never in the sense of promoting services for geographically handicapped
regions (see the next appendices). 152 For the other way around something similar holds: the
stories that come closest to the concern with geographical handicaps are that territorial
cohesion needs horizontal and vertical coordination of policies with territorial impacts for
particular regions and territories (in 2004) and that a basic element of territorial cohesion is
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the support for weak, lagging or handicapped regions to narrow inequalities and disparities
between different parts of the European territory (in 2005). 153 What is more, the development
in the few connections of the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative resembles the increasing weakness
of stories on services in the separate metanarrative. This because other metanarratives link
only to the issue of services in the year the Constitutional Treaty was drafted and thereafter
only to infrastructure. 154 Hence, the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative, and also the concern with
geographical handicaps, seems to be knitted loosely in the territorial cohesion stories of the
(post-)ESDP process usage area.
Remarkably, other seldom made connections are those between the metanarratives
that have ‘spatial/territorial’ stories in common: the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’,
‘spatial/territorial structure’, and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarratives. Rare instances
are, for insance, a statement in 2003, after ESPON clarified the concept, that connects the
first and third of these three metanarratives. This with that territorial cohesion would need
cohesion indicators set in harmonious economic development terms with a geographic
dimension; 155 thereby linking to the ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative as well. A
statement in the time of the ESPON Synthesis Report of 2005 then connects these second and
third metanarratives with that territorial goals can be subsumed under territorial cohesion and
polycentrism. 156 The peculiarity is thus that the spatial/territorial metanarratives show
threesome-wise a rather unconnected grouping that explicitly relates spatial/territorial issues
of structure and specificities with the spatial/territorial dimension more in general. 157 This
notwithstanding that territorial cohesion stories often appear within these metanarratives
separately seen, these metanarratives are well-connected to the other three too, and
connections between the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘spatial/territorial specificities’
metanarratives appear less rarely. A partial explanation might that when this common
reference is promoted in relation to other issues, the spatial/territorial trait is not the primary
focus or concealed. Either way, this shows that territorial cohesion stories that connect
metanarratives can also further complex them by seldomly appearing. An implicit promotion
of the spatial/territorial dimension is namely less clear than an explicit promotion of it.
Also the weak links between metanarratives thus both support and go against the
working hypothesis for the connected metanarratives which poses that the territorial cohesion
stories connecting them only lead to more complexity. That is, while an implicit promotion of
the spatial/territorial dimension would do so, the isolation of accessibility issues, especially
when combined with geographical handicaps, makes them clearer instead. Yet, both support
the second general hypothesis, because both this implictness and isolation only come forward
through this nitty-gritty of the stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area. That the
services issue seems to be knitted loosely in this fabric might then point to that it is a rather
new topic on the European spatial planning agenda (see §D.2.4) which did not take root in it
(yet). The possible problematics involved in such a usage of territorial cohesion for European
spatial (planning) policy (i.e. discussing services in the official or infrastructural way; see
§D.2.8) might thus just be new risks. Then again, that services are isolated in this usage area
suggests that, if it is a substantive influence of territorial cohesion on the European spatial
planning agenda, it is a rather weak influence.
D.3.4 Possibly important territorial cohesion stories relating metanarratives
The territorial cohesion stories that connect metanarratives and stick out due to the
importance of what they tell are, as treated below respectively, on the usage of spatial
planning and several issues related by their more or less implict promotion of the territorial
(i.e. territory, territorial cohesion information, coordination, a framework, territorial capital).
Various
stories
that
connect
metanarratives,
mostly
the
frequent
‘economy/society/environment’ or ‘coordination’ ones, then place the concept more in
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Cohesion Policy or European spatial planning (e.g. by describing the ESDP as origin,
bringing it beyond the ESDP towards fundamental European Union goals, emphasising
cohesion). 158 A statement from 2003 – which is when the ‘spatial planning/territorial
cohesion competence’ metanarrative in the IGCs usage area showed an implicit relation of
the concept in the Constitutional Treaty to spatial planning (see §C.2.3) – relates to this.
Territorial cohesion would namely set the objective of reducing development disparities and
physical and economic dislocation by means of spatial planning and other public policies
with a territorial impact. 159 The stories bonding territorial cohesion and spatial planning
themselves promote, amongst others, the direction of spatial planning for territorial cohesion
concerns, but this is something different. That is, the territorial cohesion stories connecting
metanaratives might thus – besides relating the concept more to Cohesion Policy (see
Appendix E) – show the promotion of the usage of spatial planning for a (economic) policy
objective via the concept. Because this would go against the grain of the stories structuring
the (post-)ESDP process usage area (i.e. promoting territorial cohesion for spatial planning or
vice versa; see §D.1.3), it is quite fundamental.
Territory is a clear territorial issue of course. In the separate metanarratives territorial
cohesion stories on it only appear in 2005. When they connect the ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ with the ‘coordination’ and/or ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarratives
though, the territory already appears earlier, that is, since ESPON structured the concept and
the Constitutional Treaty was drafted in 2003. 160 Then the territory is not debated in itself. It
namely appears in stories on territorial cohesion that: make policies related to the same
territory compatible, provide a foundation for European Union cooperation for a coherent
approach to the (sustainable) development of the European territory, or are closely linked to a
vision harmonising economic, social, and environmental policy objectives for the European
territory. 161 In this usage area, territorial cohesion could thus without discussion nonetheless
touch upon this heated issue (see §D.2.7).
ESPON’s work on territorial indicators and an integrated territorial cohesion indicator
more implicitly promotes the territorial. The general stories on the epistemic base for political
action thereby frame connections of the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ with the
‘economy/society/environment’ and/or ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarratives. This by
showing the promotion of indicators for spatial structure (e.g. polycentrism) and economic or
social policy objectives (i.e. the environment is not mentioned). 162 A related difficulty in the
observation to approach territorial cohesion is then signalised in 2003: gaps in information on
cultural heritage, governance, and SG(E)I are mentioned (i.e. as to be filled). 163 While
ESPON has a broad standpoint on the concept, this would add coordination and accessibility
issues to the wanted territorial cohesion information. The polyphony concerning the focus in
and after observation – which is already mentioned in the separate ‘spatial/territorial
specificities’ metanarrative (see §D.2.5) – could therefore be made more diverse and become
more entangled if it is also related to these issues. Yet, it would also brand more issues into
territorial ones.
This entangled polyphony of foci is framed by the non-existince of a strategic agendasetting that looks at other European Union Councils (see §D.1.2). Both form the context in
which a connection between the ‘coordination’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
metanarratives in 2006 reinforces the general call for coordination in a top-down manner. 164
Moreover, the territorial cohesion story doing this also links the latter metanarrative’s stories
on territory and on the territorial dimension of European Union policies. Territorial policy
integration would namely be the effort to integrate the territorial dimension into European
Union policies to achieve a coherent approach to the development of the European Union
territory on the basis of territorial cohesion. 165 This could thus link coordination not only to
the territorial, but to the heated issue of territory as well.
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Then again, at the time of the non-ratification of the Constitutional Treaty, the general
stories on the importance of the State as institutional framework frame what seems to be a
statement against this line of a European Union territory. That is to say, a territorial story that
connects the ‘spatial/territoriral structure’ and ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarratives
calls to conceive territorial cohesion in States with their own territorial reality and position in
European space. 166 With territorial cohesion, it is thus not automatically about the European
Union and its territory. Moreover, earlier, during the start of the Rotterdam process in 2004,
from a story that connects the ‘economy/society/environment’, ‘coordination’, and
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarratives we can hear that both an emphasis on the
European Union or (Member) States can be expanded under territorial cohesion. The
promotion of a sustainability of growth within the multi-level governance of territorial
cohesion policy would namely imply an ensuring of the compatibility of territorial policy
formulated at the national level with development policies pursued in regions and cities. 167
Furthermore, in 2005 the contract approach as frame from the general stories (i.e. another
way to divide roles between political levels; see §D.2.6) seems to be described as no panacea
either. This because only using tri-partite contracts and territorial impact assessments would
reduce the scope for an integrated territorial cohesion policy. 168 Consequently, the territorial
cohesion stories that connect metanarratives leave the promotion of a territorial dimension of
European Union policies, wide-ranging territorial way of doing, and/or territories with the
concept open, just as the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative did. What is more, they
increase the complexity by adding the concern for multiple levels.
Connections of metanarratives that describe a similar entangled knot the same year,
but in a bottom-up manner, mention territorial capital. While the Agenda 2007 started and the
Lisbon Strategy was revived in 2005, territorial cohesion stories conenct the
‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative’s issue of territorial capital to those of other
metanarratives. That is, to polycentrism from the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ metanarrative,
the economic policy objective from the ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative, and
substantive and processual coordination and governance from the ‘coordination’
metanarrative. This with the call to develop territorial capital through European territorial
cooperation by implementing territorial cohesion and polycentrism and with the statement –
qua relationship between territorial capital and territorial cohesion vice versa – that the key
challenge for territorial cohesion in governance terms is to enable the effective exploitation of
Europe’s territorial capital by ensuring that the European Union sectoral and economic and
national territorial development policies structurally reinforce each other. 169 Although these
stories might be confusing, here it is enough to understand that, albeit in a top-down or
bottom-up manner, the complexity of the (post-)ESDP process usage area increases thus.
That is, the territorial cohesion stories that connect the metanarratives depict a need to
coordinate processes and policy substance, while promoting various related territorial ways in
which this could be done (e.g. frame policy coherence, make knowledge, use capital).
The remarkable territorial cohesion stories in the links between metanarratives thus
fully support that the stories making these connections only further complex the
metanarratives (i.e. the working hypothesis for the connected metanarratives). This because
they add issues, link to the one of territory, entangle already specific stories, and deviate from
this usage area’s structure; this of course also supports the second general hypothesis (i.e.
stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area are multi-shaded and specific). They add the
issue of multiple levels in the irresolute promotion of the territorial, and both add and
entangle issues and foci for territorial observation. Besides also entangling coordination and
territorial issues in top-down and bottom-up processes and substances, they thereby touch
upon the heated issue of the European Union’s territory without discussing it. This increased
complexity and risk could make the usage of territorial cohesion in European spatial planning
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more problematic (i.e. support the first general hypothesis). All these remarkable stories leave
the concept’s substantive influence on European spatial (planning) policy open though (i.e.
this appendix’ leading question). Yet, one of them goes against this question by deviating
from the usage area’s structure of promoting territorial cohesion for spatial planning or vice
versa. It alludes to the usage of spatial planning for a (economic) policy objective via
territorial cohesion, that is, to the instrumentality of both territorial cohesion and spatial
planning.
D.3.5 Findings from the connected metanarratives
The connections between the metanarratives further characterise the picture of them drawn
above (see §2.3) by presenting a firm fabric of instead separated territorial cohesion stories in
the (post-)ESDP process usage area. Much thereby supports the working hypothesis for the
connected metanarratives which poses that these connections only further complex them.
This is especially shown in the inconclusiveness about with which policy objectives
polycentrism links, the intertwinement of such objectives with coordination issues, and also
the intertwinement of the latter with a diversity of foci. These territorial cohesion stories
namely link observation, policy coherence, and the territory. This while the last issue is
vehement but not discussed, the territorial is implicitly and irresolutely promoted, and
coordination and territorial issues entangled in top-down and bottom-up processes and
substances. However, this does not mean that the working hypothesis holds.
Although all of these connecting stories demonstrate that the stories in the (post)ESDP process usage area are multi-shaded and specific (i.e. the second general hypothesis),
they do not turn them into a chaos of shades. They also clarify through emphasis, as some
connections between metanarratives appear to be dominant. These are the substantive ones of
spatial/territorial structures for economic, social, environmental policy objectives, those of
coordination to the promotion of various policy objectives, and the territorial impacts and
dimension of policies. Inversingly, the concerns of accessibility are dimly voiced in a rather
disconnected manner. The focus on polycentrism and territorial coordination is thereby just
as strong as the isolation of services (and geographic handicaps). The connections between
metanarratives thus not only further complex them.
Nonetheless, the increased specificity, complexity, and indecisiveness the connected
metanarratives portray could make the usage of territorial cohesion more problematic in
European spatial planning (i.e. the first general hypothesis). The same holds for the increased
risk due to the concern with the territory (i.e. a heated issue) and the focus on polycentrism
(i.e. which could be thrown off the agenda of European spatial planning). Although also the
same could hold for the new topic of services (i.e. discuss it in the official or infrastructural
way), its isolation in this usage area weakens the possible substantive influence it can have on
European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this appendix’ leading question). For such an
influence the connecting stories only bring territorial coordination forward, as this supports
territorial cohesion’s formalisation European spatial planning’s coordination through
territorial governance. More remarkable though, might be the prove they give for that
territorial cohesion and spatial planning perhaps do not so much influence each other, but
something else influences both.

D.4 Narratives with an own dynamic in the (post-)ESDP process usage area
D.4.1 Narratives as scene for territorial cohesion stories
As in the IGCs usage area, also the stories of the (connected) territorial cohesion
metanarratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area belong less to the concept than
Schema’s 2a and 2b portray. This because similar stories are told in narratives that do not
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bring up the concept and have an own dynamic. Their stories show a fuller picture of this
usage area as they form the spatial planning context of territorial cohesion stories. These
narratives can point to substantive influences of the concept on European spatial (planning)
policy when we look for differences in their stories since the ones on territorial cohesion
itself and its metanarratives appeared in 1992 and 2000 respectively; these eight years could
signify that in this usage area it took a while to figure out how to fill-in the concept more
specifically or that the need for this arose. To look for such influences though, we first lay out
their order, general development, summarising schema, and main debates.
The orders of stories from the earlier narratives and later metanarratives partly overlap
and intersect. With eight narratives the crowded multi-shadedness of this usage area returns
in full adorn. There are four substantive narratives, adding a more general one on
‘spatial/territorial development’ to the same order as shown by the metanarratives (i.e.
‘spatial/territorial structure’, ‘economy/society/environment’, ‘accessibility’ narratives).
Other narratives are processual by being on ‘surveillance’ and ‘process’, thereby intersecting
the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ and ‘coordination’ metanarratives, or structural by adding
the narrative of ‘planning traditions’ to the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ one, which
resembles the metanarratives’ order again. The stories of these narratives are of course
framed by the general stories and structured by the stories on – not territorial cohesion, but –
spatial planning itself.
To give a short overview, the general development of these narratives can be
sketched. What then denotes the maturity of most is that they do not appear very late
compared to the general stories as the metanarratives do. Besides the promotion of
communication networks to circulate ideas and wealth for the industrial system in the 19th
century, as shown in the ‘accessibility’ narrative, most narratives start during the national
reconstructions in 1948; this with a French flavour, exemplified in the planning tradition
story that aménagement du territoire, which would attend to spatial imbalances, is
aménagement of our society. 170 Moreover, their appearance precedes the explicit promotion
of spatial planning itself – while the narratives of course implicitly promote it due to their
content. This might indicate that such a promotion was explicitly carried out outside the
(post-)ESDP process usage area, that is, without being related to territorial cohesion in any
way.
Almost all the narratives have emerged 40 years later since the expert planning
community debated territorial cohesion and a European spatial framework was on the agenda.
This with the addition of stories from the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘surveillance’
narratives on, respectively, the antagonism between a small European core and large
periphery and the improvement of the European Union’s spatial policy evidence base. 171
When the intergovernmental ESDP process started in 1991 the ‘process’ narrative emerged at
last. Stories on the coordination of Member States and the need for a strategic spatial
framework for ongoing Community stories were thereby added to territorial cohesion’s
context in this usage area; 172 because the most frequent general stories on the lack or need for
coordination emerge later, at least in this usage area the spatial planning concern with
coordination seems to be generalised instead of that a general coordination concern is
specified for spatial planning.
Still, only since 1999, the year the ESDP was published and the first general story
promoting territorial cohesion itself emerged, stories appear regularly in all narratives instead
of being scattered over them through the years. 173 These traits of occurrence might denote the
inbuilt connection between the metanarratives that emerge one year later and the narratives as
context of this. That is to say, the narratives already show their dynamics independently
before stories on territorial cohesion and spatial planning themselves appear, and well before
the territorial cohesion metanarratives do so. These timings make conceptual usages of
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territorial cohesion for (all) narratives and (positions in) debates within these narratives
possible.
Compared to the many territorial cohesion stories told in this usage area, there are
even more that form their context. The appearance and development of all the narratives’
stories is summarised schematically below in Schema 3a ‘Narratives in the (post-)ESDP
process usage area with an own dynamic (without relating stories)’.
(post-)ESDP process Schema 3a
Narratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area with an own dynamic (without relating stories)
Year/
Narrative

Spatial/
Territorial
Structure

Economy/
Society/
Environment

19th century
-French Republican model
links social and political
-persistence of too
marked regional
disparities runs up
against idea of
equitable and humane
society

1948
-WWII reinforced social
policies as essential part of
national identity
-National Reconstruction
-Aménagement du territoire
attends to spatial imbalances

Accessibility

-facilitate industrial
system by
communication
networks circulating
ideas and wealth
-growth implies mobility

Spatial/
Territorial
Development

Surveillance

Process

-maximum
development of
each region does
not ensure
maximum
development
of whole

1983
-No economic crisis
-Gendebien Report
-Regions involved in
aménagement du territoire

-SF reform
-Brundtland Report exists
-Expert planning community
debates TC
- European spatial framework
on agenda

1990

-antagonism between
small core and large
periphery
-antagonism between
small core and large
periphery

1991

1992
-first CSD
-Sustainable development
related to spatial planning
-National spatial research
institutions meet

-attachment to territory
respectable feeling

-implement overall
European regional
planning policy

-preserve European
territory

-European integration
requires spatial vision

-new geography rises
because frontiers
disappear and markets
merge
-spatial criteria and
concepts needed to
base regional policy on

-improve EU spatial
policy evidence base

-improve EU spatial
policy evidence base

-Turin consensus

-Intergovernmental ESDP
process
-EC approves ‘Europe 2000’
-DATAR and ARL
communicate
-DATAR merges spatial
planning and regional policy

-aménagement du
territoire is
“aménagement” of our
society

-aménagement du
territoire cannot be aim
in itself

1964
-Trade barriers in the EEC
countries lowered
-DATAR exists

1988

Spatial/
Territorial
Dimension

-correct market for
efficiency
-load that economy
may support should not
hamper its
competitiveness

1950

1984

Planning
traditions

-develop awareness of
spatial impact of
Community policies

-Member States should
co-ordinate (in
consensus-building
process)
-strategic spatial
framework for ongoing
Community policies
wanted

-introduce territorial
dimension into
Community policies
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-TENs create tensions
between core territorial
issues

1994
-Leipzig principles
-EC approves ‘Europe 2000+’
-Ministers want to create
ESPON

1997

1998

-keep core regions in
shape

-keep core regions in
shape

-ESDP helpful for
new policy
orientations for
spatial development
-ESDP pays no
attention to benefit
creation by nonurban areas

-EC supports one-year SPESP
-EC publishes ‘Community
Policies and Spatial Planning’
-REGI Committee underlines
territorial impacts

1999

-keep core regions in
shape
-particular places less
important
-image of desired
spatial structure is
comprehend-sive
masterplan

-ESDP
-TEN-T in ESDP
-ESDP on cohesion
-EC working document on
spatial planning
-Schéma du cohérence
territoriale

2000

-------------------------------Observatory will get
autonomy from
institutions of national
and EU-government/be
responsible for
technical and scientific
aspects of post-ESDP
process
-gap in avail-able
spatially relevant data

2001
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-Second Cohesion Report
-White Paper on European
Governance
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-SUD substitutes CSD
-polycentric
development reflects
view of diversified
Europe

2002

-DATAR exported
aménagement du
territoire to Brussels

-consider territorial
dimension through
sectoral policies

-make CSD’s activities
permanent
-vertical cooperation
the way to resolve
spatial issues in EU
-cities more in
competition than cooperation
-ESDP realises
principle of subsidiarity

-spatial planning has
innovative character

-promote
spatial/territorial
dimension in policies at
Community (EC) and
national level

-encourage (balanced)
integrated territorial
management (for
coastal zones/other
areas/part of territory
-ICZM principles
parallel ESDP
principles and EC’s
urban activities
-------------------------------general culture of
territorial management
will develop/making
good territorial
management principles
foundation of
-European spatial
planning shapes minds
of social agents/spatial
planning policy actors
on all EU evels

-emphasise
environmental
protection
-reconcile
development, balance,
and protection
-greater EU
competitiveness
demands stronger
integration of European
regions into global
economy
-only regions form
markets
-cohesion and
competitiveness
complementary
-cohesion pursued
through territorial
balan-ce and
competitiveness

-public services relate
to public utilities and
higher education,
research, rural and
nature areas and
sports and recreational
facilities

-indicative nature
ESDP does not mean
no practical results
-main ESDP focus
transnational
----------------------that EU policies
influence territorial
developments reason
to start ESDP

-global competitiveness
of EU and equal
development within EU
are contaminating
goals

-not ignore physical,
institutional and socioeconomic links

-encourage application
ESDP in implementing
action financed through
SF

-reflect local specificity
-lack of Comparative
spatial data

-work with natural
planning processses
-national planning
policy-making level is
fundamental/planning
is local activity

-economic
development should be
ecologically sound
-competitiveness of
European economy the
major issue

-public services are
positive locational
factors

-future regional policy
should be based on
ESDP
-economic
development forces are
increasingly territorial
specific
-attractiveness of local
areas plays role at
global and not at
national level
-revise ESDP
-consider region as
large enterprise
-constitute RDA in each
NUTS2 region in
peripheral areas
-RDA is strategic
element in
development of region
--------------------------1983 EP Gendebien
Report harbinger of
ESDP

-reflect local specificity
-address (social and)
territorial impact of
public policies
-price policies should
improve quality of
signals guiding
locational choices

-work with natural
planning processes
-better co-ordinate
future regional policy
-substantive spatial
vision is leading
-regional policy only
European policy that
enables interaction
between governmental
levels
-pursue ESDP ideas in
whatever form
-consider region as
large partnership
-vertical cooperation
the way to resolve
spatial issues in EU
-ESDP helps with
horizontal cooperation
-good intentions of
collaborative planning
promoters not enough
-EC placed ESDP at
core of achieving more
coherence
-------------------------------Interreg set up to
apply ESDP

-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-CEMAT Guiding Principles
promote TC
-SF revision
-ESDP structures dismantled

-ex ante impact assessment
obligatory for all Community
proposals
-EC adopts ESPON
-ESPON clarifies TC
-DATAR mentions role TC in
SF reform

-ESDP process should
be intergovernmental

-transport and
telecommunications
can result in rapid and
deep transformations of
Europe’s socio-political
features

1995
-SF Reform
-Loi Pasqua

-TC in Treaty of Amsterdam
-EC publishes ‘EU
Compendium of Spatial
Planning Systems and
Policies’
-‘Competitiveness’ in first
official draft ESDP

-strengthen analytical
capacity at European
level

-orient territories
towards
sustainability/tread
territories in spirit of
territorial equity
-----------------------------development model
after 1970s shows
domination of
economy with
society, nature or
culture as
resources, producing
high economic
growth, deep social
disruptions and
regional and
subregional
imbalance

-structural change
depends on
accessibility to
networks
-territorial inequities
consequence of power
relations in networks

-better assess territorial
effects of EU policies
-territories are to be
treated in differentiated
manner

-support stronger
strategic vision at
Community level
-spatial vision is not
statutory plan
-region needs strategic
plan
-visioning should
recognize
contradictions and
make difficult choices
-gear sector policies to
regions
-participation of local
actors/execution of
bottom-up approach in
region of fundamental
importance
-aménagement du
territoire a sector policy
-aménagement du
territoire misunderstood
outside France
-ESDP no plan but
perspective
-North-Western
perspective dominated
ESDP

-Europe becomes
devoid of real borders
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2003
-Constitutional Treaty
-First substantive structuration
of TC by ESPON
-ESPON has broad TC
standpoint

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference
-Rotterdam Conference
-DATAR launches
administrative meetings on TC
for spatial development policy
-ESPON works on territorial
indicators and integrated TC
indicator

-allow polycentric
development/focus on
potential growth
regions outside existing
centre of NorthwestEurope/national and
transnational territory,
peripheral Eastern and
rural regions should
concentrate on major
cities in their regions
-reorganise European
territory
-polycentrism suffers
from
contradictions/may play
its role only if
considered from broad
standpoint
-simultaneously
thinking in spatial
structures and political
agreement difficult
-------------------------------in 1989 an overall view
regarding intensity,
quality and distribution
of activities in space
was needed

-for polycentric
development
-capital cities and major
urban agglomerations
should strengthen their
integrating function with
surrounding regions
-polycentric
development vague
political goal/difficult to
operationalise
-urban system is key
component of territorial
structure of Europe
-maritime nature and
cultural landscape
created rural
communities of great
value to EU
-------------------------------polycentricity had
influence on regional
level

-assure high standard
environment
-guarantee minimum
standards for backward
regions
-pursue (interacting)
economic and social
cohesion, management
of natural resources
and cultural heritage
and more balanced
competitiveness (in all
regions)
-need for broader
vision of cohesion
-conflict between equity
and
competitiveness/econo
mic and social
cohesion
-sectoral policies not
support/have negative
effects on cohesion
-spatial cohesion
promotes overall
harmonious
development by
strengthening
economic and social
cohesion
-convergence towards
cohesion is gradual
process/goes beyond
regional focus
-convergence and
cohesion are seen in
holistic terms because
current Member States
want to retain some
regional policy focus in
their regions
-increasing cohesion
between
countries/growing
disparities between
regions
-------------------------------reinforcing economic
and social cohesion
with balanced and
sustainable
development similar to
spatial cohesion
promoting overall
harmonious
development by
strengthening
economic and social
cohesion
-ensure balanced
development
-diversity in natural and
cultural environment
great asset
-national and cultural
heritage pressured

-transport and
telecommunications
can result in rapid and
deep transformations of
Europe’s socio-political
features
-TENs create tensions
between core territorial
issues

-update
ESDP/consensus on
form, shape and
purpose ESDP2 means
addressing political
issues
-make endogenous
development/regional
organising capacity
-assure vital
countryside
-EU regional and rural
policies intend to
support development of
rural areas
-territorial capital
makes investments in
one region more
effective than in
another
-territorial capital best
utilised at regional and
local level
-------------------------------that EU policies
influence territorial
developments reason
to start ESDP

-not treat all regions
similar for analytical
purposes
-look at gross regional
product
-ensure joined up
focus on needs of
regions
-establishment of new
spatial analysis
approach will test
harmony between EU
and Member States
-EC focussed on
ESPON
-ESPON research
results are opinions

-regionally/territorially
co-ordinate
developments/policies
-secure better balance
between competition
and co-operation
-(horizontal) policy
coherence on EU level
very urgent for spatial
policy/policy coherence
as governance issue
lays outside planners
context
-territorial co-ordination
of policies at national
level complex
-cities more in
competition than cooperation
-EC committed to
ESDP/EC ended
support for ESDP
-------------------------------EC had substantial
influence in ESDP
-Second Cohesion
Report erected
horizontal policy

-make policy more
territorially
differentiated
-French and German
spatial planning
tradition debate leans
towards convergence
-no adequate
governmental level with
NUTS
-------------------------------rethinking of
aménagement du
territoire needed in
1989

-give Community policy
territorial dimension
-focussing implies
prioritising and not
limiting territorial
approach
-geographic unity
guarantees unity of
historic destiny
-ESPON tries to
translate general EU
goals into territorial
goals and objectives
-------------------------------Lisbon and
Gothenburg confirm
relevance of territorial
multi-sectoral approach

-strengthen European
transport and
communications
infrastructure
-individuals have equal
right to services
wherever they live and
work

-update ESDP/make
new ESDP
-Ministers should
recognise need to
place spatial
development strategies
in a transnational and
European development
context
-exploit Europe’s
territorial diversity
-public policies
promoting territorial
development and
limiting territorial
disparities/national and
regional spatial
development policies
should help (regional)
areas to develop
territorial capital
-specify rural
development project
requirements in longterm contract
objectives
-time for
operationalisation of
ESDP/ESDP not
enough
-ESDP influence on
national and regional
policies varies
-Lisbon implementation
pays insufficient
attention to territorial
development
-------------------------------since 1999 spatial
development policies of
national and regional
governments took into
consideration
European aspects and
inter-dependencies
from the outset
-ESDP is political
document developed
by experts
-ESDP set principles
for territorial
development in EU

-continually observe
spatially at European
level
-anticipate territorial
impacts of sectoral
policies
-add territorial expertise
to expert groups that
work on proposals with
potential territorial
impact
-develop territorial
indicators
-development policies
need to take account of
specific regional
characteristics
-account for all islands
in statistical tables
-DG Regio draws on
ESPON studies
-ESPON provide
territorial analyses to
support EU policy
making
-spatial research
provides evidence for
targeted policy
interventions
-ESPON finds facts on
trends and
structures/policy
impacts/development
of new contexts
-ESPON offers new
insights/input for policy
making at all levels
-Community policy
impacts upon territory

-not start new ESDP
process
-define/strengthen
focus SUD
-(multi-level
governance to) ensure
efficient and effective
coordination and
integration of
programmes and
strategies (at all
levels)/discus strategic
and integrated
territorial affaires at EU
level
-co-operation enables
urban area to play in
next higher league
-urban-rural
partnerships has
exerted profound
influence at regional
level

-apply Community
compensation clause to
planning systems to
facilitate public choices
in daily planning
conflicts occurring at
every scale/conduct
spatial policy
clandestinely through
sectors
-------------------------------ESDP impacted on
planners’ professional
training

-deepen territorial
dimension/integrate
territorial dimension
into EU policies
-territorial challenges
and opportunities of EU
territory require
common Europeanwide response/better
use diversity of EU
territory
-territorial dimension
important element of
Lisbon/Gothenburg
-EU policy process
does not take territorial
dimension into account
in explicit, formal and
structured
way/territorial approach
guides implementation
of whole rural policy
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2005
-Non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy
-Guellec Report
-Luxembourg Conference
-Agenda 2007
-ESPON Synthesis Report
-OECD analysis

-pro polycentric
development
-strengthen EU
territorial structure/use
spatial structures as
binding elements for
territory
-improve (transEuropean) territorial
integration in/by EU
-municipalities must
adept to broader
territorial environment
-develop sustainable
urban-rural linkages
-joint localisation
necessary to maintain
social links
-polycentrism needs
more than morphology
of urban systems
-polycentrism has
advantages for
peripheral/and core
areas
-thinking in spatial
structure juxtaposed to
generic approach
-reaching agreement
on spatial structure
involves creating a
mental frame
-incorporating
European territorial
structure into
development decisions
steers investments in
made to measure
approach
-challenge to reconcile
all issues at urbanrural
interface
-urban-rural relations
are national
polycentrism
-territorial
fragmentation in
peripheral areas
danger to unity
-pursuit of polycentrism
at European level led
to monocentrism at
national level/NorthWest Metropolitan Area
is polycentric
-territorial interrelations
have become stronger
-------------------------------organisation of space
shaped by all
government levels and
social trends,
technological
development and
market forces
-ESDP does not
privilege an objective
with polycentrism

-create sustainable
communities/similar
level of sustainable
development
-preserve/exploit
(Europe’s) natural and
cultural values
-compensate/not
reduce territorial
disparities
-mutualise
asymmetrical risks
faced by regions/not
disadvantaged regions
as main focus of policy
-becoming
economically
competitive and
dynamic is key political
challenge for EU
-more balanced Europe
necessary
-ensuring
competitiveness is
basis for reciprocity
where each level
benefits
-competition amongst
cities, towns, local
communities and
regions significant
foundation for
European integration
and cohesion
-balanced and
sustainable
development/social,
economic and spatial
cohesion/balanced
competitiveness in
Europe is common goal
-greater EU
competitiveness
demands stronger
integration of European
regions into global
economy
-FDI and spatial
planning ingredients for
economic growth in
regions
-no conflict between
needs of local
population and
economic fabric
-small and mediumsized towns important
motor for growth and
territorial balance
-social and
environmental policy
issues
underrepresented
-competitiveness and
economic and social
cohesion conflict
-EC intends to cover all
cohesion aspects
-regions suffering from
globalisation lead to
greater EU regional
disparities
-------------------------------pressure of
(inter)national
circumstances led
CEECs to accept EU
cohesion policy

-improve accessibility
in EU
-minimum of service
and infrastructure
provision necessary
(for equal
opportunity)/not
maintain same level of
infrastructure in all
regions
-SGI should include
infrastructure provision
-aménagement an
alternative to human
mobility
-public services are
positive locational
factors
-transport infrastructure
can cause accessibility
imbalances

-consider ESDP
principles in Lisbon
perspective
-promote territorial
development to gain
comparative advantage
-EU policies should fit
with (national and
regional) territorial
development
-promote/exploit
capacity building of (all)
regions/cities
-territorial capitals
important assets for
endogenous
development
-target all regions to
maximise development
opportunities/broader
territorial scale
necessary for exploring
regional potential
-create attractive area
in which to invest and
work/develop
resources and
competitive capacity on
world wide scale
-ESDP goals
correspond to overall
EU goals/ESDP
useless
-spatial development
serves to promote
better use of financial
assistance
-‘EU policies’ are not all
policies relevant for
territorial development
-progress of individual
regions contributes to
development of all
regions
-regional economic
development
processes are political
-territorial development
policies important
instrument for
strengthening regional
territorial capital
-planning provides
basic strategic direction
for development/plays
insignificant role in
investment process
-development a
facilitative activity
rather than regulatory
burden
-ESDP future
uncertain/practical
implications limited
-regional planning and
development
administrations poses
common approach
towards regional
territorial development
-territorial development
instruments are
becoming broader in
scope and better
adapted to
requirements of
individual regions
-new policies focus
more on regional
capabilities
-EC promotes own
concepts for more
balanced territorial
development/
Rotterdam process’
scoping document
continues along ESDP
lines
-urban development
involves physical and
natural environment/the
people who live and

-address territorial
impact of public
policies
-sectoral policies
should take territorial
diversity into account
(through spatial
strategies)
-not/adopt territorial
indicators
-offer better insight into
territorial state and
development
perspectives of EU and
an information base to
address territorial
challenges
-foster understanding
of framework
conditions for
development potentials
of overall European
strategy
-effective framework for
continuing joint spatial
research after 2006
needed
-carry out study on
territorial indicators
-link ESPON better to
policy process/ESPON
should link policy
makers, administrators,
and scientists
-create rural areas’
Observatory
-ESPON should add
value to existing
national research/result
in knowledge and
/techniques (for maps)
-ESPON should
develop political
recommendations/sho
w options and
consequences based
on scientific findings
-further digest ESPON
results
-research needed to
translate scientific
knowledge into
contributions for policy
-use ESPON for
territorial analyses for
ex-ante impact
assessment of
territorially relevant EU
policies
-price policies should
improve quality of
signals guiding
locational choices
-EC needs objective
criteria
-observation of
European territorial
dynamics a long-term
task
-judgement of effects
depends on actor
perspective on
development of area
-EC interested in
evidence-based spatial
policy coupled with
utilitarian view of
research
-sharing of information
needs policy makers,
policy advisors and
scientists
-scenario’s are
pedagogical exercises
to raise awareness of
policy makers
concerning possible
evolutions
-(development)
decisions call for
thorough knowledge of
territories/informed

-territorially
cooperate/cooperate
on transport, tourism,
innovation, potential
and common marketing
in global competition
-form (strategic)
alliances between
territorial entities (urban
centres, suburban
areas, and countryside)
-more active role in EU
policy for responsible
planning authorities
within Member
States/resuscitate
ESDP by Member
States on their
own/strategic
responsibility rests with
Ministers and EC
-adopt language of
wider EU political
agenda to influence
this agenda/coalition
building needed to
influence political
decisions
-EU institutions should
promote coherence of
spatially relevant EU
policies/strategic policy
frameworks for national
and regional policies
-coordination across
levels and sectors most
important in planning
-horizontal
subsidiarity/partnership
s with private sector
and civil society
important (in growth
and development
processes)
-strategies for
transnational areas
ensure efficiency and
synergies/integrated
approach natural
solution for
regeneration projects
on neighbourhood
scale
-governance plays key
role in territorial
cooperation (for
innovative capacities)
-competition amongst
cities, towns, local
communities and
regions basis for their
horizontal and vertical
cohesion and cooperation
-EC/Member States
committed to ESDP
-insufficient opportunity
for representing various
interests/planning
caters for democratic
question
-national instruments
offering integrated and
space-based
framework for
development
vary/conflicts are
common between local
projects, plans, and
programmes at similar
or different scales
-Interreg implements
ESDP
-------------------------------ESDP useful in filling
gap of spatial
framework for
Community regional
policy in late 1980s
-common awareness of
advantages of better
co-operation between

-(European scientific
community has
responsibility to
contribute to) develop
European planning
culture based on best
national policy
traditions (for third
millennium challenges)
-overcome fragmented
expertise in spatial
planning
-no harmonisation of
spatial policies/limit
regulatory land use
powers in Europe to
regulating existing uses
and rights without
affecting visions of
future transformations
-regional programmes
should be based on
spatial strategies
-ESDP should discuss
common EU territorial
governance principles
-make territorial
governance practices
functional within
inadequate institutional
contexts (for Lisbon)
-subscription to
European spatial
planning Directive not
feasible/planning is
local activity
-generic measures
applied uniformly
across regions no
longer appropriate (for
territorial policy)
-common EU territorial
governance needed
(by all public
authorities)
-aménagement du
territoire is
legitimate/requires
case-by-case approach
-cities need long term
vision for maximising
critical success factors
-great potential for
evidence-based
visioning
-spatial planning is
about joint
development of good
ideas/statutory
planning only
institutional power for
implementing local
transformations
-no established
territorial governance
tradition/EU territorial
governance is informal
institution
-importance of regional
level reflects French
approach
-different planning
traditions a main
reason for no definition
of European spatial
planning
-effective and
structured EU territorial
governance does not
exist/relations occur
between EU territorial
governance and
national planning
traditions
-visions can only
perform guidance role
-perceptions of purpose
of transnational visions
and what territorial
policy means differ
-------------------------------France and UK have

-incorporate territorial
dimension into
Community
policies/Lisbon and
Gothenburg
-strengthen role of EC
and Ministers in raising
awareness concerning
territorial dimension of
EU policies
-enhance
attractiveness of
territory
-identify territorial
approach for
integration of territorial
dimension into EU and
national policies
-promote territorial
continuity EU without
imposing uniformity on
local and regional
identities
-create new strategic
spatial concepts
-territorial dimension
important in (relaunched) Lisbon
-(prove politicians that)
territorial elements are
important
-(for modern society)
territorial efficiency,
quality and identity
represent objectives
and values in
themselves/base for
collective wellbeing
-trans-national
territorial dimension
possesses added value
for effective
development policies
-ESDP solid basis for
commitment to
effective planning of
Europe’s territory
-Community sectorspecific culture at odds
with territorial
expectations of local
authorities and civil
society
-operationalising spatial
quality is
laborious/gives rise to
confusion
-territorial aspects
strongly interwoven by
nature
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work there/relevant
public and private
institutions on the
ground/legal and
planning framework
-governments are
increasingly prioritising
regional growth over
redistribution
-------------------------------main product of
Rotterdam process will
be assessment of
territorial state and
perspectives of EU
-need for territorial and
endogenous
development strategies
from local to regional
scale remains
-only after EC approval
of Europe 2000(+) CSD
considered ESDP
establishment
-pressure of
(inter)national
circumstances led
CEECs to accept EU
territorial development
and planning

-provide overall
perspective on EU’s
territorial structure
-polycentrism not for
policy makers

2006
-SF Reform
-Strategic agenda-setting
looking at other EU Councils
not exists
-ESPON ends

-spatial policy more
than/can be used to
justify for cohesion
(policy)
-sustainable
development is not
cohesion policy
-territorial
competitiveness is
result of sectoral
policies
-spatial policy work
done via Community
level environmental
sector
-------------------------------sectors will not give
environment equal
status

-update ESDP
-important in economic
development of larger
regions to balance
development inside
region (by spatial
planning)
-synthesis document is
ESDP elaboration
-Community policies
have increasing
influence on spatial
development in
Member States
-------------------------------there will be no ESDP
II
-ESDP took up much of
1983 EP Gendebien
Report
-there was no precise
idea of what ESDP’s
purpose would be
-ESDP had meagre
overall effect

estimations of possible
impacts
-creative innovation
risks becoming
consolation for noble
souls/pretext for
promoting hidden
interests
-ESPON is effort in its
own right/used as tool
(by EC)
-EC has little formal
say in ESPON/greater
power of persuasion
over ESPON
Monitoring Committee
and CU
-new ESDP indicated
as assessment of the
territorial state and
perspectives of the EU
-application TIA
depends on priorities of
authorities
-EU (energy, ICT, R&D,
internal market and
competition) policies
have spatial/territorial
impacts (which are not
necessarily negative)
-without Constitutional
Treaty as legal base
EC cannot develop
new territorial
indicators
-ESPON not usefull
-ESPON evolved into
process of collective
learning/shows how
power contextualises
interface between
evidence and policy
and determines extent
to which evidence can
influence policy or
change behaviour
-ESPON is goldmine of
(EU) information for
(EU/national/regional)
policymakers/example
of where information is
crucial resource for
influence
-ESPON realises
scientific projects/has
political role
-ESPON
recommendations not
based on scientific
findings
-Member States do not
influence
ESPON/ESPON
Monitoring Committee
influences research
findings
-link between current
policy debates and
future evolutions
becomes more tangible
-------------------------------scientific advice to
policy makers
important/European
body of knowledge for
ESDP was lacking
-SPESP was to focus
on ESDP topics/test
phase for how to set up
ESPON
-SPESP has extreme
utilitarian view of
research
-ESDP the reason that
ESPON is at
work/ESPON is followup of ESDP
-extend ESPON work
-ESPON should
develop permanent
indicators for territorial
analysis/not publish
policy documents
-ESPON-results
not/useful
-ESPON can support
decision making with
forward looking
research
-ESPON’s
development of
analytical tools during
research partially
determine outcomes
-integration works if
capacities of
administrations to
incorporate territorial
effects at micro level
are looked at
-ESPON has various
streams
-Monitoring Committee
steers ESPON/lacks
status (as DATAR)
-ESPON aware of its
role/roving band of
planners uses ESPON
-DG Regio has
insufficient staff and
expertise to monitor
developments in other
sectors
-------------------------------EP demanded creation
of “ESPON-like”
institution in 1998
-ESPON created to
carry out impact
assessments

spatial planning
agencies in 1990s
-ESDP process as
important as ESDP
document/proposes
common European
frame of reference for
cooperation
-ESDP is coordination
mechanism of
EC/ESDP primarily
political rather than
coordinating document

history of national
intervention in territorial
balance
-North-Western
perspective dominated
ESDP
-ESDP
conceptualisation
appealed French (and
German and
Dutch)/many
stakeholders

-(regional/territorial)
cooperation should be
more than subsidiarity
-spatial planning
cooperation in borderareas
-well-defined guidelines
and strategies in spatial
policy documents help
to horizontally
coordinate sectoral
policies
-sectoral departments
not do policy
integration/policy
integration gains
ground
-informal
intergovernmental
ministerial meetings is
post-ESDP process
-EC hopes Member
States in Council
incorporate horizontal
objectives/national
officials hope EC will
ensure balance
between its sectoral
policy proposals
-influence of
governance agenda
shown/no usage of
ESDP as governance
tool
-------------------------------ESDP document of
Member States
-ESDP tried to
horizontally coordinate
sectoral policies

-not convinced about
spatial planning
approach/many within
DG Regio interested in
spatial planning
-spatial planning
becomes strategic
-spatial policy has few
means of power
-networks of territorial
policy officials and
politicians only
concerned with
territorial policy
-in France
aménagement du
territoire does not exist
-Raumplannung is
natural instead of
economic
-spatial planning
debates in Member
States show parallels
(because of same
questions in different
Member States due to
same European
sectoral Directives)
-------------------------------ESDP process
strongly influenced by
French and Dutch
planning traditions

-crosscutting concepts
with spatial dimension
not important
-territorial way of doing
would suit DG
Environment/Territorial
Agenda not concerned
with R&D and ICT
expenditures
-European rural
policies become less
sectoral and more
territorial (diversity of
rural situations in
Europe)
-Europe becomes
devoid of real borders
-------------------------------territorialised
interpretation of Lisbon
may inspire defenders
of traditional regional
policy in 2008 reform
debates

Schema 3a shows that through the years dominance switches between the narratives.
Pronounced ones are hereby the ‘economy/society/environment’ narrative, while ESPON
structured the concept of territorial cohesion in 2003, and the ‘spatial/territorial development’
narrative, at the time the Rotterdam process started and DATAR launched administrative
meetings on territorial cohesion for spatial development in 2004.174 Another main trait of the
narratives is the year 2005, in which all of them show extensive debates; 175 this is in line with
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all the kinds of stories shown and events mentioned in the previous paragraphs. In this year
that also the ESPON Synthesis Report was published, especially the dominance of the
‘surveillance’ narrative catches the eye. 176 However, the huge amount of stories seems mostly
to denote that the context of territorial cohesion as formed by spatial planning stories relates
many issues to the concept in a jumbled way.
A typical detail of these spatial planning stories is that they only mention the
Gothenburg Strategy if accompanied by the Lisbon Strategy. 177 More generally though, the
stories of these narratives with an own dynamic can be divided per issue, what allows, just as
with the territorial cohesion metanarratives, the characteristion of them through their main
debates (including the colouring, but now in Schema 3a). The ‘spatial/territorial structure’
narrative then shows an antagonism between the European core and periphery and whether
polycentrism benefits both (pink), and a debate on the usefulness of (thinking in) spatial
structures (of cities) (mint green). 178 In the ‘economy/society/environment’ narrative these
different policy objectives are promoted separately (yellow, red, green) and the possibility of
their reconciliation is discussed. 179 While the stories of all the narratives clearly though
falteringly grow in number through the years, those of the ‘accessibility’ narrative hardly do.
Instead, they constantly tell about the uneven effects of infrastructure networks (blue) and the
importance and scope of services (e.g. as locational factors) (green). 180 The in this usage area
substantively wise most general narrative is the ‘spatial/territorial development’ one, which
shows political and mostly entrepreneurial debates on territorial development (of regions)
(brown) and the focus of and reason for a (new) European spatial development perspective
(blue). 181
Both the processual narratives discuss related issues. The ‘surveillance’ narrative
promotes the need for a spatial policy evidence base and discusses the status of it (yellow),
debates the creation and conduct of one European observation of the territorial state (mostly
in the form of ESPON) (blue), and states that it is important to take spatial/territorial impacts
(purple) as well as territorial diversity into account (with territorial indicators) (orange).182
The ‘process’ narrative then shows stories on forms of territorial cooperation to be promoted
(e.g. between cities or the Ministers responsible for spatial planning) (brown) and a dispute
on policy coherence with spatial planning (azure). 183 Furthermore, discussions also inhabiting
this narrative are on safeguarding the ESDP process and, after the Rotterdam process started,
on how to carry out an informal though influential European spatial planning (pale
turquoise). 184 More structurally, traits of a possible European planning way of doing (e.g.
innovative, shaping minds, no plans) and the institutionalisation of it (brown) are debated in
the ‘planning traditions’ narrative, just as the different influences of North-western spatial
planning traditions on this (green) and the manifestation of a common territorial governance
(orange) are. 185 Although the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative refers to policies
(purple) and the territory (orange) just as the metanarrative does, the territorial approach
appears to be an independent issue here (grey). 186 Now that the main debates in the
developped order of narratives with an own dynamic order are sketched, the question
becomes how to look for influences of territorial cohesion on European spatial (planning)
policy in their Schema 3a.
D.4.2 Looking for influences between the narratives and metanarratives
Influences of territorial cohesion on European spatial (planning) policy come forward when
you compare the territorial cohesion metanarratives (Schema 2a) and narratives with an own
dynamic (Schema 3a). Such a comparison, however, also brings forward that all the
narratives are reflected in the usage of the concept to promote, for instance, polycentrism,
competitiveness, territorial observation, or the coordination or territorial dimension of
policies. That is, there probably is an influence of European spatial (planning) policy on
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territorial cohesion too. An influence that mostly lies in an in-filling of the concept with
spatial planning content through the promotion of the territorial cohesion metanarratives – i.e.
at least as far as they are reflected by the narratives with on own dynamic in the (post-)ESDP
process usage area. This might hold even more for similar traits of and developments in both
(e.g. a dominance of polycentrism, the economic, the territorial dimension of policies, and a
weakening of the social and strengthening of the environmental) and stories appearing in
narratives before they eventually emerge into already present metanarratives (e.g. on spatial
structure, territorial capital, territorial impacts of policies, the territory). Yet, the (post-)ESDP
process usage area also shows an influence of territorial cohesion on European (spatial)
planning.
What is more, in the promotion of European spatial (planning) policy issues via the
concept the former might have undergone substantive changes too; this possibly in
accordance with the in 2001 called for bond between territorial cohesion and spatial planning
itself: a reinvention of spatial (development) policy to apply territorial cohesion. Such an
influence could for instance appear in redirections of the narratives’s own dynamics. Another
route influences between territorial cohesion and European spatial (planning) policy might
take is through different arrangements of metanarratives and narratives, thereby
(re)structuring them by affecting stories. Compared to the narratives’ stories that are reflected
in the similarly organised metanarratives, stories from the narratives into the divergently
arranged metanarratives do not show overlaps of course. They could intersect the
metanarratives by pervading their territorial cohesion stories with spatial planning concerns
though. There are therefore various ways in which the influences between territorial cohesion
and European spatial (planning) policy can be detected.
The leading question of this appendix asks for the influence of territorial cohesion on
European spatial (planning) policy. However, as noted above, the narratives with an own
dymanic predate the territorial cohesion metanarratives. The working hypothesis for this
section therefore poses: European spatial (planning) policy more influences territorial
cohesion than vice versa. We conclude on this after consecutively testing it the overlapping
and intersecting narratives and metanarratives.
D.4.3 Influences between overlapping narratives and metanarratives
In the overlapping narratives and metanarratives many stories show possible influences
between European spatial (planning) policy and territorial cohesion. To list the issues
involved: a reorganisation of territories, territorial approach, polycentrism, triangle of
sustainability, and the territorial dimension of policies. Plenty of examples can be given of
course in which an influence might be expected, but none can be found. The ‘accessibility’
narrative for instance differs from the metanarrative in that, even though it were TENs which
found their way into the ESDP, it shows no switch in importance from services to
infrastructure. 187 Still, no influence between metanarratives and narratives seems to be
indicated here (i.e. the stories do not change at least). The listed issues above can then be
divided between, in the order followed below, those of territorial cohesion on European
spatial (planning) policy and vice versa.
Stories on ‘spatial/territorial structure’ then show a possible influence, because the
metanarrative might have added the reorganisation of territories (instead of spaces) to the
narrative since 2003. 188 This fits the stories on territorial cohesion as rationale for organising
European space nicely. If there is any influence of the concept on the ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ narrative to show for, then it developed in tandem with the promotion of the
territorial approach since territorial cohesion was structured by ESPON and included in the
Constitutional Treaty. 189 However, the territorial approach could come from outside the
territorial cohesion and spatial planning stories too. This because territorial cohesion is only
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in 2006 explicitly said to be part of a territorial way of doing and in the narrative the
territorial approach is since early on linked to the European Union’s rural policies, an in this
usage area rarely presented kind of stories. 190 Another influence coming from the
metanarratives is the replacement of polycentrism with territorial cohesion (see §3.2.2). Yet,
a statement in 2006, while ESPON ended, might have to with this. That the usage of
territorial cohesion is qua concept more helpful in convincing actors than polycentrism,
might namely have to do with the account of polycentrism itself as not for policy makers –
this notwithstanding the dominant campaign for it. 191 Moreover, already before that,
polycentrism itself is, also since its promotion via territorial cohesion, disputed for its
infeasibility and internal contradictions. 192 With polycentrism the influences between
territorial cohesion and European spatial (planning) policy might thus go in both directions. A
clear influence of the former on the latter, however, only comes forward when it concerns the
emergence of the reorganisation for territories as an issue – and this would only be a possible
influence.
Compared to the fading of polycentrism, the stories on different policy objectives
seem to show a mirror wise movement after the ‘triangle of sustainability’ – with its focus on
a complementary balance of economy-society-environment – would have permeated from
spatial planning into the territorial cohesion stories on sustainability. 193 That is to say, just as
the territorial cohesion metanarrative never does, since the Rotterdam process the
‘economy/society/environment’ narrative hardly contradicts the harmoniousness of the
relations between these policy objectives. 194 As said above, the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
narrative partly follows the order of the territorial cohesion metanarratives. However, it does
not seem to be substantively influenced by the metanarrative’s discussion away from spatial
concerns and towards territorial ways of doing – i.e. as hinted at in the previous paragraphs.
That is to say, independently seen the narrative does not discuss the spatial but the territorial
dimension of policies from the start. 195 This would more support an influence vice versa.
Hence, possible influences of European spatial (planning) policy on territorial cohesion are
clear: permeation with the triangle of sustainability and promotion of the territorial dimension
of policies.
D.4.3 Influences between intersecting narratives and metanarratives
Also the stories from the intersecting narratives and metanarratives that show influences
between territorial cohesion and European spatial (planning) policy can be divided according
to the direction of influence. Some characterising illustrations can namely be found of
territorial cohesion stories that appear to affect the narratives with an own dynamic through
intersection. One could thereby think of spatial justice as an issue that clearly shows an
influence of territorial cohesion. Yet, although in 2005 it is stated in the ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ metanarrative that territorial cohesion added a spatial justice dimension to
European spatial policy, this addition is in the narratives difficult to retrieve (i.e. beyond the
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ one). 196 That the mention of territorial cohesion as transversal
dimension from the same metanarrative does not return in the narratives either, then leaves
the possible pervasion of territorial cohesion concerns in spatial planning stories more
open. 197 When the content is transversal, it could namely lead to a return in various
narratives. Issues in which such influences of territorial cohesion on European spatial
(planning) policy through intersection can be detected are: the role of local authorities in
surveillance, spatial development as coordination, and territorial and planning ways of doing.
These are treated before many on the other way around are, that is, issues of: territorial
capital, the ESDP, coordination, environmental and economic policy objectives, observing
the territorial state, coordination in spatial development, and territorial policies.
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The, compared to the narratives, differently arranged metanarratives could point to a
possible influence on European spatial (planning) policy where, instead of merely reflecting
the narratives as the similarly arranged ones do, territorial cohesion stories differ in
substance. A minor story in the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative, which in 2005
describes that the increasing role of local authorities in the implementing and monitoring
phases of sector-specific European Union policies contributes to territorial cohesion, might
for instance show some effect. This because in the ‘surveillance’ narrative the year after it is
stated that (policy) integration works if the capacities of administrations to incorporate
territorial effects at the micro level are looked at. 198 Then again, also the ‘surveillance’
narrative dominantly stresses observation from the European level – mostly by ESPON, but
also including a weak call for an Observatory for rural areas, in addition to national
research. 199 Narratives that possibly point to a more restructuring development are the ones
on planning traditions and surveillance, especially in 2005. They namely show calls for,
respectively, common principles for European Union territorial governance and, more
farfetched, a research framework (e.g. for after ESPON would end in 2006). 200 Yet, only the
territorial cohesion trait of an increasing role of local authorities in observing the territory
seems to have an influence on spatial planning stories, but only a little – not to mention the
restructuring of narratives.
General discussions on spatial and territorial development could also be influenced by
the particular issues promoted with territorial cohesion. This influence appears to only hold
for issues of policy coherence though – e.g. not for those of territorial capital and territorial
governance. The year after the territorial cohesion stories on coordination of and through
spatial (development) policies appeared in 2004, spatial development is namely in the
‘spatial/territorial development’ narrative stated to serve the promotion of a better use of
financial assistance. 201 Nevertheless, notwithstanding the early statement in 1991 that a
strategic spatial framework for ongoing Community policies is wanted, the ‘process’
narrative – which, again, aligns with the frequent general stories that Community policies
should be coordinated – does not show an influence of the territorial cohesion stories on
spatial frameworks from 2004. 202 Also the territorial cohesion trait of seeing spatial
development as a way to coordinate then seems to have a minor influence on spatial planning
stories.
The stories that since the Rotterdam process link territorial cohesion to both territorial
governance and spatial/territorial development in the ‘coordination’ metanarrative and to
territorial policies in the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative could influence the
related discussions in the ‘planning traditions’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives.
After the call for a common European wide response to challenges of the European Union’s
territory in 2004, these narratives namely move closer to territorial policy. This because: i)
the discussion on a European planning way of doing also widens to spatial policies, ii) the
discussion on territorial governance itself is taken up again with more stress, and iii) the
ESDP is seen as solid basis for the commitment to an effective planning of Europe’s territory
(also see §D.5). 203 However, that in 2002 it is said that the White Paper on European
Governance from a year earlier is pro spatial planning might suggest something else. That is,
this possible influence of the concept could come from outside both the territorial cohesion
and spatial planning stories, and instead from, for instance, the increasing influence of
general stories on using governance techniques. 204 Nonetheless, in this mixture of territorial
and planning ways of doing (e.g. towards territorial policy), territorial cohesion could have a
major influence on European spatial (planning) policy.
The influences of territorial cohesion on European spatial (planning) policy that are
detectable through the intersections of narratives and metanarratives thus take no definite
form. A major influence, with a mixture of territorial and planning ways of doing, is not only
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uncertain but fuzzy too, and other possible influences, of an increasing role of local
authorities in observing the territory and seeing spatial development as a way to coordinate,
appear to be small. We therefore turn to detecting possible influences in the other direction.
Stories from the ‘spatial/territorial development’ narrative appear through almost all
the territorial cohesion metanarratives. The stories on territorial capital were, for instance,
infused in the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative at the time of the revived Lisbon
Strategy. This by the statement that territorial capital with spatial/territorial development
policies is central to territorial cohesion. 205 Other important examples of such timings are the
return of spatial development in: i) territorial cohesion stories in 2003 that see the ESDP as
source for the territorial dimension of the concept, ii) both the territorial governance and
policy coherence parts of the ‘coordination’ metanarrative often mention spatial
development, and iii) the environmental and economic elements of the
‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative do too. 206 The the ‘spatial/territorial
development’ narrative, and thus this organisation of stories, therefore seems to implant
spatial/territorial development twists into the metanarratives’ territorial cohesion stories when
it concerns territorial capital, the ESDP, coordination, and environmental and economic
policy objectives.
The ‘surveillance’ narrative’s debates about a spatial policy evidence base and one
European observation of the territorial state return in the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’
metanarrative. The later territorial cohesion stories namely tell about a continuous
observation (for evidence) and top-down focus (from one point) while not so much taking
specific territories into account but the territory in general (as territorial state). 207 This seems
to go right against the territorial cohesion stories on increasing the role of local authorities in
this matter. Although this will not so much restructure the organisation of metanarratives, it
could nonetheless redirect the ‘territorial specificities’ metanarrative more towards
surveillance.
Territorial cohesion stories that combine parts of the ‘spatial/territorial development’
and more processual narratives appear to be in line with these twisting influences of the
discussion on spatial and territorial development. Most of the time the ‘coordination’
metanarrative namely also mentions the coordination of or through spatial (development)
policies, including the need for leading visions, thereby underlining this processual concern
with the concept (also see §D.5). Furthermore, in the territorial cohesion stories on territorial
governance the issue of spatial/territorial development (as focus) returns pressingly since the
Rotterdam process too (see §D.2.6). In the narratives, however, territorial governance is
grouped under the heading of ‘planning traditions’. 208 Stories on territorial cohesion itself
discuss in which planning tradition the concept roots. In spite of that, national planning
traditions and a potential European one seem, besides their own discussion dynamic (i.e.
mostly on aménagement du territoire again), to be covered up in the ‘coordination’
metanarrative. They are only implied when it concerns the interaction between territorial
governance and national planning systems and an institutional definition of European spatial
planning in 2005. 209 If spatial planning stories do have this influence, it is thus not overt.
The same holds for a related way in which metanarratives could extract content from
narratives: in the overlap and intersection of the more structural ‘planning traditions’ and
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives within the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
metanarrative in 2005. That is, stories on territorial policies are with the concept not
discussed as they are in older stories on territorial management and planning without the
concept, but merely touched upon by relating territorial cohesion to territorial strategies and
policies. 210 Hence, this influence of the ‘spatial/territorial development’ and processual
narratives on territorial cohesion stories clearly comes forward the concept’s linkage of
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spatial (development) policies and coordination. However, what this might entail for planning
traditions and territorial management is not explicitly discussed.
There are thus many influences of European spatial (planning) policy on territorial
cohesion detectable through the intersections of narratives and metanarratives. This mostly
due to spatial/territorial development twists from the so-named narrative, putting, amongst
others, territorial capital, the ESDP, and environmental and economic policy objectives in the
territorial cohesion stories. Besides a possible redirection of the ‘territorial specificities’
metanarrative towards debates from the ‘surveillance’ narrative, another and major influence
concerns the linkage of spatial/territorial development and coordination. Although it is also
implanted from the narratives, related ways of doing represented in the more processual and
structural narratives seem to be left behind.
D.4.4 The main influences between narratives and metanarratives
The multiplicity of narratives with an own dynamic set up beforehand as scene for territorial
cohesion stories in the (post-)ESDP process usage area depicts many spatial planning stories
that (literally) fill their content into the concept. The narratives thus surely support that in the
(post-)ESDP process the stories are multi-shaded and specific (i.e. the second general
hypothesis that poses).
Especially where the metanarratives duplicate the narratives’ order, the territorial
cohesion stories replicate the issues of polycentrism, competitiveness, and the territorial
dimension of policies. When they intersect, there appear some twists in the concept’s
discussions, as the ESDP is posed as the major substantive source and the observation of the
territory in general and territorial capital are focused on in relation to spatial/territorial
development. The moulding of more processual and structural territorial cohesion stories by
the narratives’ dynamics might have led the ‘coordination’ metanarrative to also harbour
territorial cohesion stories on the coordination of or through spatial (development) policies.
The contact made between the ‘planning traditions’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’
narratives in the metanarratives could, in its turn, have helped to set an emphasis on a new
wide-ranging territorial way of doing with/in the concept – although the latter is hardly
explicated.
Influences from the metanaratives on the narratives appear subtler. This supports the
working hypothesis that European spatial (planning) policy more influences territorial
cohesion than vice versa. Yet, all of them thereby also answer this appendix leading question
(i.e. how does the usage of the concept of territorial cohesion substantively influence
European spatial (planning) policy?). The concept’s usage could for instance redirect the
‘spatial/territorial structure’ narrative, perhaps tremendously (i.e. away from polycentrism),
but clearly towards the reorganisation of territories. What is more, the influences of the
concept itself on European spatial (planning) policy might only increase the emphasis on
surveillance with a more general territorial approach and nearly boomerang the
harmoniousness of policy objectives back as an obligation. Most striking though, is that
territorial cohesion could also influence spatial planning stories on spatial/territorial
development. Although the former influenced the concept with its inclusion of the
coordination of or through spatial (development) policies (i.e. a way in which this issue came
onto the territorial cohesion agenda), also this might boomerang back into spatial planning
stories, but now by perceiving spatial/territorial development merely as an instrument for
coordination.
These influences of the concept on European spatial (planning) policy might give
problems for its usage in European spatial planning (i.e. the first general hypothesis).
However, besides that they appear to be subtle, they mostly seem to reinforce the narratives’
own dynamics (e.g. away from polycentrism, towards a harmoniousness of policy
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objectives). It is different when it concerns seeing spatial/territorial development merely as
instrument though. The concept could thereby namely restructure the ‘spatial/territorial
development’, ‘planning traditions’, and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives. This could
then at the same time: i) recycle spatial development as an instrument and ii) install planning
traditions into common territorial governance principles through the ‘coordination’
metanarrative and iii) base the planning of the European territory through the
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative. That is, a simultaneous limiting of function,
widening of focus, and refurbishing of megalomanic aspirations. Although this is mostly
speculative, especially the former could be very problematic indeed.

D.5 Connections between the narratives with an own dynamic in the (post)ESDP process usage area
D.5.1 Situating the connections between narratives in the context of territorial cohesion
The general stories gave the (post-)ESDP process usage area the image of an entangled
construction. The firmness of the bundle formed by the connections between metanarratives
might therefore, just as their issues coming from the narratives with an own dynamic, neither
be a quality typical for territorial cohesion only. What is more, the narratives are even denser
connected. That is, compared to the connected metanarratives, the narratives show more
connections per year, whereby more stories form a connection and regularly connect over
three narratives. While the territorial cohesion metanarratives are connected from 2002 on,
but mainly since the Constitutional Treaty was drafted and ESPON structured the concept the
year after, spatial planning stories that connect narratives emerge already when most of the
narratives began after the Second World War. Hence, the connections between
metanarratives could derive from the connected narratives. As working hypothesis we already
pose it thus.
Still, the territorial cohesion and spatial planning stories also have something in
common, as both the connections between metanarratives and between narratives
considerably increase when territorial cohesion and spatial planning itself were often linked
in 2003. More such common features could thus falsify the working hypothesis, as they show
that when the metanarratives have something in common with the narratives, this does not
need to derive from the latter. The picture of this usage area should therefore be finished by
drawing the concept’s context that is formed by the connected narratives. The connected
narratives and how they change the up until now drawn picture of this usage area come
forward in various ways. Their general development and schematisation (both §D.5.2),
comparisons between them and the connected metanarratives led by the separate
metanarratives (§D.5.3) and narratives (§D.5.4), and how they structure a debate on territorial
governance (§D.5.5) are treated below to arrive at territorial cohesion’s own features as
shown by the full picture of this usage area (§D.5.6).
D.5.2 The general developments and schematisation of the connected narratives
Qua substance, the stories that connect the narratives are very consistent with the stories
within them. Besides a dominance of the ‘surveillance’ narrative from the start – which with
stories on watching the Community territory mostly relates to the ‘spatial/territorial
dimension’ narrative –, also the connections of narratives appear in line with the separate
narratives: haphazardly until the ESDP was published in 1999. 211 Since then, the connections
seem to develop differently than the separate narratives do. 212 The dominance of the separate
‘economy/society/environment’ narrative in 2003 (see Schema 3a) is for instance not
underlined here. That year there appears to be no dominance in the connections between
narratives and, what is more, the dominance of the ‘surveillance’ narrative seems to be
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overturned by others thereafter, especially since 2005. 213 Another major development might
just lack synchronisation. That is, although the stories in 2004, the year of the Rotterdam
Conference, could give the impression that the dominance of the ‘spatial/territorial
development’ narrative is only stressed with the strong connection to the ‘process’ narrative,
after the start of Agenda 2007 in 2005 the connections simply revolve around the
‘spatial/territorial development’ narrative – and thereby amongst others with a strong linkage
to the ‘process’ narrative again. 214 These general developments thus stress the importance of
the issues of surveillance and, later on, spatial/territorial development in the context of
territorial cohesion.
The stories that connect the narratives are schematised below in Schema 3b ‘Stories
relating narratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area with an own dynamic’. Schema 3b
thereby mostly shows that the rich context of the concept as formed by spatial planning
stories is since long an even more entangled mash than the densely connected territorial
cohesion metanarratives.
(post-)ESDP process Schema 3b
Stories relating narratives in the (post-)ESDP process usage area with an own dynamic
Year/
Narrative

Spatial/
Territorial
Structure

Economy/
Society/
Environment

Accessibility

1948
-WWII reinforced social
policies as essential part of
national identity
-National Reconstruction
-Aménagement du territoire
attends to spatial imbalances

Surveillance

Process

Planning
traditions

Spatial/
Territorial
Dimension

-how to involve weak regions
in development path based
on own characteristics
-economic
analysis may

1950

-market forces lead to undesirable locations
of activities

1964

-aménagement du
territoire is
element in overall
policy for best

-Trade barriers in the EEC
countries lowered
-DATAR exists

Spatial/
Territorial
Development

enlighten political
compromise

organisation of
economic
activities of the
nation

1983
-No economic crisis
-Gendebien Report
-Regions involved in
aménagement du territoire

-administer

European
territory

1989
-partnership based on importance of local
knowledge

-Berlin wall open
-European economy regains
momentum
-ESDP process
-EC studies spatial policy
-Expert planning community
debates TC

-partnership
based on

1990

-effective regional
policy needs
overall

-Turin consensus

1991
-Intergovernmental ESDP
process
-EC approves ‘Europe 2000’
-DATAR and ARL
communicate
-DATAR merges spatial
planning and regional policy

1992
-first CSD
-Sustainable development
related to spatial planning
-National spatial research
institutions meet

importance of autodevelopment forces

-ERDF
regulations
included on
DATAR’s
insistence give
-global ambition to reach
harmonious allocation of
economic activities rooted in
concern for national unity

view of
Community
territory as base

-effective regional
policy needs
overall

EC power for
schéma de
développement de
l'espace
communautaire

-spatial
dimension

view of
Community
territory as base

fundamental to
policies for economic
and social cohesion
to reach harmonious
allocation of
economic activities

spatial planning and
regional policy do
not reflect global
ambition

-develop coherent vision of Community’s territory

1993
-SEM completed
-Treaty of Maastricht with titles
on TENs, cohesion,
environment

1994
-Leipzig principles
-EC approves ‘Europe 2000+’
-Ministers want to create
ESPON

-SEM needs
spatial integration

as complement to
economic integration

-global competitiveness requires acceleration
of large-scale TENs implementation
-sustainable
development
implies economic
development

respecting
environment and
balanced spatial
development

1995

-permanent
system of
observation of

-SF Reform
-Loi Pasqua

1998
-EC supports one-year SPESP
-EC publishes ‘Community
Policies and Spatial Planning’
-REGI Committee underlines
territorial impacts

-lessen
unbalances
between
-maximise synergies
and positive crossexternalities and
minimise negative
externalities for
virtuous integration

regions with
ESDP
policy

European territory
needed

-monitor territorial
developments
and positive coevolution of
economic, social
and physical-natural
in spatial
manifestation
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-pursue polycentrism to ensure regionally
balanced development
-pro balanced development of EU cities and
regions

-improve territorial
develop-ment know-ledge
-need for analysis of European spatial develop-ment

-adopt proactive
development
strategies and

marketing
techniques to
ensure economic
growth in regions

1999
-ESDP
-TEN-T in ESDP
-ESDP on cohesion
-EC working document on
spatial planning
-Schéma du cohérence
territoriale

-economic potential of all EU regions can
only be utilised through

polycentric
development

-not/give key
ESDP theme of
polycentricity

-make sector policies with territorial
impact coherent with ESDP
-focus on urban-rural partnership in
research work programme
-ESDP should be signal for public
participation in European political
debate and its impacts on cities and
regions
-reason for SPESP is to show that
networked research does not work

----------------------------EC working document on
spatial planning beginning
of examining territorial
issues prospectively and
strengthening coordination and cooperation

prominent place
in research work
programme
-ESPON should
produce useful
information

-ESDP helpful
with

for promoting
harmonious
development

horizontal
cooperation
it competitive
advantage

-balanced USA
territory gives
of knowledge in spatial and economic
development

-promote use and
transfer

-multi-sectoral and integra-ted approach to
spatial planning is important
-integra-ted territorial man-agement is aménagement intègre du territoire

2000
-European Council adopts
Lisbon Strategy
-CEMAT Guiding Principles
promote TC
-SF revision
-ESDP structures dismantled

-aménagement du
territoire is public
action concerning
disposition of
people,

-planners can
help achieving
sustainable

development in
Europe by
formulating

-spatial policy makers have no control capacity
over economic forces of spatial organisation

-ESPON is territorial develop-ment policy axes

-Second
Cohesion Report
-limit regional
inequalities in EU
with

2001
-European Council adopts
Gothenburg Strategy
-Second Cohesion Report
-White Paper on European
Governance
-‘Spatial Impacts of Community
Policies and Costs of NonCoordination’
-SUD substitutes CSD

------------------------aménagement
du territoire after
1950 developed
as

-support permanent research network
integrated territorial
development
activities and
strategies
physical
structures in
space based on
balanced

draws on ESDP
-decentralise for
more

-future cohesion
policy of importance
for revision
-decisions at
regional and local
levels should be
coherent with
broader set of EU
sustainable
-planners can
help achieving
sustainable

notion reflecting
geographical and
human situation in
considered area

-horizontal and vertical policy coherence is
territorial governance
-policy framework with spatial vision resolves
lack of vertical and horizontal coherence and
co-ordination
efficient public
service

-aménagement du
territoire

concern for social
and spatial justice
exists in ERDF

of EU principles of
subsidiarity and
solidarity

- and balanced
territorial
development
principles/promoti
on of coherence
between territorial
- development in
Europe by
formulating

- development
actions at different
levels should feed
policy review in view
of SDS
- integrated territorial
development
strategies

-----------------------deliberate policy
for geographic
distribution of
activities

stated in Second
Cohesion Report

-transport, energy or environment policies
should form part of coherent whole
energy or
environment

-address territorial impact of EU transport,

-set up network of research centres to gather data needed for spatial
planning at Community level
-Communitarian spatial visions needed that give framework for structural
interventions and sectoral policies with territorial impact

-excessive
concentration of
economic activities and
population in larger
cities is worrying

-consider state aid for SGEI appropriation in
view of cohesion objective
-the further regions and individuals are
separated from networks the badder their
chances to converge economically and socially

-monitor territorial developments

-place social and
economical

development in
territorial
perspective

2002
-ex ante impact assessment
obligatory for all Community
proposals
-EC adopts ESPON
-ESPON clarifies TC
-DATAR mentions role TC in
SF reform

-connect socioeconomical
-French factor
balanced
sustainable

- development
and spatial policy
- development
into
aménagement du
territoire

-risk exists that new infrastructure intensifies centralisation and lessens
cohesion
-Member States should better order their
territory for
-planners can
help achieving
sustainable

balanced
development
development in
Europe by
formulating

integrated territorial
development
strategies
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-polycentrism contributes to
competitiveness
-polycentric development emphasis shows
shift away from regional redistribution
-dynamic growth centres as focus of
European and national economic
competitiveness relies on strength of
functional specialised regions

-‘polycentrism’
justifies EU
-polycentric
development aims
at diversified and
well-integrated
structure where
each place

-polycentrism
emphasises cities
and towns as

-larger territorial
imbalances in
enlarged

-with spatial
planner’s viewpoint
decisions about
spatially relevant
issues can be
-territorial impacts
of EU sector
policies often
-economic
geographically
seen pattern

-territorial
dimension of
policies on
European level

-global competitiveness
requires acceleration of
large-scale TENs
implementation

- transport
infrastructure
investments
-has minimum level
of basic
infrastructure and
access to services
as development
conditions

2003

-polycentric
development
impossible
-dislocated and
poorly articulated

EU needs
coordination of EU
policies

-evaluated on their
impact on
sustainable
development and
Europe’s
competitiveness
-conflict with
objectives of
cohesion policy
-of regions finer
grained than NUTS

-increase regions’
endowment base
across sectors to
-optimal use of
potentials of
territorial units
chance to
increase
competitiveness

-spatial
development

-----------------------dimension into
account/ESDP
first major
contribution to
take territorial
dimension into
account

-accomplish vertical
policy coherence by/
consider(ing)
-territorial approach
will ensure real

- territorial
dimension (of
policies)
- coherence
between EU
regional and rural
policies

building common
European vision

-preserve public
services by

-emphasis upon polycentric development
informs shift towards viewing FDI and
spatial planning as ingredients in

-knowledge of
existing spatial
structures

------------------------ESDP built on
acknowledgment
that achievement
of fundamental
EU goals requires
to take territorial

crystallisation
points and motors
for (regional)
development

-holistic
understanding of
convergence and

-Constitutional Treaty
-First substantive structuration
of TC by ESPON
-ESPON has broad TC
standpoint

-ESPON should help ESDP

-territorial co-ordination comes from regional
economic approach
-in DG Regio’s interpretation ESDP process and
French way of doing come together
-French spatial planning tradition incorporates
elements of comprehensive integrated approach
----------------------------------------------------------------decentralised aménagement du territoire policy
only developed after 1950

-appraise
territorial
dimension beyond

cohesion makes
territorial policies
unique

-illustrate subsidiarity
and shared
governance
-between public and
private actors on
various spatial levels
-to less effective
regional
development and
territorial integration

-European rural
development
policy should
-territorial
development
policies promote
better horizontal
and vertical
relations
-less integrated
programming

production of
economic growth
in regions
- increase global
competition

adds to better
decision-making
in

-balanced development of EU territory should
contribute to

by solidarity and
regional capabilities)
- exploit regional
territorial capital
for global
- determines
territorial

-bring Community
sector policies

-spatial policy can support territorial
integration of European

- competitiveness
of whole EU
territory
- dimension of
cohesion
with strong territorial impact more into line with
cohesion objective
development,
subsidies to
indirect support
for local
economic
environments

sectoral approach
to place-based
policies with
cross-disciplinary
approach to
economic

-TEN-T implementation creates new potentials for mobility and patterns of proximity and
peripherality conflicting with achieving balanced sustainable spatial
-territorial
dimension of
policies and

balanced
competitiveness
of European
territory together

of natural resources
and cultural heritage
and more

-support territorial integration European space
(through sectoral policies/by spatial policy/

-territorial policies
change from
spatial
redistribution to
regional
competitiveness,

policy fields with
territorial
dimension
SGEI accessibility

-consider
economic and
social cohesion,
management

-promote regional
innovation
strategies and
-post-ESDP
process

- application of
ESDP

-without adopting
spatial blueprint
-territory
inconceivable in
republican vision

-develop regions’
opportunities and
competitiveness
- in global
economy with
regard to
sustainable
development

-on European
level aims to

aims to increase
global
competition

spatial
development on
European level
space through
policy

development
vision
fosters cohesion through sustainable and
balanced development/aims to use
resources as territory efficiently and
ecologically
sectors by regional solidarity and capabilities
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-sustainable development of EU
requires balanced spatial
distribution of economic activity
-polycentrism contributes to
competitiveness
-exploit EU’s
territorial diversity
more
-territorial
development should
-competitiveness
and cohesion
depend strongly on
utilisation
-territorial
organisation
related to

-monitor territorial developments
-ESDP should take specificities of
individual regions into account
-spatial development allows assessing
public policies with territorial
impacts/include impact assessments in
EU spatial development
-ESDP influenced countries’
consideration of sectoral policies’
territorial impacts
-scoping document on Territorial State
and Perspectives of the Union is
ESDP follow up
- effectively for
sustainable
economic growth
- enhance economic
development
- of comparative
advantages of
neighbouring areas
auto- and
endogenous
development

-integrate EU
objectives of
cohesion,
-analyse on
-consider territorial
impacts of territorial
-important and
dynamic economic
development

2004
-EU Enlargement
-Third Cohesion Report
-Interim Territorial Cohesion
Report
-Galway Conference
-Rotterdam Conference
-DATAR launches
administrative meetings on TC
for spatial development policy
-ESPON works on territorial
indicators and integrated TC
indicator

-guide spatial policies
and planning
frameworks by
theoretical framework
and support them by
empirical analyses
based on improved
databases
-increase coherence
between policies with
significant spatial
impact
-make coherent
approach to
development
-coordination should
integrate territorial
-new phase in EU
cooperation on
territorial
-territorial diversity is
starting point for
coherent territorial

-effective and
sustainable
institutional basis

competitiveness and
sustainability in
territorial setting

economic,ecological, social and
cultural
development

-provide formal
EU Council
analyses
-observations focusing on development potentials and barriers for using
comparative advantages in territorial cooperation needed

-spatial policies
important in
improving global

-coordinate
sectoral policies
-communicate and
coordinate
between
competent EU
-territorial
development
policies promote
better horizontal
and vertical
-spatial
development
involves (horizontal
and vertical)
cooperation of
-integrated spatial
development
enables regions
and cities to
-integrated spatial
development
-SUD is principal
EU platform for
informal and open
discussions

-for EU spatial
development
-institutions and
Member States to
frame spatial
development
-relations between
public and private
actors on various
spatial levels
-various sectors of
activity, levels of
authorities and
stakeholders/all
spatial development
actors
-cooperate on
territorial
issues/exploit their
endogenous
potentials
-strengthens
Lisbon/Gothenburg
-on territorial and
urban development
at expert level

-territorial analyses important for coherent
approach to development
-ESPON
-integrate
agriculture more

from spatial
perspective

tool for integrating
rural and urban
domains

competitiveness of whole EU territory by
promoting high quality of living and natural
environments
of European
territory

supported by OECD
fully with territorial
development

-more coherent
approach to
development
-spatial policies
and planning
frameworks must
be spatially

for coherence of
research
community

-of EU territory
(within EU
policies)
-dimension into
Community and
national policies
-aspects of EU
policies needed
-approach
contributing to
general EU
objectives

-spatial
competitiveness
-imbalances in
enlarged EU
-forces increasingly
localised and
territorial specific

-territorial policies
important for
ensuring
sustainable

-strategic spatial
planning provides
powerful

-support spatial policies
and planning frameworks
by institutional structures
to facilitate horizontal and
vertical coordination within
new governance models
-make bottom-up regional
and national spatial
policies with EU strategic
objectives and sector and
structural policies coherent

and socially
inclusive by
implementing
actions that

whilst meeting own
economic objectives
of European territory
should

support
sustainable
economic growth

facilitate greater
integration of
supports for all
residents of rural and

urban areas in
accordance with
principles of
sustainability
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-initial priority for combating
distortions between centre and
periphery and disparities at
sub-national level
-accelerated relocation of
economic activities is key
challenge
-economic growth is based on
organisation of space
-polycentrism for
sustainability/balanced and
sustainable
development/economic growth
and balanced
development/economic
development, diminishing
large-scale disparities in living
conditions and enhancing
environmental
conditions/balanced
competitiveness/cohesion/regio
nally balanced
development/competitiveness
of Europe and cohesion
between different territories
-polycentric development
emphasis shows shift away
from regional redistribution

-parity of
access to
infrastructure
and
knowledge
and wise
management
of natural and
cultural
heritage
-transport
infrastructure
contributes to
territorial
competitivene
ss/has
negative
effects on
environment

-polycentrism for
global

2005
-Non-ratification Constitutional
Treaty
-European Council revives
Lisbon Strategy
-Guellec Report
-Luxembourg Conference
-Agenda 2007
-ESPON Synthesis Report
-OECD analysis

-improve strength
and diversity of
urban networks
-balanced regional
development needs
regional
-polycentrism for full
-emphasis in
polycentric
development is to
use territorial capital

-promote territorial
policy
-polycentricity main
-visions of territorial
and urban
transformations
------------------------French planning
favoured polycentric
development for
-after 1950
aménagement du
territoire developed
as
-message that
polycentric
development needs
-new indicators
about European
-ESPON should
develop new tools
for steering and
analysis following
same
-unemployment
rate/diversification
level of
production/research,

-stimulate areas and
networks of
European
importance
-ensure sufficient
SGI level for
balanced territorial
development
-transport used as
agent for structural
and spatial
development policy
without regard
consequences
------------------------SGI as accessibility
and connectivity in
ESDP of critical
importance
-principle
connecting
provision of SG(E)I
with system of cities
and towns needs
revision
connectivity for
whole of Europe
-infrastructure and
transport provision
-ESPON aims to
regionalise findings
-EU transport
policies have
important/

-open
intergovernmental
discussion on EU
territorial
governance
-base aménagement
du territoire on
-regional policy and
cohesion
-aménagement du
territoire always
implies

-SGI the object of
-decentralisation
important for more

-as territorial
development
motors
-integration of FUA
and their
surroundings
-usage of European
potential
-/polycentric
development
swapped for
territorial capital

-ESPON should
improve
coordination of
territorial decisions
at all levels and
sectors
-ensure active
involvement of
territorial expertise
in early phase in
development of
spatially relevant
EU policies
-EP should have
role in further
outcome evaluation
process
-sectoral policies
should take
account of territorial
diversity through
spatial strategies as
base for regional
programmes
-territorial knowhow not structurally
incorporated in
political process
-ESPON no longer
part of ESDP
process

-a territorial
indicator
-related to
territorial
infrastructures
-positive territorial
impacts

-account for
impact of EU
policies
-ESPON should
contribute to-

-maximise synergies
and positive crossexternalities and
minimise negative
externalities
-preserve
geographical and
cultural diversity
-balanced USA
territory gives
-territorial efficiency,
quality and identity
preconditions

-cohesion policy and
spatial fairer
distribution
-way to eradicate
conflict between
cohesion and
subsidiarity
-territorial disparities
with negative effects
on global
competitiveness

-territorial structure
needed
-apprehension of
territorial effects of
cohesion and
sector policies
-innovation,
education and
training activity
level a territorial
indicator
-direct and strong
territorial impact
------------------------led to economic
data and
indicators at the
cost of social
ones
-stimulate transEuropean structuring
elements of EU
-organise connection
of territory to rest of
world around
selected
-operationalising
spatial quality leads
to discussion

-proactively develop new spatial
planning processes that enable
coordination of disparate
interests
-subsidiarity should guide vertical
and horizontal relations in
planning practices
-aménagement du territoire
should be result of collective
process
-horizontal and vertical policy
coherence is territorial
governance
-development of spatial
development policy in Europe is
for development
decisions/participation of civil
society and integration of all
sectors and administrative levels
in all policy-making phases
-territorial co-ordination comes
from comprehensive integrated
spatial planning approach
-European territorial strategy
could form framework and
rationale for decision making
-EU territorial governance is
challenge for distribution of roles
and responsibilities among
different levels (underlying
consensus building)
-European spatial planning
embedded in multi-level
governance system
-subsidiarity leads to articulating
framework of territorial
governance principles shared by
all European planning systems
-------------------------conflict between cohesion and
subsidiarity prevented European
territorial governance from
receiving institutional recognition

-urban-rural
partnerships
-efficient public
service

------------------------balanced
European

-CAP needs to be
coherent with
-compensating
losing parties
most concrete
- sector-specific
nature of
Community
policies runs risk
of neglecting

-EU
environmental
policies have
----------------------hegemony of
economic
integration and
liberalisation
-not continue
parallel of
Community sectoral

-monitor territorial
developments
-ESPON should develop
orientations for instruments and
institutions for ESDP
application/specify ESDPpolicy orientation implications
on transnational scale
-European spatial development
needs research and policy
advice
-ESPON provides analytical
base for ESDP/ESPON’s
research priorities driven by
central ESDP goal
-European spatial development
is informing and convincing
territorial governments about
spatial impacts of policies
-territorial development allows
for public policies with territorial
impacts to be scrutinised and
assessed to strengthen their
synergies and outcome
sustainability
---------------------------------------territorial capital becomes
cornerstone of ESPON II
programme
-ESPON set up for ESDP
revision and update

-integrate territorial
dimension in
-integration of
territorial dimension
in EU policies aims
-governance of
Community policies
does not favour
taking
-reach territorial
quality, efficiency,
and identity
model and strong
structuration of
territories

-linking EU cohesion
strategy with
functioning of
national planning
systems
-compromise
between efficiency
and territorial equity
-policy are territorial
policies
-choice between
equity and efficiency

-create new strategic
spatial concepts by
visioning
-territorial governance
implies integrating
territorial dimension
into EU policies

-on development
of territory
-understanding of
spatial dimension
of SF

------------------------territory is central
ESDP goal
-for polycentric
development
-territorial policy goal
-can be achieved
without use of law
------------------------decades to counterbalance Paris’
dominance
-deliberate policy for
geographic
distribution of
activities
-a spatial blueprint
has not come
through

-for virtuous
integration and
positive co-evolution
of economic, social
and physical-natural
in spatial
manifestation
-EU as European
integration
processes
-it competitive
advantage
-for local
competitiveness

-policies in multilevel governance
-at coherent
approach to
development of
EU territory
-territorial
dimension into
account
- through
integrated
approach

-territory and their
connection to
secondary
networks
-nodes or
networks which
can be defined at
different scales
-only accessible
to inner circle of
professionals
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- regional
development
policy/spatial
planners should
advocate integrated
approach to
development
- regions through
integrated placebased policies and
local partnerships
-should advocate
integrated approach
to development
-discuss strategic
territorial
development
-strategic
development
perspectives/transna
tional co-operation
-sectoral policies/
coordinating effect of
spatial development
remains minute
-area scale is
question of cooperation
-territorial
capital/important for
territorial
development
-and
efficiency/synergy
and coherence
strengthening
territorial
development are
important Lisbon
conditions
-stakeholders
important in territorial
development
-of effective
networking and
governance
-the tool for
achieving integrated
approach to
development issues
-tax system are
basic tools for
territorial dynamism
in backward regions

-implement
mechanism for
cross-fertilisation
between sectorspecific policies with
major impact on
development of EU
territories and
-ensure favourable
environment and
improve competitive
advantage of
-those responsible
for spatial and
regional
development
-ensure effective
comitology to
-European spatial
development needs
inventing and
agreeing
-spatial
development
increases spatial
effectiveness of
-territorial
development at
North-West
Metropolitan
-(European
territorial)
cooperation
develops
-coherent approach
to territorial
development in EU
policies improves
their effectiveness
-cooperation of
sectors of activity,
levels of authorities
and
-balanced regional
development
creates challenge
-spatial
development
approach
-decentralisation,
municipal
cooperation, RDAs
and reform of local
-policies should
help areas develop
(regional) territorial
capital to increase
Europe’s
competitiveness
-deserves more
attention in spatial
development
discussion
-represent set of
options of territorial
development issues
-for territorial
developments
-ESDP and
considered in light
of Lisbon will offer
key political
benchmark
-different fields by
drawing on different
territorial potentials
-of region’s
territorial capital
- questions its use
against EU
economic
development ethos
------------------------draft ESDP at
expense of
sustainability
- competitiveness

-promote regional
innovation
strategies and
exploit/territorial
development
-because of
growing disparities
within Member
States social
cohesion
-EU cohesion and
regional
development policy
-environmental
policies set
conditions
-challenge of
balanced
sustainable
development
embodied in
-regions can show
competitiveness in
-good
environmental
quality important
part
-market and
competition
orientation of ESDP
------------------------emphasis on
competitiveness in
-ESDP failed to
address

-base decisions of
Community
compensation
clause applying to
-institute
compensation
causes in
protecting collective
------------------------ESPON set up to
-shared aspiration
to push spatial
planning on EU
policy agenda
created platform

-deal with practical territorial governance issues of comitology, spatial
expertise and impacts assessments
-territorial governance is manner in which state territories are administered
and policies implemented
-European territorial strategy could play role in coordinating spatial effects
of sector policies
-competence for coordination not material responsibility for European
spatial development or spatial analyses
and providing spatial certainty across and
between territories needs spatial planning as
political and coordination mechanism

-achieving more
balanced
competitiveness
-decentralisation
-EU environmental directives result in suburbanisation of activities,
loss of open space and increase in mobility

and accessibility index a territorial indicator
optimise it as
source of growth

-aim of spatial planning at European level is
to take each specific characteristic and
-mind urban-rural
relationships
-regulations and
strategies shared by
Community
-from intra- and
transational cooperation

-polycentric development enhances
competitiveness through cooperation and
fostering regional balance having in
-cohesion guarantees prerogatives of public
authorities to guide territorial
transformations according to
-cohesion and polycentrism for Northern
countries must result
-geographical and

-planning systems
on technical
evaluations
-and individual
interests adversely
affected by territorial
implications
------------------------improve EU spatial
policy evidence
base
-for consensus
between
researchers and
policy makers

cultural diversity
EU is

main growth
factor
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-polycentric development emphasis shows
shift towards FDI and spatial planning as
ingredients
-French and
German

--------------------------------------------------------------SGI in ESDP limited to urban-rural

-economic potential of all EU regions can
only be utilised through

---------------------------relationships

in production of
regional economic
growth
conceptions of space and spatial policy are
rooted in ESM

polycentric
development

-identify and
strengthen

economic development potential of all
territories for sustainable economic growth

-link national and
regional territorial
development
-effective
exploitation of
Europe’s territorial
capital
-national and
regional territorial
development can
-new governance
approach to
territorial

-strategies to
national and EU
strategic
-requires
structural
reinforcement of
EU sectoral and
economic
-offer integrated
and space-based
framework
-development is
for cohesion and

-frameworks for
cohesion, rural
development and
Lisbon
-policies and spatial
development policies
in Member States
-for development
adding value to EU
Cohesion Policy and
Lisbon
-regional
development funds

-further development of ESDP needs to assist new Member States in
economic, infrastructure and environmental terms
-sustainable urban development integrates
economic, social and environmental goals

with good public
services

-coherence of EU
policies with

territorial impact should support sustainable
development at national and regional level

-territorial
cooperation is

for structure of European territory and
territorial governance

-Community regulation of territorial governance
would redirect attention of European planners
towards managing relations between

spatial, social and
economic
configurations

-polycentrism increasingly explained in
terms of cohesion,

equity and spatial
justice

-grant formal
recognition to
-integrated
approach secures

-ESDP blueprint
for balanced
-integration of
economic, social,
physical-natural

-observatory that
assesses
competitiveness
of(national)

-regional
development
plans define
policy actions and

-development of
Community
territory
-in their spatial
manifestation
territory and
inequalities
between
individuals in

projects based on purpose and development
scope elaborated in integrated and crosssector regional development vision (as basis
for formulating conditions for national
strategies)

-territorial view helps to understand
territorial discontinuities and development
------------------------Ministers tried to
use existing EU
policy

-found harmonious development of whole
EU territory on application of

their territorial
dimension is
useful

gaps between
regions
---------------------------processes to achieve
coherent approach

-----------------------to development of
EU territory

-reflection on basis of overall picture in line with ESDP vision of territorial
development helpful for evaluation of spatial impacts of sectoral policies
and their coordination into an

integrated
territorial
approach

polycentric spatial
development

model
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------planning indicates investment priorities by which sectoral policies are coordinated and given spatial
articulation

-ESPON should create network of EU spatial development scientists/result in evaluation models to
assess relationship EU policies and territorial development
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ESPON indicators for territorial development should be steered integratedly with Member States
and their for aménagement du territoire entitled local actors

-renovation of economic activities
important in spatial balance
between city and countryside
-TENs (placebounded) linked

to polycentric
development

-exploit strength of regions by
seeing EU policy implications
-Territorial State and
Perspectives of the Union builds
forth upon/rewrittes ESDP
-ESPON is evidence base for
ESDP operationalisation
-----------------Territorial State and
Perspectives of the Union will
hardly differ from ESDP

-polycentrism has
little value
------------------------polycentrism will
stay

-outside ESPON
community
------------------------inside ESPON
community

-specific spatial
filling in for rural
development

could be urbanrural balance and
interaction
-increasing
juridification

2006
-SF Reform
-Strategic agenda-setting
looking at other EU Councils
not exists
-ESPON ends

-spatial
effects of
EU-policy
on regional
and local
levels
related to
territorial
coordination
of sectoral
policy

-sustained
economic growth
only
------------------------DATAR was
established in
unification of
political left and

-European
governance
culture is strict in
compliance

-base spatial planning rules on securement
of good integral consideration of different
interests in transnational and cross-border
regional cooperation
-deliberate interests integrally in
participatory European spatial planning
process
-networks needed for territorial policy
integration
-territorial policy integration connected to
Rotterdam agenda overarching Lisbon
-territorial policy integration is ambition
without much administrative weight/is
political objective/multi-actor and multi-level
challenge for EU policy makers
-networks of territorial policy officials and
politicians not do tasks territorial policy
integration requires
------------------------------coordinating effect of ESDP has been weak
beyond spatial planning circles
of spatial
development
achieved by
interdisciplinary
policy

-territory
addressed

-provide
framework for
linking European
-European spatial
development
demanded due to
large

- and
national/regional
development plans
indirect influence
increasing demand
for better
coordination

-planning debates in Member States show
parallels because

to measurable
norms for
achievement

-governance is
importance

-----------------------right for balance
as national socialeconomic
objective

of ESDP and
ESPON

when related to
TENs

of territorial
dimension

-ESPON has no role in agenda setting of territorial
development policy making networks
-territorial policy
integration

most promising area in territorial development
policy
-ESPON created to support European territorial policy integration agenda
-territorial or space-based approach and
territorial coordination through information and
dialogue help translate

-very important in regional economic
development

territorial
concepts into
policies

to know ‘where’ win-win-situations are
possible
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Again, in line of the previous findings, the year 2005 sticks out, this time also because all
narratives are in one or more ways connected to all others that year. 215 The only though
important exceptions in this are the ‘accessibility’ and ‘planning traditions’ narratives. These
only connect in 2003 when it concerns a common vision – in combination with the claim that
SG(E)I are centrally placed in the planning tradition of aménagement du territoire, which is
often mentioned in relation to territorial cohesion, this might hint at a promotion of this
linkage outside the (post-)ESDP process usage area (see the next Appendices). 216 Still, the
narratives clearly appear to have influenced the territorial cohesion metanarratives by giving
them the characteristic of a mutual connectedness (hence, the working hypothesis above).
What is more, before the metanarratives did, also the narratives appear to persistently
underline and add connections without a trend in which certain ones become linked instead of
others. A sketchy way to situate the connections between narratives within the usage area is
then to compare the yearly profiles of these connections to those within the bundle of
territorial cohesion metanarratives. Some findings then go against the working hypothesis for
the connected narratives (i.e. the connections between metanarratives derive from the
connected narratives) and some support it, as shown below respectively.
Although the ‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘economy/society/environment’
narratives are often connected, they do not portray the dominance of territorial cohesion
stories in which through the years polycentrism is substantively connected to economic,
social, and environmental policy objectives. 217 What seems to be reminiscent of the
metanarratives though, is that the ‘accessibility’ narrative is knitted loosely within the
narratives. Yet, connections do appear. These are not that much concerned with geographical
handicaps (also see §D.3.3) for instance, but narrow the services part of the connection (i.e.
SG(E)I) mostly down to urban-rural relationships. 218 While urban-rural relations are in the
separate ‘spatial/territorial structure’ narrative only discussed in 2005, a year earlier the
narratives and metanarratives potentially make fitting connections in this. Territorial cohesion
would namely require coherent spatial frameworks that acknowledge the changing nature of
rural-urban interdependencies and strategic spatial planning would provide a powerful tool
for integrating rural and urban domains. 219 Accessibility does fit into the substance of this
usage area’s dense territorial cohesion context more generally too. This because after the
ESDP included TENs, the narrative is regularly connected, especially in the year the
Constitutional Treaty with its article on SGEI was up for ratification. 220 The metanarratives
thus link the ‘accessibility’ metanarrative even looser to other metanarratives looser than the
‘accessibility’ narratives does to other narratives. Hence, what in the (post-)ESDP process
usage area does not derive from the territorial cohesion context is that the concept stresses the
connection between polycentrism and policy objectives, but hardly connects accessibility to
other issues.
The connections between the metanarratives do reflect the connection between
narratives though. The emphasis of connections with the ‘process’ narrative in 2004 is for
instance reflected in the metanarratives that revolve around the ‘coordination’ metanarrative
that year, and two years later the accent that the ‘planning traditions’ narrative lays on
integration returns in the stress of the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative on
territorial policy integration. 221 Note hereby though, that just as the bundled territorial
cohesion metanarratives, the connected narratives do not show a strong threesome-wise
promotion of the issues of spatial/territorial structures, specificities, and dimension. 222 Also,
when the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narrative connects to others, the European territory is
not discussed in itself either. Even more so than in the separate narrative, the territory is
mostly the object of observation in general and useable in more specific ways instead (e.g. to
develop it, make a vision for this). 223 In addition, the polyphony concerning the focus in and
after observation as expressed by territorial cohesion stories appears even more diverse and
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entangled in the connected narratives. This due to the connections of the ‘surveillance’
narrative with others, mostly the ‘spatial/territorial development’ narrative. a224 The
connections between metanarratives thus in many ways derive from the connected narratives:
besides that both miss a joint promotion of spatial/territorial issues or discussion on territory,
the emphasis on coordination in the connected metanaratives seems to come from the
emphasis on process and integration from the accent planning traditions give it.
However, the coordination issue has more complexities. When Agenda 2007 took off
in 2005, coordination was in territorial cohesion stories namely often substantively linked to
the promotion of various policy objectives as well as to territorial impacts and the territorial
dimension of policies. The narratives do not show the former connection, but could lead to
the same nevertheless. If coordination in relation with spatial or territorial development
entails the weighting of policy objectives that is. The combination of the strong connections
between the ‘process’, ‘spatial/development’, and ‘economy/society/environment’ narratives
is namely a trait of that year. 225 In a similar interplay, the issue of territorial governance from
the ‘planning traditions’ narrative might relate concerns with coordination from the ‘process’
narrative to the one on the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’. 226 Only the linkage of coordination
to the territorial impact of policies then seems to be a characteristic of territorial cohesion.227
The concept thus appears to not only extent the tentacles of the coordination issue, but to add
an own trait to this as well.
D.5.3 A comparison between the connected metanarratives and narratives led by the separate
metanarratives
With such a huge amount of schematised spatial planning stories that relate narratives
through the years, cherry-picking seems to be a suited procedure to further complete the
image of this territorial cohesion usage area beyond the sketch above. That is, a selection of
stories that in this web follow or go against the leads provided by the earlier findings on
metanarratives, narratives, and the influences between them. This section then compares the
connected metanarratives and narratives following these leads from the separate
metanarratives and the next paragraph those from the separate narratives.
A lead from the territorial cohesion metanarratives is the question of what the
importance of the one on spatial/territorial structure is. A story connecting the
‘spatial/territorial structure’ and ‘surveillance’ narratives in 2006 might answer this as
follows: if the main discussion on polycentrism will stay, then only inside the ESPON
community. 228 This would of course mostly limit the metanarrative to a usage in research.
The redirection of the separate narrative away from polycentrism is then reflected in its
connection with the ‘spatial/territorial development’ narrative since Agenda 2007, whereby it
turns around whether to promote territorial capital instead or with polycentrism. 229 Such
banishment of polycentrism to research in the context of territorial cohesion might thus help
its disappearance off the concept’s agenda. However, this would not be an influence on the
connections between metanarratives.
Related to this, is that the stories connecting the ‘surveillance’ narrative to others do
not precisely state where the information consists of that will function as spatial evidence
base for, for instance, a European spatial policy. 230 Especially so, because disputes were on
polycentricity as a research focus already since ESPON followed upon the Study Programme
on European Spatial Planning (SPESP). 231 In the general promotion of observation since the
European Parliament’s Gendebien Report on a European regional planning scheme in 1983
and the emphasis on spatial/territorial impacts of policies from 1999 onwards, the only
constant thereby seems to be a focus on economics – of which the analysis is in 1948 said to
Through the years adding territorial developments, spatial development, economic development, development potential, territorial impacts, spatial impacts, and European Union
policies as to be surveilled next to the observation foci of territories, priorities, accessibility, coordination and territory when it concerns territorial cohesion.
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enlighten political compromise. 232 However, even after the call from 2001 to set up a network
of research centres to gather data needed for spatial planning on the Community level, 233 it
remains indefinite what this focus will be. a The similar lack of focus and dominance of
economics when it concerns the observation of territories in the connections between
metanarratives (see §D.2.5 and §D.3.3) could thus derive from the connected narratives.
The dominance of (again) economic policy objectives does not develop in the
connected narratives as it did in the ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative. It always
appeared already there; this might have helped them to dominate in the territorial cohesion
metanarrative of course. 234 Since 1992 the social policy objectives are added to them and do
not seem to weaken through the years. 235 However, before the ESDP also emphasised
cohesion in 1999, this addition was only in relation to economic policy objectives, and
thereafter this socio-economic relationship continues to be mentioned often. 236 When
connected to other narratives and policy objectives, the social thus appears constantly.
Similarly, since the Leipzig Principles in 1994 – which for ‘sustainable development’
referred to the United Nations’ Brundtland Report from 1987 –, but especially shortly prior to
the Gothenburg Strategy, environmental policy objectives regularly appear in connection
with other narratives, thereby often related to economic and social policy objectives. 237 These
connecting spatial planning stories could have helped the issue of sustainability to emerge in
the territorial cohesion metanarrative. The stories connecting narratives thus suggest that the
dominance of the economic and emergence of the environmental policy objectives in the
territorial cohesion metanarrative comes from the concept’s context. Stil, besides that the
fading of the social policy objectives in the metanarrative appears a territorial cohesion
feature, also these influences would not be on the connections between metanarratives.
The ‘accessibility’ metanarrative showed a switch in importance from services to
infrastructure. The connections of the ‘accessibility’ narrative to others on the other hand do
not, this even more clearly than the separate narrative. The more so, because a relevant
territorial cohesion story from 2003, telling that the Treaty of Amsterdam would have given
spatial development a new commitment (i.e. services), merely has one robust connection
between narratives to show for it: a discussion on services as infrastructure that in 2005
connects the ‘spatial/territorial development’ and ‘accessibility’ narratives. 238 This switch in
the metanarrative could therefore be another trait characterising territorial cohesion in the
(post-)ESDP process usage area. Then again, this would not be an influence on the
connections between metanarratives
From 2004 onwards the ‘coordination’ metanarrative is concerned with cooperation
for territorial cohesion. However, already in 1999 the ESDP and the European Commission’s
working document on spatial planning were seen as helpful for the concern with horizontal
cooperation itself; thereby linking the ‘process’ narrative to, respectively, the
‘spatial/territorial development’ and ‘planning traditions’ narratives. 239 Moreover, in 2003, a
year before these territorial cohesion stories, vertical relations are added in the former linkage
between narratives, as being promoted by territorial development policies, and European
rural policy is called upon to illustrate subsidiarity and shared governance. 240 That is, it does
not matter which cooperation, it appeared in the concept’s context before it did as territorial
cohesion issue. Although neither this is an influence on the connections between
metanarratives, the territorial cohesion issue of cooperation seems to derive from the
connected narratives.
Another concern that emerges in territorial cohesion stories later on is related to this.
Three years before territorial cohesion dealt with territorial governance, stories already
For instance, in 2005 many issues to gather data on are pointed out: infrastructure, accessibility, territorial structure, unemployment rate, diversification level of production,
research, innovation, education and training activity level, decentralisation, territorial potential for sustainable economic growth, competitiveness, inequalities between individuals,
regional development gaps.
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connected the ‘process’ and ‘planning traditions’ narratives in 2001, at the time of the White
Paper on European Governance and the study of ‘Spatial Impacts of Community Policies and
Costs of Non-Coordination’. They were on an in/formal institutional framework for
coordination (i.e. with a spatial vision). 241 These three narratives are connected again in 2004,
the year of the Rotterdam Conference. This in support of institutional structures for spatial
policies and planning frameworks to facilitate horizontal and vertical coordination within
new governance models, now to frame spatial development as well. 242 While the Rotterdam
process proceeded, these connections increase in strength. The trans- and subnational level
are thereby added, and both the concerns with cooperation and an in/formal institutional
framework seem to filter into the debate on territorial governance in the ‘planning traditions’
narrative (this through its connections with the ‘process’ one). 243 Nonetheless, in 2006
territorial policy integration is still named as a multi-actor and multi-level challenge for
European Union policy making, this while the networks of territorial policy officials and
politicians would not do the tasks such integration requires. 244 That is, there is much talk
about these ways of doing, also about the lack of action in this. This spatial planning talk
seems to spill into territorial cohesion stories. Hence, since the Rotterdam Conference
rebooted the intergovernmental process that led to the ESDP, the spatial planning stories that
connect narratives align to the territorial cohesion story that the concern with policy
coherence in territorial governance comes from the ESDP. 245 Also here, however, an
influence from the connected narratives on the connections between metanarratives thus does
not appear.
The leads from the separate metanarratives thus point to many territorial cohesion
features that seem to derive from the connected narratives: a lacking focus and dominance of
economics in the observation of territories, the dominance of economic and emergence of
environmental policy objectives, and much about ways of doing such as cooperation.
However, only the former would influence the connections between metanarratives. What is
more, those leads also appear to bring some traits forward that belong to territorial cohesion:
the fading of the social policy objectives, the switch in importance from the issue of services
to the one of infrastructure, and the disappearance of polycentrism. Although the latter might
be reinforced by the banishment of polycentrism to research in the concept’s context, these
own traits of course neither affect the connections between metanarratives.
D.5.4 A comparison between the connected metanarratives and narratives led by the separate
narratives
Leads from the separate narratives show some influences the metanarratives might have had
on the narratives. Most, however, are concerned with the influences the narratives might have
had by intersecting the metanarratives, and these are touched upon first. A spatial/territorial
development twist implanted in a territorial cohesion metanarrative appears, for instance,
through the connection between the ‘spatial/territorial development’ and ‘surveillance’
narratives since the Rotterdam process began in 2005; a connection which, in its turn, might
have been moulded in accordance with the ‘spatial/territorial specificities’ metanarrative.
That is, spatial planning stories stating that observations focussing on development potentials
are needed, and a year later that territorial capital will become the cornerstone of the second
ESPON programme, might have flavoured the territorial cohesion story from 2005 that it is
the identification of territorial capital which is central to the concept. 246 This of course does
not show how a connection between metanarratives derives from the connected narratives. It
does point to an influence of the latter on a metanarrative though: eventually, territorial
cohesion, which is itself said to lead a second ESPON programme, might take up the task of
identifying territorial capital as well.
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Another twist comes from the connections between the ‘spatial/territorial
development’, ‘process’, and ‘planning traditions’ narratives into the ‘coordination’
metanarrative of 2004. The processual concern in territorial cohesion stories on coordination
of or through spatial (development) policies might namely be inscribed by a certain
endorsement of coordination since the European Commission’s working document on spatial
planning from 1999. Although there develops a discussion on whether territorial integration
comes from the (French) regional economic or (German) comprehensive integrated tradition,
ever since, and especially in 2005, a coordinative approach a always solidly joins with spatial
planning b. 247 When territorial cohesion thus deals with coordination in this context, it almost
automatically touches upon spatial planning. Then again, while it is said in 2005 that the
Ministers tried to use existing European Union policy processes to achieve a coherent
approach and a year later that territorial policy integration is the most promising area in
territorial development policy, the ‘coordination’ metanarrative does not appear to reflect the
brightening connection between the ‘spatial/territorial development’ and ‘process’ narratives
any longer. 248 Even if it would, this would of course not be an influence from the connections
between narratvies on a metanarrative instead of on the connected metanarratives. Yet, not
linking coordination with spatial development could thus develop into a territorial cohesion
trait that distinguishes the concept from its context in this usage area.
Something more structural might be happening in this though. The connections
between the ‘planning traditions’ and ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives might twist
territorial cohesion stories on territorial governance in the ‘coordination’ metanarrative. Nota
bene, this might happen through the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ metanarrative, and thus
point to an influence of the connected narratives on the connections between metanarratives;
the more so because these stories are strongly supplemented by the ‘spatial/territorial
development’ and ‘process’ narratives. That is, when the Constitutional Treaty was drafted,
the (then) post-ESDP process is said to determine the territorial dimension of cohesion; this
with the promotion of a coherent vision of the Community’s territory since the first CSD in
1992. 249 Thereafter, however, the narratives’ discussion on territorial governance picks parts
of both statements.
It namely seems to revolve around the question of how to relate a coherent approach
for the development of the European Union territory to an integration of the territorial
dimension into European Union policies (on multiple levels). 250 Yet, stories on a general
territorial approach for this are neither firmly connected in the metanarratives nor narratives
(yet); they merely come from ensuring coherence between European Union regional and rural
policies in 2003 and a generalised European Union version of this in 2004. 251 Both threads
might then come together in 2005 with the story that a reflection based on an overall picture
in line with the ESDP’s vision of territorial development is helpful for the coordination of
sectoral policies into an integrated territorial approach. 252 Likewise, a year later another
statement – i.e. inverted and more relevant for territorial cohesion – follows: a territorial or
space-based approach and territorial coordination through information and dialogue help to
translate territorial concepts into policies.253 In time, territorial cohesion seems thus once
again to be disconnected from the concern to coordinate for or through spatial (development)
policies, but this while taking up the chance for more wide-ranging coordinative territorial
governance, through the spatial/territorial dimension of policies that is. This would therefore
neither be an influence of the connected narratvies on the connections between
metanarratives, as it does not derive from them, but another trait of territorial cohesion itself.

a ‘Coordinative approach’ is a label for a variety of similar issues. Through the years they sequentially appear as: integrated and multi-sectoral, coherent, cross-fertilising or
space-based approach.
b Also ‘spatial planning’ is a label for a variety of similar issues here. Through the years these sequentially appear as: regional development, spatial development, spatial policy,
territorial development.
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Yet, the separate ‘planning traditions’ narrative shows no influence of the territorial
cohesion stories that since the Rotterdam process take up the concern for spatial frameworks.
The connections of this narrative with others show the similarity between such stories even
more clearly. As early as DATAR merged spatial planning and regional policy in 1991, the
Europen Regional Development Fund (ERDF) regulations included on DATAR’s insistence
are for instance said to give the European Commission the power for a schéma de
développement de l'espace communautaire. 254 Ten years later, at the time of the European
Comission’s White Paper on European Governance and study on ‘Spatial Impacts of
Community Policies and Costs of Non-Coordination’, this is echoed. Albeit that it is merely
said that a policy framework with a spatial vision resolves the lack of vertical and horizontal
coherence, in 2003 the ESDP process and French way of doing would converge in the
interpretation of DG Regio (see Appendix E). 255 That territorial cohesion stories just took up
the discussion on spatial frameworks from the concept’s context could thus be seen as part of
the debate on common principles of territorial governance (see the next section). For now
though, this does not clarify in how far this is an influence of the connected narratives on the
connections between metanarratives.
The leads from the separate narratives that point to the influences the metanarratives
might have had on the narratives are treated below due to their relevance. Although they
probably will not show what in the connections between metanarratives derives from the
connected narratives, they correct the previously drawn picture of this usage area. Spatial
justice as shown within territorial cohesion stories, for instance, might have a slightly larger
influence on the content of the narratives connected to the ‘spatial/territorial dimension’ than
described above. Spatial justice is namely retrievable when connected with in themselves
disputed issues of social policy objectives and polycentrism. That is, in 2001 there is called to
limit regional inequalities in the European Union with a concern for social and spatial justice
and four years later polycentrism is said to be increasingly explained in terms of cohesion,
equity and spatial justice; especially the latter statement can be disagreed with, as shown in
2003 and 2005 when polycentrism is said to inform a shift away from regional
redistribution. 256 Hence, although territorial cohesion stories on spatial justice are hard to
find, they could have had a slight influence on the narratives, and therefore on European
spatial (planning) policy.
The connections of the ‘economy/society/environment’ narrative to others show that it
might not be territorial cohesion that almost obliges these policy objectives to harmonise
(within the ‘triangle of sustainability’). The only stories in tension with this obligation are
namely from after the emergence of the metanarratives. At the time of ESPON’s broad
standpoint in 2003, these minor deviant stories pose that territorial policies change from
spatial redistribution to regional competitiveness; for this perhaps informed by
polycentrism. 257 At the time of Agenda 2007 and the ESPON Synthesis Report in 2005, more
such arguments come up: i) the hegemony of economic integration and liberalisation would
have led to economic data and indicators at the cost of social ones, ii) the competition
orientation of the draft ESDP would have been at the expense of sustainability, and iii) the
final ESDP would not aid to go against an economic development ethos of the European
Union. 258 It would be strange though to – because of this timing – hold that this questioning
of harmonic policy objectives in spatial planning stories is an influence of territorial
cohesion. Safe to say though, that the obligation to harmonise policy objectives seems to
come from the (connected) narratives themselves instead of returning to them via territorial
cohesion.
Hence, also the leads from the separate narratives point to territorial cohesion features
that seem to derive from the connected narratives: the task of identifying territorial capital
and the discussion on spatial frameworks. Besides that only the latter would influence the
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connections between metanarratives, it could be a part of a larger debate on territorial
governance too. Just as convincingly those leads appear to bring forward traits that belong to
territorial cohesion: not linking coordination with spatial development and the chance for
more wide-ranging coordinative territorial governance. What is more, they suggest a slight
influence the other way around: the issue of spatial justice would arrive from the
metanarratives into the narratives. However, the connected narratives also deny that the
obligation to harmonise policy objectives comes from territorial cohesion, as it appears in the
concept’s context all along. Obviously, neither these own traits of territorial cohesion nor this
influence of the concept affect the connections between metanarratives.
D.5.5 A territorial governance debate structured by connected narratives
Above there is referred to a complex debate on territorial governance. It appears in the
(connected) narratives since 2000 and full-blown five years later. 259 As territorial governance
is a trait of territorial cohesion and the concept links to this debate in its context, also via the
issue of spatial frameworks, we pay extra attention to it. Besides that the increasingly
important general stories on using governance techniques hereby frame the debate, the
connected narratives could namely further structure it.
The connections between the ‘process’ and ‘planning traditions’ narratives are an
example of this. In a start that joins both, coordination is thereby seen as aménagement
intègre du territoire and also as territorial governance. 260 Between this start and 2005, the
concern for coordination was linked to various others a and the minor discussion on a new
European planning way of doing to several. b261 Meanwhile, stories that bond territorial
cohesion and spatial planning themselves began to call for the (re)direction of spatial
planning (as policy tool) for territorial cohesion concerns; which in their turn were, just as the
general stories on coordination, linked to the Lisbon Strategy since the Rotterdam process
(see Schema 1). This could have triggered an explicit debate on these issues. However, the
territorial cohesion stories swap from treating coordination of and through spatial/territorial
development and spatial frameworks in 2004 to predominantly discussing territorial
governance in 2005, thereby only treating planning traditions implicitly (see Schema’s 2a and
2b). A question then is what it means that territorial cohesion discussions not only almost
merely imply planning traditions, an issue regularly appearing in the concept’s context, but
that these discussions also swap towards territorial governance (also see §D.3.3).
An answer comes from the connected narratives. Stories that connect the ‘planning
traditions’ and ‘process’ narratives in 2005, just as the territorial cohesion stories, hardly
mention aménagement du territoire and mainly discuss territorial governance. 262 Although
hereby subsidiarity is said to lead to the articulation of a framework of territorial governance
principles shared by all European planning systems, spatial planning is that year in the
various connections of the same narratives mostly considered inversingly, that is, as a
coordination apparatus. 263 The creation of new strategic concepts by visioning seems to show
one aspect of this; thereby in line with the general stories on using governance techniques
that discuss the usage of vague goals (e.g. territorial cohesion). 264 Although attached to many
spatial planning issues, the concept’s context thus opens up the possibility of using spatial
planning for coordination.
However, since 2005 also declarations appear that state that the coordinating effect of
spatial development (e.g. the ESDP) remains minute beyond spatial planning circles; this in
addition to the atypically explicit story that a European Union competence for coordination
does not harbour a material responsibility for European spatial development or spatial
Chronologically seen: increasing territorial imbalances, territorial dimension of policies, territorial approach, regional development, territorial integration, spatial impact,
development of European Union territory, and substantive policy objectives, European Union spatial development, territorial analysis, and all residents of urban and rural areas.
Chronoligically seen: a holistic understanding, common vision, bottom-up policies, and strategic planning.

a
b
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analysis (see Appendix C). 265 Moreover, while European spatial planning is said to be
embedded in a multi-level governance system and spatial planning stories promote the
territorial dimension of policies, a description in the connections of the ‘process’ and
‘spatial/territorial dimension’ narratives also points out that the governance of Community
policies does not favour to take the territorial dimension into account. 266 This would make it
less surprising that after the Constitutional Treaty’s non-ratification territorial governance is
not mentioned in the narratives anymore (i.e. no further competence for territorial cohesion,
no promotion of the territorial dimension, such as territorial governance, by spatial planning).
This would thus end the debate on territorial governance in the concept’s concept, while it
remains a territorial cohesion issue.
Nevertheless, one year later territorial policy integration is deemed to be both the
most promising area in territorial development and based on territorial cohesion as well,
which is highlighted by the statement that both the ESDP process and territorial cohesion are
concerned with governance. 267 The disappearance of spatial planning stories on territorial
governance while the ones on territorial cohesion explicitly maintain this concern might
signify a possible singling out of the coordination apparatus and/or framework of governance
principles isolated from the discussion on spatial development and planning traditions. An
answer to the question posed above then becomes: that territorial cohesion merely implies
planning traditions and swap towards territorieal governance could mean that for territorial
cohesion processesual structures for spatial planning are reduced to one of the many useful
territorial ways of doing.
Then again, the spatial planning and territorial cohesion stories on territorial
governance in this usage area might above all have forecasted well-built ambitions. How
useful would this territorial way of doing for instance be? Note thereby that the general
stories on the importance of the region continuously saturate the narratives. Furthermore,
these general stories are in 2003 also linked to the one on Cohesion Policy. Perhaps it is this
linkage that frames a story on spatial planning itself which further opened up this exterior the
same year: the European Commission would want a spatial policy closer to its merits. 268 A
reduction of processual structures for spatial planning towards a useful territorial way of
doing could thus also entail a selection.
A story connecting the ‘economy/society/environment’ and ‘planning traditions’
narratives in 2005 then points to the possibilities in this passage. This because it calls to open
an intergovernmental discussion on European Union territorial governance that links the
European Union’s cohesion strategy with the functioning of national planning systems. 269
Moreover, national and regional territorial development is offered as integrated and spacebased framework for development that adds value to the European Union’s Cohesion Policy
and Lisbon Strategy as well. 270 Although territorial cohesion metanarratives also
encompasses the concern with regions, they show more affiliation with cohesion; especially
the territorial cohesion stories that connect the ‘economy/society/environment’ metanarrative
to those placing the concept more in Cohesion Policy than European spatial planning do. 271
That these stories might thereby promote to use spatial planning via territorial cohesion for a
(economic) policy objective (see §3.3.4) and/or closer relate to Cohesion Policy might
therefore become the more acute. Hence, the debate on territorial governance in the (post)ESDP process usage area also points outward to the Region/Cohesion policy usage area (see
Appendix E).
D.5.6 Some territorial cohesion features shown by the full picture of this usage area
The treatment of the connections between the narratives with an own dynamic above finished
the picture of the (post-)ESDP process usage area with a myriad of spatial planning stories
that form the package of narratives. Besides that this context for the bundle of metanarratives
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supports that the stories in this usage area are multi-shaded and specific (i.e. the second
general hypothesis), this comparison brings forward how the concept of territorial cohesion is
affected by its context, it differs from it, and it affect its context.
The profile of the connected metanarratives reflects the way in which the narratives
are packed. The connected narratives might thus have furnished the metanarratives’ mutual
connectedness and added spatial/territorial development twists. The connected narratives
might thereby have influenced the connections between the metanarratives when it concerns
their discussion on spatial frameworks and lacking focus and dominance of economics in the
observation of territories. This therefore supports the working hypothesis for the connected
narratives somewhat (i.e. the connections between the metanarratives derive from connected
narratives). Still, they mostly influence the metanarratives instead of their connections. The
connected narratives appear to show that the focus for surveillance is as economic as
indefinite and that the context of territorial cohesion assisted the concept in taking up the task
of identifying territorial capital in a developping dominance of the economic and emergence
of the environmental. Moreover, the spatial planning stories, in cross-fertilisation with the
ones on territorial cohesion, might have restored the weight the concept lays on territorial
governance, either in relation to policy coherence and frameworks or not.
Then again, compared to the connected narratives, the territorial cohesion stories also
point to some own traits. That is, the concept hardly connects accessibility to other issues,
stresses the connection between polycentrism and policy objectives (e.g. within the ‘triangle
of sustainability’), extents the tentacles of the coordination issue, especially towards policies
with a territorial impact, and all of this with a restrain on spatial and territorial development
issues later on. These own traits of course go against the working hypothesis for the
connected narratives, as these connections between the metanarratives do not derive from
them. In addition, the connected narratives also point to two traits of territorial cohesion per
metanarrative. The concept’s context neither assists in the fading of the social with territorial
cohesion nor the concept’s switch from services to infrastructure. Insofar these differences
between territorial cohesion and spatial planning stories lead to frictions, they could make the
concept’s usage in European spatial planning problematic (i.e. the first general hypothesis).
The connected narratives also point towards substantive influences that the usage of
territorial cohesion might have on European spatial (planning) policy (i.e. this appendix’
leading question), this mostly through disagreements with the earlier findings. The territorial
cohesion issue of spatial justice could for instance have spread into the concept’s context
nonetheless. Inversingly, the obligation to harmonise policy objectives does not appear to
come from the concept, but to reside in the (connected) narratives themselves. Yet, the most
important findings in this section appear to be that the discussion on polycentrism might only
be restricted to research, instead of vanishing alltogether, and that the processesual structures
for spatial planning could for territorial cohesion be reduced to a useful territorial way of
doing.
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